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It is very satisfying to read Volume 6 of the Trinity College Dublin Journal of Postgraduate
Research. It gets better every year, and is making a name for itself among graduate students
as a place to get published and, more importantly, to get read. Of the thirty-eight submitted
papers, the Editorial Committee selected twelve for publication after a rigorous peer-review
process; this commitment to peer-review is surely one of the reasons why the journal is
doing well. Embracing the criticism of one’s peers is a necessary discipline – and it is as well
to learn it early.

Writing the Foreword to the journal gives the Dean of Graduate Studies an annu-
al opportunity to make a few points about graduate education in College. This is my third
year to write the Foreword, and each year I have emphasised that graduate students are a
very important part of the student body, central to the university’s purposes in education and
research.  Research and education do not simply go hand-in-hand; rather they are two sides
of the same coin. This is most evident in graduate education at the doctoral level; how are
supervisors to be useful teachers unless they are doing research themselves? In Berlin in
1810, Wilhelm von Humbolt said,

“... … the teacher does not exist for the sake of the student; both
teacher and student have their justification in the common pursuit of
knowledge. The teacher’s performance depends on the students’
presence and interest – without this science and scholarship could not
grow. If students did not come before him (sic) of their own free will,
he, in his quest for knowledge, would have to seek them out. The
goals of science and scholarship are worked toward most effectively
through the synthesis of the teacher’s and student’s dispositions”
[translation published in Minerva Vol. 8, 242-250, 1970].

Of all the collaborations on offer then, it is that between the student and the supervisor that
is the foundation of the university.

Reflecting on my last year as Dean of Graduate Studies, I would like to share a
few thoughts about the challenges – let us call them the ‘grand challenges’ – that lie ahead
for graduate education in Trinity. I will enumerate four of them as follows:  (i) the curricu-
lum: we wish to give graduate students the opportunity to learn the skills needed to be pro-
fessional researchers, but we do not wish to compromise the overarching requirement that
a thesis makes a contribution to knowledge. Courses on research methods must not encour-
age conformity or promote “approved patterns of women or of men”; on the contrary, they
should encourage creativity and willingness to challenge received wisdoms. Another issue
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here is that the traditional PhD promotes individual effort – the sole author monograph-type
thesis – yet increasingly this does not reflect how research is done outside academia where
the power of teams is recognised, (ii) the openness of research: the university is increasing-
ly seen as a resource for society and, most particularly, the economy. In the Irish context, we
have seen research institutes set up within the Universities, and these institutes are essential
resources for graduate students.  But integrating the institutes within the university in a way
that promotes the university’s mission in both teaching and research poses a challenge – a
simple example is that the ‘right to roam’ and talk to fellow graduate students can be cur-
tailed by the need to protect the university’s Intellectual Property, (iii) interdisciplinarity: we
should allow new research areas to emerge (interdisciplinarity) but not lose contact with the
core disciplines and the intellectual depth that they bring. It is a crucial challenge to balance
these aspects, particularly so in terms of graduate education which should not be driven by
fads but yet must be at the cutting edge of research, (iv) the fourth relates to the appropriate
use of technology: while this is a challenge for education in general, it is graduate education
that should lead the way in finding how a sense of community and common purpose can be
enhanced by technology. Other educators (e.g. large multinationals) will be able to invest in
Virtual Learning Environments to a greater degree than universities and, combined with
accessibility of information and a very clear idea of the knowledge they wish to impart, may
present competition to the monopoly that the universities have had in graduate education in
the past. However, this Journal attests to the healthy state of graduate education in Trinity,
and that we are well placed to adapt to the changing environment that these challenges bring.

This publication has been made possible by generous support from the Trinity
Alumni Annual Fund. I hope the alumni are proud to see the good use made of their funds.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contribution of Dr Matthew Causey and Dr Dónall Mac
Dónaill, on the editorial advisory board, and to personally thank Ms Jillian Coffey, Director
of Alumni, for arranging this sponsorship for the last three years. Also I would like to thank
Ms Ruth Pe Pallileo, President of the Graduate Students Union, for her unflagging enthusi-
asm for the TCD Journal of Postgraduate Research, and to Ms Zeldine O’Brien who took
the editorial reins mid-stream to produce the admirable selection of papers we have here.

Professor P.J. Prendergast
Dean of Graduate Studies

27. April.2007 
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The Trinity College Dublin Journal of Postgraduate Studies, now in its sixth volume, rep-
resents the contributions of postgraduate students for the academic year 2006-2007. It pro-
vides postgraduate students with a forum in which they may entire into a dialogue with their
peers and others. This forum is, by its nature, a multi-disciplinary one and the Journal
accordingly embraces at its heart the diversity to be found in the research currently con-
ducted by postgraduates in Trinity College. This diversity is amply demonstrated by this vol-
ume which contains both articles and correspondences on a range of subjects including phi-
losophy, medicine, hagiography and mathematics. In providing postgraduates with an
opportunity to have their ongoing research published, the Journal may be seen to contribute
to the debate that forms the focus of academia, a debate that is not limited to Trinity itself,
but conducted in the wider forum of the global research community. The participation of stu-
dents in this debate is to be welcomed and encouraged. The Journal seeks to foster this par-
ticipation not only through the solicitation of submissions but by actively involving students
in the peer-review process. 

The diversity of subjects of research is equalled by the range of perspectives and
methodologies that may be adopted by researchers. This latter aspect is demonstrated by the
articles and correspondences in this volume. Lydia Carroll’s article on the contribution of the
Statistical and Social Inquiry Society of Ireland reflects on the historical role of the Society.
This historical perspective is shared by Felicity Cable and Ailise Bulfin in their articles on
St Barbara and the rise of the machine in science-fiction respectively. The correspondences,
however, reflect on more contemporary themes. Stephen O’ Riordan, Charalampos Saitisc,
Daniel Kelleher and Saturnino Luz examine current issues relating to diabetes in cystic
fibrosis children, fractal art and information retrieval respectively. Other authors have cho-
sen to evaluate different theories in relation to their chosen topic. This methodology is appar-
ent in Matthew Garrison’s, Stergiani Kostopoulou’s and Celia Kenny’s articles. Others have
chosen alternatively to focus on one particular aspect of their subject, a methodology adopt-
ed by Conor Reid, Caroline Morrillot and Carl O’Brien.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Editorial Committee for their dili-
gence and assistance in the review and assessment of the articles and correspondences. The
role of the Committee in the peer-review process is invaluable and ensures student input at
all levels of the publication. Their enthusiasm and energy was an inspiration. I would also
like to thank Ruth Pe Paileo, President of the Graduate Students’ Union, for her constant
support and advice, Áine Larkin, for generously giving her time to proofread the submis-
sions, and Ruth Ní Eidhin for her hard work as art director. I would like to acknowledge Tara
Hurst for her role in negotiating with the printers and Brian Allman at Brunswick Press. I
am grateful to Emily Edwards, the previous editor, for her advice and guidance. It was great-
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ly appreciated. I would like to thank my supervisor, Dr Gernot Biehler, for his support
throughout the year. My thanks also go to Prof. Patrick J. Prendergast, Dean of Graduate
Studies, for his continuing interest and support of the Journal. I also wish to thank most sin-
cerely Jillian Coffey and the Trinity Postgraduate Fund for their generous financial patron-
age of the Journal.  

This year the Journal received its highest number of submissions to date. It is to
be hoped that the profile of the Journal, both within the College and the wider research com-
munity, will continue to grow. 

Zeldine Niamh O’Brien
Editor
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the time one need only look at a number of the late Victorian and Edwardian adven-
ture novels - the character of Lord John Roxton in Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost
World (1912) is a perfect example. The two novels under scrutiny here, published in
1885 (King Solomon’s Mines) and 1887 (She), are therefore exactly in the middle of
this transition between two aspects of masculinity and so, as one might expect, fea-
ture both aspects significantly. This essay will, therefore, seek to address this ever-
shifting definition of masculinity as a key to understanding both novels. 

The most apparent definition of masculinity is in opposition to femininity
and, in late Victorian England, the issue of gender and the place of the Victorian
woman was one of much discussion and controversy. The emerging New Woman,
“usually a middle-class woman who enjoyed a measure of personal independence in
ways which affronted patriarchal propriety”2, was a threat to masculinity in the late
1800s. The increasing number of women who worked for a living and were becom-
ing significantly less dependant on the male patriarchy presented an affront to the
established male-dominated British society. Many men saw their masculinity under
threat, especially those whose jobs were lost to women or whose work environment
was becoming feminised, and emigration to the colonies began to look increasingly
attractive. Especially since, as Julia Bush points out, “[m]asculinism was deeply
embedded in the currency of popular imperialism peddled at the turn of the century
by novelists, poets, journalists, educators, politicians and the returning soldier heroes
of the Boer War. At best, British women were usually absent (or admiringly distant)
from the epics of manly bravery, strength, endurance and self-discipline which
enthralled the British public”3. Indeed women are noticeable absent from practically
all of the adventure fiction of this period4. There were, of course, numerous reasons
for emigration, but a strong incentive was the prospect of a life in the colonies where
one could prove one’s masculinity in the pursuit of a life largely devoid of British
women. Both novels address this fear of the emerging power of the female in the
characters of Gagool, in King Solomon’s Mines, and Ayesha, the titular character of
She.

The absence of females in King Solomon’s Mines is quite clearly marked
when the narrator, Allan Quartermain, notes in the opening chapter that “I can safely
say that there is not a petticoat in the whole history”5. There are, of course, two
females, Foulata and Gagool, but the latter “was a hundred at least, and therefore not
marriageable”6 and, in any case, in the world of Haggard and his narrator, a black,
savage woman, especially one who is no longer useful in her role as a bearer of chil-
dren, is not considered a character of any importance. But it is these two characters
that prove crucial in understanding Haggard’s version of masculinity. The issue of
Foulata and interracial relations will be dealt with later; it is the issue of Gagool that
is of initial importance. Gagool is in a position of unprecedented power given her sta-
tus as a woman. She has lived for generations and has the ear of King Twala, leader
of the Kukuanas, as well as the power of life or death over the whole kingdom due to
her brutal and terrifying witch hunts. It is quite clear that her position of power is one

“WE ARE MEN, THOU AND I”: DEFINING MASCULINITY IN H RIDER

HAGGARD’S KING SOLOMON’S MINES AND SHE

CONOR REID

H. Rider Haggard’s two most successful and enduringly popular novels, King
Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She (1887), encompass perfectly a number of the most
pressing cultural themes and issues of late Victorian England. In a time when the
British Empire was expanding across the globe, Haggard’s fiction treats the growing
concerns of racial superiority and the “civilising” of other cultures, the place of the
Victorian woman in a changing social environment both at home and in the colonies,
and the definition of masculinity and manliness facing the English male. It is this last
facet that this essay will focus on in particular, viewing it as a key feature in both nov-
els as well as a point of convergence of the other issues mentioned above. The impor-
tance of gender and race can be explored in a definition of masculinity through its
opposition to these features. Haggard’s notions of manliness are crucial in that they
are set up in contrast to ideas of gender, in the guise of female potency and effemi-
nacy, and race, in the form of the black, “savage” male, the primitive versus the
civilised man. Finally, notions of masculinity encompass ideas of how imperialism
and the Empire were defined as a strictly masculine sphere, a world conquered and
ruled through a patriarchy of power. Both novels examined here reflect this imperial
environment and promote its concerns while portraying them in the form of the
extremely popular romance novel. 

A definition of masculinity is very difficult to pin down, not least because it
is one that has changed, and will continue to do so, over the course of time. An attrib-
ute such as strength, often associated with manliness, is not as important in a society
that does not require all men to be soldiers or warriors, and yet it is still seen as an
important masculine quality. A traditionally feminine characteristic such as sensitivi-
ty has perhaps today come to be seen as a significant attribute of a more rounded mas-
culinity and reveal a comfort with one’s sexuality. In short, attempts at any definition
need to take into account differences in culture as well as time period. At the time
Haggard was writing, however, it was an era of rapidly shifting ideas of what it was
to be a man, how one defined one’s masculinity, and there was a conflict between the
mental and the physical aspect of a man’s identity. There were two aspects to mas-
culinity – that of a man strong, courageous, daring and willing to die in battle and that
of a rational and logical man, not prone to impulsiveness or erratic behaviour. John
Tosh points out that “a great deal of the [early Victorian] literature of the day left the
overwhelming impression that masculine identification resided in the life of the
mind” but that “[t]his was certainly no longer the case at the end of the nineteenth
century”1. For examples of the importance of physical masculinity in the literature of
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themes in Haggard’s discourse”13. This is a crucial point and something which will be
explored throughout this essay as a definition of masculinity must equally encompass
these features. There is no doubt, however, that Ayesha’s character has much to do
with the threat of the New Woman, and there are many overlapping points with King
Solomon’s Mines. It is, however, important to highlight that the feminist reading of
Ayesha is simply one side of a multi-dimensional process. 

The world of the Amahagger is very different to that of the Kukuana, most
obviously because it is a world where “women […] are not only upon equal terms of
perfect equality with the men, but are not held to them by any binding ties”14. Women
choose their male partners and can leave them if they so wish, heritage is traced
through a female lineage and, of course, the entire civilisation is ruled over by a
woman, the terrifying and merciless Ayesha. The affront to masculinity and male
dominance which greets the travellers on their arrival in the Amahagger city is
sharply contrasted to the feats of endurance involved in getting there. Having sur-
vived their shipwrecked boat they proceed up an ancient canal watching a battle
between a crocodile and a lion – “a wonderful and a shocking sight”15. This is a par-
ticularly spectacular example of Herbert Spencer’s “survival of the fittest”, a term
later used by Darwin as a means of summing up his theory of “natural selection”.
They brave big game, mosquitoes, and the inhospitable climate while hauling their
boat up the canal, emphasising the strength of the men, especially Holly who “was
supposed to be strong enough to pull against the two of them”16. The fact that this
society of female power is a savage and inferior one is enough to condemn it, but this
is emphasised by the fact that the Amahagger people turn out to be cannibals, a prac-
tice which “represented the nadir of savagery, more extreme even than slavery
(which, of course, a number of “civilised” nations practiced through much of the
nineteenth century)”.17 It becomes increasingly clear that power in the hands of the
female is a perverted world order and, to confirm this, Holly talks to Billali later in
the novel and discovers that periodically the Amahagger men “rise, and kill the old
[women] as an example to the young ones, and to show them that we are the
strongest”18. So not only does this threat to masculinity result in a cannibalistic, sav-
age society but the males will only tolerate it for a certain period of time before they
too must assert their dominance and power. 

If the threat of the Amahagger society is complicated due to its fear not sim-
ply of female power, but of racially degenerate female power, the threat of Ayesha’s
power is equally complicated due to its blurring between her importance as a figure
of female potency as well as imperial power. Her importance as an imperial figure
will be dealt with in the final section of this essay; firstly it is crucial to examine her
significance as the ultimate threat to the masculine power of Leo and Holly, both of
whom are emasculated in her presence. Her erotic allure is made explicit throughout
and her very presence renders Holly and Leo impotent – linguistically, mentally, and
in terms of power. In the chapter “A Soul in Hell”, Holly describes himself as a
“rational man”19 both words equally crucial in understanding his feelings of emascu-

of natural perversity, a fact which is made explicit in the fact that King Twala him-
self is the illegitimate ruler of the kingdom in the first place. It is in this unnatural
world order that the three protagonists find themselves and, having revealed the true
identity of Umbopa, set to reordering it based upon the patriarchy of the new king.
Gagool is not only a woman in a position of power, but she is a savage, primitive one
and, in keeping with many theories of racial generation and evolutionary theory of
Haggard’s time, she is described in terms of someone who has degenerated to the
level of an animal. Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859), explaining his theory
of “natural selection”, had been published not quite thirty years previously and had
influenced a generation of Social Darwinist theorists who could now add a scientific
backing to many of their theories of race and generation. These theorists varied from
the criminal anthropologist Cesare Lombroso, to the eugenicist Francis Galton, to
racial theorists such as Vacher Lapouge and Gustave LeBon7. Darwin’s Origin as well
as his Descent of Man (1871), which focuses on humankind rather than simply ani-
mals, had outlined the origins of humanity as having animal ancestry. Much Social
Darwinist thought, giving Darwin’s biological theories a social application, held that
as savage races were inferior to civilised races, they were thus closer to man’s origi-
nal state as primates. This is played out in Haggard’s novel when Gagool is described
as a “withered-up monkey”8 and her appearance is one of “deep and yellow wrin-
kles”, her “visage might have been taken for that of a sun-dried corpse” while her
hands are “skinny claw[s] armed with nails nearly an inch long”9. She is thus far
removed from the civilised, white Englishmen. 

It is this most degenerate of characters, however, that maintains a reign of
terror over all the male figures in the novel and also, crucially, is the only one who
has access to the treasures of the mines. This last point, as Anne McClintock points
out, is of importance as it highlights the fact that “the secret of the production of min-
eral wealth in South Africa and thus the hoped-for regeneration of Britain, did indeed
lie in the generative labor power of women”10. The masculinity of the three men,
therefore, is reaffirmed in the destruction of Gagool and the threat of the New Woman
is successfully quashed. The masculinity and dominance of the three main characters
is asserted in a resolute manner, a manner which serves to compliment the numerous
other moments throughout the book – from the hunting of big game – “eight ele-
phants is a pretty good bag for one day”11, to Sir Henry’s courage facing battle –
“Well, so be it; at any rate, it will be a man’s death!”12

Written two years later, She, presents a more complicated view of the threat
to masculinity, one which is wrapped up in notions of imperialism, racial generation
and patriarchal power. Many critics have read Ayesha, “she-who-must-be-obeyed”, as
the ultimate symbol of power gone wrong in the hands of a female, and in many
respects Ayesha certainly does represent one of the greatest threats to patriarchal
power and masculinity in Haggard’s novels. But critic Laura Chrisman has crucially
noted that reading Ayesha solely in a feminist critical vein “overlooks entirely the
topoi of “race”, black Africa, and the processes of imperialism, as matrices and
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gence in their infiltration and subsequent destruction of Twala’s kingdom. Thus, the
threat to masculinity is successfully overcome and serves to highlight the attraction
of the rugged, manly life of the colonial explorer. 

It is interesting to note that as the three adventurers travel further from civil-
isation they descend further and further towards the savage and barbaric practices the
British Empire wished to stamp out. This is the second major threat to their identity
as British males. Apart from the threat of the feminine there is the threat of degener-
ation, of becoming almost contaminated by the race one wishes to civilise. “Can the
white male imperialist or explorer, with the restraints of civilisation removed, retain
his whiteness, his manhood, in the face of barbarism?”, Stott asks27. As the adventure
proceeds into the desert, away from civilisation, the explorers begin a gradual process
of degeneration and the acceptability of what can be eaten by the three gentlemen rap-
idly changes. Firstly they eat the cured “biltong” they carry with them, however as
the journey progresses they must drink stale water, and do not “hesitate at its black
and unpleasant appearance”28. Next they run out of fuel and so, despite the “savagery”
of it, must eat the raw organs of an antelope29. This process serves to highlight one of
the greatest fears of any colonising power – that of racial degeneration, the settlers
becoming “more savage than the savages themselves”. Patrick Brantlinger discusses
the fears of “going native” and the common view that “the Boers [had] ‘degenerated
into white savages’; the British hero finds that Kaffir ‘savages’ are ‘socially superi-
or’ to them, a typical assertion well before the Boer War of 1899-1902”30. Racial
degeneracy, therefore, was as much of a threat to masculinity as effeminacy, and
something with which Haggard deals extensively. 

Chrisman’s article regarding the over-simplification of reading Ayesha sim-
ply as a female threat to patriarchy can quite equally apply in the case of racial degen-
eration and its implications for masculinity. She describes how “imperialism is
already profoundly split in its identity and value-scheme, utilising an other in order
to dramatise it ambiguities, ambivalences and indeterminacies”31. It is certainly worth
keeping this ambiguity in mind when considering the depiction of the masculine val-
ues of bravery, strength and courage – particularly in the case of Umbopa/Ignosi.
Critics have pointed out that despite the quite obvious racial stereotyping evident in
Haggard’s work he does present, in the character of Umbopa, a heroic figure. Andrew
Smith writes that “while Haggard’s writings do consolidate certain prejudices, they
also explore the possibility of moving beyond a colonialist identity politics reliant on
conceptions of racial otherness”32. However it seems that this is to misread Haggard’s
intentions in many instances and, in the case of Umbopa, a closer look reveals that
the imperialist view leads to an elevating of Umbopa only to a certain point. The dou-
bling of his character with that of Curtis serves to highlight Haggard’s attempts to
depict the manliness of the Zulu race while trying to avoid undermining the superi-
ority of the white Englishmen. Haggard manages to achieve this in his descriptions
of the two great men together. They are repeatedly paired as the bravest of all men,
Quartermain’s own cowardice in battle only serving to highlight this, but as Gail

lation. Firstly, as a man associated with logic, rationality and clarity, he can not com-
prehend the possibility that Ayesha is a supernatural being leading him to doubt him-
self and his way of thinking. Then, further emasculated, and crawling through the
womb-like tunnel leading to Ayesha’s private boudoir, he is rendered linguistically
impotent as he realises that an attempt to describe her beauty will “surpass my pow-
ers of description”20. Finally, despite being a self-proclaimed misogynist, Holly falls
deeply in love with Ayesha and is enchanted by her beauty – “I would give my
immortal soul to marry her”21. Leo, of course, is similarly enchanted and is incapable
of resisting her charms as soon as she reveals her face to him. 

It is interesting to note here that masculinity is not only about the relation-
ship between men and woman but also that between two men, a bond of brotherhood
(or in this case of surrogate father and son). These two types of bond are put to the
test at this point in She, and it results in the sanctity of the male relationship remain-
ing intact. Leo has fallen in love with Ustane, however when she is murdered by
Ayesha in front of his eyes the outraged Leo breaks the bond of love between man
and woman and soon “with the corpse of his dead love for an alter, did Leo Vincey
plight his troth to her red-handed murderess”22. Holly, on the other hand, is tempted
repeatedly by Ayesha’s enchanting beauty, and professes his jealousy of Leo on sev-
eral occasions. But the bond is never broken; he is enthralled by Ayesha but always
remembers to check on the dying Leo’s progress and, later on, is “rent by mad and
furious jealousy” but manages to maintain the bond with Leo and notes that - “I do
not quite know how – I got the better of myself”23. Once more the bond between men
is strengthened in the face of the threatening female and male dominance is assured. 
This male dominance, and the assertion of masculinity are, however, not solely con-
fined to Haggard’s characters; they are also quite evident in the gendering of the
African landscape. In King Solomon’s Mines, the treasure map the male party follows
takes the form of an inverted female body, running from Sheba’s Breasts to the Three
Witches, a cave hiding the treasures of the mines, whose bodily significance hardly
needs explaining. As Rebecca Stott points out in an essay exploring this issue, “King
Solomon’s Mines does have its female body. That body is that of Africa herself, wait-
ing to be explored”24. The point here is that while the novel may profess to be unre-
strained by the presence of females, the entire adventure is based around trying to
“penetrate” and “tame” the female landscape. The masculinity of the English gentle-
men is, therefore, threatened and must be asserted, usually aggressively, in order to
regain dominance over the female. This is done in a number of ways. The heroes
emerge alive at the close of the novel but it is only after a battle with the landscape
which includes a death-defying struggle through the desert and the defeat of those
spawned from the land itself, the autochthonic Kukuanas. It is through displaying the
facets of Victorian manliness that Curtis, Good and Quartermain overcome the fem-
inine landscape – they show strength and courage in the killing of large animals,
endurance and stamina in their survival through climatic extremes (Ventvögel, “being
a Hottentot”25 does not fare so well26), as well as cunning, logic and superior intelli-
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cannot cumber his life with such as I am, for the sun may not mate with the darkness,
nor the white with the black”42. Not only does Haggard highlight the racial superior-
ity of the colonising Good by associating him with the sun, the giver of life, and her
with evil and darkness, but he does it through the medium of the colonised. In doing
so he both removes Good’s guilt in falling in love with a savage, which has under-
mined his masculinity, and manages to have the reader believe that the black
colonised women, the oppressed Other, is actually in favour of her own convenient
death. It is moments like this that make it harder to accept that Haggard “sought to
break down these colonist binary distinctions”.43

This risk of miscegenation is evident in She in the character of Ustane, but
in this case is complicated by the presence of Ayesha. In the matriarchal world of the
Amahagger it is Ustane who chooses Leo as her partner and, much like Foulata and
Captain Good, she nurses him back to health and he falls in love with her. In similar
fashion she must die, to contain the risk of miscegenation, and in this case she is also
murdered by the symbol of female potency in the novel, but for very different rea-
sons. Ustane is killed by Ayesha because she is a threat to her, a rival for Leo’s love.
Leo is faced with a choice between Ayesha and Ustane, as Chrisman notes: “femi-
ninity is given two conflicting representatives”44. This situation is far more compli-
cated than that of Foulata and Good as it seems that Chrisman is correct in asserting
that it is an oversimplification to reduce the conflict in imperialism and gender sole-
ly to the character of Ayesha. This, of course, applies to the exploration of masculin-
ity too, and Leo’s manliness is threatened by two women, but in conflicting ways. His
love for Ustane is pure and out of a genuine desire for her selfless character and great
beauty but, of course, she is the colonised, black savage. His desire for the more beau-
tiful and, crucially, white Ayesha is unnatural, the result of her Circean beauty; she is
capable of making him feel “as if all the manhood had been taken out of him”45.
Ayesha represents a threat to patriarchy, to the male empire in the form of an alter-
nate, matriarchal empire while Ustane offers a threat from within the patriarchy, that
of degeneration and miscegenation. But Leo is incensed at the undignified murder of
Ustane and the reader takes the righteous side of Ustane, thus pitting two sides of the
same argument against each other. It seems that in this case, in stark difference to
King Solomon’s Mines, Haggard tries to question the nature of imperialism and its
relationship to masculinity with a significantly more complex viewpoint. In the end,
of course, both female characters die, but not before Haggard has used them to
address the complicated nature of masculinity and its multifaceted relationship with
gender, race and imperialism – “questions of gender become inextricable from ques-
tions of generation, of racial reproduction, familial relations of power”46.

One final aspect of masculinity that needs to be explored is that of the rela-
tionship between it and imperialism, and the patriarchal rule of the British Empire.
Haggard’s novels make the link quite clear, from his numerous depictions of manly
strength and courage to his warnings of the dangers of power in the hands of the
weaker, irrational sex. The concept of the British Empire was one that required

Ching-Liang Low points out, a “heroic cult of masculinity can only be formed
through the reflection of blackness”33. The glorifying of Umbopa serves to raise him
up to a point where his masculinity can reflect on Curtis. This comes to a fore when
Curtis dresses in the Kukuana tribal dress going into battle, highlighting the fact that:

Umbopa cannot, of course, dress like Curtis. In this fantasy
cross-cultural dressing works in one direction only. Curtis is the
white civilised hero with all the sexuality and physical power of
a savage, but at best, Umbopa can only be the black noble sav-
age.34

It can be seen, therefore, that what would seem to be a promising depiction of a racial
Other is manipulated in order to affirm the masculinity of the colonising power.
Umbopa is made king but it is Curtis that gains the status of a supernatural being and
enters into the folklore of the Kukuana – “any extraordinary blow or feat of strength
was henceforth known as ‘Incubu’s blow’”35.

Racial degeneration can be achieved through a “contamination” of the
coloniser by the colonised, the settler can adopt the local customs and practices, but
there is, of course, another way to truly “go native” and that is to intermarry in the
local population. This fear of miscegenation was one that was very real for the
coloniser of Haggard’s time and is perhaps the link between defining one’s mas-
culinity in opposition to femininity and racial otherness; miscegenation is both of
these fears combined36. Life in the colonies was one that leant itself to behaviour that
would not be tolerated at home, as Tosh points out – “Since ‘respectable’ white
women were still very thin on the ground in many colonies, there was less counter-
vailing censure, and less chance of deviant behaviour being reported back home”37.
The threat of the native woman is fictionalised by Haggard in the form of Foulata, in
King Solomon’s Mines, and Ustane in She.

In King Solomon’s Mines, Foulata becomes the devoted handmaiden of
Captain Good and, he being a sailor – “I knew the fatal amorous propensities of
sailors in general”38 – begins to fall in love with her. This is, of course, a major prob-
lem, one which Quartermain acknowledges: “that may be rather awkward if ever we
get out of this”39, he notes after Foulata has professed that she will go wherever Good
goes. Foulata is used to highlight a real-life problem for settlers in Africa. There were
many native women with the “grace, skill [and] personal attractions”40 of Foulata with
whom an English man could quite easily fall in love. Haggard questions the notion
of miscegenation but, in the end, does not challenge it. Good’s virility and manliness
are nearly his downfall but then Foulata is conveniently killed off - as Patteson cyn-
ically notes: “[g]enerally the paler the skin of the native woman the greater her
chances of survival”41. In Foulata’s final scene, after she has been stabbed by Gagool,
Haggard wraps things up neatly by having Foulata agree with the racist prejudices
earlier stated by Quartermain. She states: “I am glad to die because I know that he
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rialism and the British Empire itself. He explores all notions of his, and the Empire’s,
masculinity in a time when to do so was to engage in a debate of race, gender and
power and, in doing so, has created two infinitely popular and exceptional tales of
adventure.   
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is targeted towards another being. As presented in Le Unes and Nation’s definition,
intent of the aggressor and the actual target of aggressive behavior play a role in
defining the behavior. They state that “[a]ggression is defined as the infliction of an
aversive stimulus upon one person by another, an act committed with intent to harm,
one perpetrated against an unwilling victim, and done with the expectancy that the
behavior will be successful”.9 Accordingly, for Baron, Richardson, Le Unes and
Nation human aggression is a behavior not a feeling, it must be intentional, although
harm or injury may not occur and there must be other human interaction, whether
direct or indirect. 

Bandura’s Definition of Aggression
In Anshel’s list of characteristics of aggressive behavior he asserts that injury,
whether physical or other, must occur for it to be aggression.10 Bandura states:

First, the behavior must be aimed at another human being with
the goal of inflicting physical harm. Second, there must be a
reasonable expectation that the attempt to inflict bodily harm
will be successful.11

He maintains that there is more than one purpose of aggression. He gives the exam-
ple of the bombing of Hiroshima; although it killed and injured thousands of people,
the ultimate goal was to end the Second World War.12

According to Bandura’s theory, the intent rather than the result of injury is
what makes a behavior aggressive:

The intentions attributed to the performer will alter the way his
actions are categorized. If they are judged to be unintentional,
then his behavior is not thought to be aggressive. The same
action would be interpreted as aggressive, even though no
injury was in fact inflicted, by observers who assumed that the
person wanted to hurt others.13

For Bandura, the roles that people play in society define their actions as aggressive.
For example, assertiveness is more likely to be defined as aggression if a woman does
it because it is a farther departure from what people believe to be female conduct.14

Characteristics of the labelers also contribute to the definition of aggression.
People from distinct societies and cultures define aggressive behavior differently.
Bandura maintains that “[i]t is evident from informal observation that people who
differ in socioeconomic level, sex, ethnic background, and educational and occupa-
tional status vary in the way they view the same behavior with respect to its aggres-
sive qualities”.15 Bandura also believes that the intensity of the response is a factor.
The tolerance level of the observers along with the intensity of the target’s response

What is Aggression?
Today more then ever aggressive behavior in society has become an unavoidable
topic and its consequences are affecting more and more people and the arena of sport
is no exception; “sport, sometimes considered to be a ritual substitute for war, is
becoming increasingly aggressive at all levels… leading to a willingness to push
aggression to its legitimate limits…”.1 Albert Bandura believed that because of the
close proximity of an ever-growing society, aggressive acts affect more people.2 The
first step in understanding aggressive behavior in sport and where it originates is
defining aggression. 

Defining Aggression
In terms of aggression there is a wide scope of behaviors that represent different
things to different people.3 Rose, Kamin and Lewontin believe that the biggest mis-
take that many people make is reifying aggression into some abstract concept when
it is really just a description of a behavior.4

In the defining process, the first area of research of aggressive behavior is
animal behavior. Dolf Zillman defines aggression in animals as a behavior that
inflicts a level of destruction upon some entity whether it is another animal or an
inanimate object. An example is the destruction a shark inflicts upon a seal during
attack. Zillman also asserts that there are degrees of aggression in animal behavior
that depend upon the magnitude of destruction and the vigor of the aggression. For
instance, that same shark attack but on a human could be defined as more aggressive
because it is out of a normal social behavior.5 Bandura understood that aggression
serves as a positive function for animals. Functions such as dispersing a population’s
utilization of food, selective breeding and the development of aggression inhibitors
that prevent them from destroying their own species help to maintain the survival of
animals.6 There has been, as Zillman explains, a departure between man and animal.
Man has broadened and expanded his predatory behavior. Animals kill for survival
while man kills animals for food, well-being and sport. 

For man and animal, aggression is a behavior, not an emotion. Acts of
aggressiveness are misconstrued as anger, which is a feeling.7 The departure point for
humans and animals starts with the issue of intent. Baron and Richardson define
aggression as “any form of behavior toward the goal of harming or injuring another
living being who is motivated to avoid such treatment”.8 This definition presents two
characteristics of aggression in humans; the goal or intent to harm and the fact that it
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Instinct Theory
There is no short supply of theories of aggression’s origins and because of the range
of actions that can be considered aggressive and the amount of research on it, many
theories have arisen. The following section discusses two of the main theories,
Instinct and Social Learning.

Instinct theory maintains that the origin of aggression is human instinct.
Based mainly on the views of Sigmund Frued and Konrad Lorenz; aggression is con-
sidered an “inborn drive similar to hunger, thirst, and sexual desire”.20 For Lorenz, an
ethological theorist, man is just like any other animal. Aggression is an instinctive
behavior that persists because it facilitates the survival of the species.21 He believes
that man has the same fighting instinct, but lacks the same control that animals have.
Animals have developed inhibitions that keep aggression between species at a ritual-
istic level; hence animals rarely kill within their own species. Man, on the other hand,
because of verbal communication and thought, did not depend upon instinct and
therefore never developed control over aggressive behavior.22

In Lornez’s view, aggression is an innate, internal behavior that builds up
inside each human. Aggressive ‘energy’ fills a reservoir that needs to be drained or it
spills over. When this spillage occurs, he believes this is when antisocial aggression
transpires. To prevent this overflow, there must be a release of the aggression in a
controlled and safe manner. The release or catharsis, is how humans control the
aggressive instinct.23

Catharsis, from the Greek word kathairein meaning ‘to cleanse,’ is the key
to Lorenz’s theory; it is the method through which man copes with aggression.24 He
asserts that for cathartic drainage there needs to be substitute targets for aggressive
behavior. International competitive sports and recreational activities serve as appro-
priate outlets for controlling aggression.25 It is also suitable to release pent-up aggres-
sion upon an object such as a punching bag or another inanimate object. To do so
towards another person outside of an accepted context is wrong. The catharsis effect
can also be achieved by watching aggressive behavior. Violent movies and sporting
events serve as a release of aggressive tendencies.26

Nicky Hays argues that “theories which suggest that aggression happens
because ‘people are like that,’ or because of the weather, are more comfortable for
society than theories which suggest we could (and should) do something about [it]”.27

Lehrman continues the argument with the view that complex behaviors, such as
aggression, are formed through “integration of many component activities of differ-
ent origins”.28 Mammendey argues that it is impossible to measure the amount of
aggressive energy in any one person at any one time.29 Also arguments by Montagu
refute the fact that verbal communication and reason are a hindrance for man, on the
contrary, these qualities have favored man in natural selection and allow humankind
to adapt to circumstances.30 Bandura also takes issue with Lorenz’s theories:

Nowhere does Lorenz provide adequate criteria for differentiat-

defines aggression.16 Although Bandura’s attributes of aggression make it difficult to
pinpoint a solid definition of aggression, they provide an elastic scheme when look-
ing at human behavior. For the purpose of the paper, Bandura’s view of the function
of aggression provides a steady position to discuss aggression:

By aggressive behavior, or dominance through physical and
verbal force, individuals can obtain valued resources, change
rules to fit their own wishes, gain control over and extract sub-
servience from others, eliminate conditions that adversely affect
their well-being, and remove barriers that block or delay attain-
ment of desired goals.17

Types of Aggression
Closely related to the definition of aggression are the types of aggression that exist.
This section discusses some of the main types of aggression in human behavior and
their place in social settings. 

The first two main types of aggression are prosocial and antisocial aggres-
sion. Prosocial aggression, or assertiveness, is a common behavior in society. For
example when an individual works hard to achieve a goal, whether in the business
world or the athletic arena, this type of behavior is sometimes considered aggression.
This behavior could be considered assertiveness rather than aggression because there
is no goal to harm or injure another, if there were that intention, then it falls into
aggressive behavior. On the other hand antisocial aggression is just that, a behavior
that results in pain and monetary tolls of other people. The ultimate goal of this
behavior is the suffering, in one form or another, of other people. This behavior is less
common than that of prosocial behavior.18

Another category of aggressive behavior is adaptive and maladaptive
aggression. Adaptive aggression depends upon the social setting of the actor. Because
of the physical or psychological nature of certain situations, such as rugby or combat,
people must adapt by reaching a certain level of aggressiveness. The problem that
develops is that the lines between aggressive and non-aggressive situations become
blurred and the adaptive behavior spills over. This occurrence is maladaptive aggres-
sion when there is a blatant aggressiveness that does not relate to the situation.
Maladaptive aggression may also occur in adaptive type situations.19

There are many perceptions on what aggression is and what defines that type
of behavior. Terminology used is just as important to the definition as the actual
behavior. As well as that, there is a variety of characteristics that are essential to the
defining of aggression. 

Finally, aggression is a behavior, there must be intent to harm or injure
behind the actions, injury does not have to occur for it to aggressive, and there needs
to be human interaction. 
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important is the ability to learn through modeling or the process of imitation and
identification. This eliminates a ‘trial-and–error’ effect in human behavior. It also
allows humans to learn without experiencing injurious consequences.38 This is a key
element for Bandura’s theory: 

People are repeatedly confronted with situations they must deal
with in one way or another. Some of the responses they try
prove unsuccessful, while others produce more favorable
effects. Through this process of differential reinforcement, suc-
cessful modes of behavior are eventually selected from explor-
ing activities while ineffectual ones are discarded.39

Consequently, an individual who experiences favorable outcomes in an environment
that promotes aggressive behavior will learn to act aggressively to reach those same
outcomes. Individuals behave aggressively because of modeling the behavior of oth-
ers or they have learned it vicariously through watching others.40

Through this, Bandura refutes Lorenz’s theory. He believes that catharsis
has no place in dealing with aggression; that it only lays the foundation for more
aggressive behavior. Cathartic acts of aggression only create a circular effect that
models aggressive behavior for others; the only way that this cycle can be broken is
through positive or negative reinforcements and vicariously learning the correct
behavior.41 Bandura defines aggression as a “learned conduct that like other forms of
social behaviour is under stimulus, reinforcement and cognitive control”.42

Reinforcement and Modelling
According to Bandura, reinforcement of a certain behavior is one of the first means
of learning aggression. This function deals with the actual actions of the learner and
the feedback that he/she receives from an outside stimulus. Actions that produce neg-
ative feedback are usually discarded and actions that produce positive feedback are
usually repeated.43 If aggressive behavior results in positive feedback, the behavior
will most likely continue. Environments that value and reward specific behaviors
produce individuals who display those behaviors. Richard Cox explains that “if an act
of aggression is associated with a personal gratification, there is a good chance that
it will occur again. This is one way in which aggression can become a learned behav-
ior”.44 Conversely, according to Bandura, if an aggressive behavior is punished, it is
likely that the behavior will stop.45 

Another aspect of punishment is the removal of reward. Instead of adding
punishment, removing something of value reinforces the desired behavior. Bandura
recommends that authority figures such as teachers and coaches need to set standards
beforehand and ensure that they abide by them. He also suggests social removal dur-
ing the exclusion of rewards. By doing this, the actor understands that the removal is
a natural consequence of their actions.46 Bandura maintains that the removal of

ing inborn patterns of behavior from those developed and main-
tained by experiential influences.31

Bandura disagrees with the concept of aggressive ‘energy’ being an internal function
of human behavior. He states that the “property of being self-generating rather than
reactive to external conditions accounts for its danger and its unmodifiability….
According to the hydraulic motivational system, no amount of laughter or friendship
can stop the self-generating aggressive drive from welling up and discharging peri-
odically”.32

It is clear that Bandura disagrees with Lorenz on the fact that aggressive
behavior originates from an instinctual function of the human condition. If Lorenz’s
theory is inaccurate, how does aggression surface in human behavior?

Social Learning Theory
One of the theories of aggression that opposes the ideas of Instinct theory is Social
Learning. This theory is based on the concept that many human behaviors, including
aggression, are learned from social interaction. Personality and behavior are products
of the individual’s unique experiences and learning.33 For a Social Learning theorist,
aggression is a learned behavior. Eller, Ben, Henson, and Kenneth assert that the key
concept of learning as this: “Learning is inferred from behavior; hence, learning is
often defined as a relatively permanent change in behavior that results from training
or experience as opposed to change that may be attributed to growth, fatigue, or some
temporary state”.34 Unlike Instinct theory, aggression originates from an outside
source and it is not part of an instinctual trait. 

Bandura is one of the main developers of Social Learning theory on aggres-
sive behavior. He developed ideas that oppose the Instinct theory of aggression:

An internal motivator cannot possibly account for the marked
variation in the incidence of a given behavior in different situa-
tions, toward different persons, at different times and in differ-
ent social roles.35

For Bandura, man has the capacity to learn through example by observing the actions
of others and expressions of previous experiences and their learned response. This
allows humans to have the foresight to profit from their and others’ experiences.
Bandura states that the “cognitive capacities of humans thus enable them to invest
things with positive or negative valence by pairing repeatedly with thought produced
emotions”.36 This allows humans to have a high degree of flexibility to deal effec-
tively with the demands of an ever-changing environment. 

The main principles of learning a behavior such as aggression are
Instrumental Conditioning and Modeling.37 Classical operant conditioning allows
people to learn certain behaviors during certain experiences in their own life. More
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recreate the behavior. The group that saw the reward demonstrated a high level of
aggression. The group that saw a punishment demonstrated a low level of aggression
and the group that saw neither was mixed. Furthermore, when there was an incentive
offered to the low aggressive group that group demonstrated higher levels of aggres-
sion.56 Bandura refers to this phenomenon as motivational process. He explains that
“when positive incentives are introduced, observational learning that previously
remained unexpressed is likely to emerge in action”.57

Controlling Aggression
If we agree with Bandura’s theory, there are plausible methods to control aggressive
behavior. People will continue with poor conduct when they have not learned better
ways of handling situations and partially acceptable behavior is maintained and val-
ued because of a lack of alternatives.58 Although direct punishment and observing the
negative behavior in others being punished may diminish the negative behavior, the
most effective way to change behavior is to learn “more successful ways of behav-
ing”.59

Bandura presents a three-stage method to improve aggressive behavior
through modeling. Stage one consists of new modes of response being modeled by
several people and how the new behavior can be used in aggression-provoking situ-
ations. The second stage provides the learners with guidance and numerous opportu-
nities to practice the modeled behavior “under favorable conditions until they per-
form it skillfully and spontaneously”.60 The final stage arranges that the learner expe-
rience success with the new behavior until he or she reaches a level of habitually per-
forming it. Although the learner reaches this level, success may not always be
achieved. Bandura states, “given adequate demonstration, guided practice, and suc-
cess experience, this method is almost certain to produce favorable results”.61

Instinct theory maintains that aggression is a biological trait that is evident
in every human. Lorenz believed that aggressive energy fills up inside man and that
it needs to be released gradually or it results in antisocial behavior. Because of the
lack of instinctual control, man must release the ‘energy’ through cathartic methods.
Although feasible, Lorenz’s theory does not account for many things such as meas-
uring ‘aggressive energy’ and outside social influences. Bandura, on the other hand,
had a different perspective on aggression in society:

In short, people do not have to be angered or emotionally
aroused to behave aggressively. Since aggression does not orig-
inate internally and its social determinates are alterable, social
learning theory holds a more optimistic view of man’s capacity
to reduce the level of human destructiveness.62

Furthermore, behaviors are learned through two different methods, reinforcement and
modeling. Through observing others behaving aggressively, observers can learn

reward or valued things is more effective than adding of painful treatment. By fol-
lowing this method, the punisher fosters contact because they are the ones who can
reinstate the privileges.47

Eventually cognitive functions of the actor take over and an individual rein-
forces his or her self. Self-evaluation is the highest form of psychological function
and is one of the best ways to regulate one’s behavior: “people can manage their own
behavior by self-reinforcement as well as or better than through consequences aris-
ing from external sources”.48 An individual develops a form of self-confidence called
self-efficacy. “Once strong feelings of self-efficacy develop through repeated suc-
cess, occasional failures will be of small consequence”.49

For Bandura, modeling is the chief method through which people learn
aggressive behavior. He states that “it is evident from informal observation that
human behavior is to a large extent socially transmitted, either deliberately or inad-
vertently through the behavioral examples provided by influential models”.50

Learning from a role model is indispensable to human learning. According to
Bandura there are three effects of modeling: 

1. an individual acquires a new behavior.
2. it strengthens or weakens inhibitions of a previous behavior.
3. social prompts facilitate similar behavior such as crowd behavior.51

Barbra Krache states that Bandura’s findings imply that “observing an influ-
ential model (such as a person of high status or competence, a well-liked model or a
popular T.V. character) may lead to the acquisition of the observed behavior even if
the model has not been reinforced for his or her behavior”.52 Also the greater the sim-
ilarity between the role model and observer the greater the chance the model behav-
ior will be reproduced.53 When the observer repeats the behavior of the role model,
the observer begins not only to mimic the behavior, but also the values of the role
model. For example a child “acts in a way it imagines the role models might act in
that situation”.54 Bandura asserts that the observer assimilates the behavior and value
structure of many role models.55

A form of learning from a role model, called vicarious reinforcement,
includes the concept of the reward/punishment system into observing behaviors of
other people. When a model is observed being rewarded for a behavior, the observer
is more likely to reproduce it and when a model is observed being punished for a
behavior, the observer is less likely to reproduce the behavior. A study conducted by
Bandura and Walters in 1963 demonstrates this exact result. Groups of children were
shown different situations of an adult behaving aggressively towards a blow up Bo-
Bo doll (an inflatable punching bag). One group of children observed an adult hitting
the doll and then being rewarded; the next group witnessed the same behavior, but
with a punishment as the result and finally the third group witnessed the same behav-
ior with no result. After the observations the children were given an opportunity to
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This form of behavior in sport is occasionally not considered aggressiveness.66

The second two types, Instrumental Aggression, and Hostile Aggression, are
almost always considered aggressive behavior and are unacceptable in sport. The
type of behavior that constitutes Instrumental Aggression is characterised by: 

1. intent to harm another individual.
2. the ultimate goal is to win.
3. the behavior is not fueled by anger. 

An example of this is a rugby player who throws an opposing player out of a ruck.
Although this action may or may not injure the player, the ultimate goal of the action
should lead to victory. If the player does get hurt, it is ok because it is part of the
game. “Coaches want their athletes to assert themselves and make their presence felt.
Assertiveness involves the use of legitimate physical or verbal force to achieve one’s
purpose”.67 Hostile Aggression on the other hand is characterized by the intent to
harm with a goal to harm while being motivated by anger. Using the same rugby
example, the play throws the opposing player out of the ruck because he is angered
and the goal is to cause harm, winning or losing means nothing.68 The line between
Instrumental and Hostile Aggression is blurred, which makes it difficult to label
forms of this behavior in sporting situations. Both of these types of aggression per-
petuate themselves as behaviors. If the actors of either are successful in reaching their
goal, injury or victory, the behavior becomes a regular occurrence.69 Bandura agrees
that these two types of aggression are closer than most believe. Hostile Aggression is
just as instrumental in victory as the other.70

Another type of aggression that is prevalent in sports is the concept of
Sanctioned Aggression. Organisations such as the police and military who are
entrusted with certain powers to protect their citizens, may display aggressive behav-
ior that is socially accepted because of the characteristics of their purpose in society.71

Sports also display types of Sanctioned Aggression. For example hurling, Gaelic
football, rugby and ice hockey contain aggressive actions that are sanctioned because
of the characteristics and rules of the sport. Aggression of this type displayed in other
sports such as tennis or golf would be disallowed by the rules and nature of the sport.
Bandura states that “injuries produced through physical assaults on a football field,
for example, are less likely to be ascribed to pernicious intent than identical wounds
caused by similar actions on city streets”.72 Mark Anshel believes that some amount
of aggression is acceptable, “common sense dictates that in some sports and in cer-
tain situations, aggressive behavior is desirable, at least within the rules.”73

Although aggression plays a big part in athletics, this does not mean that this
aggression is indiscriminant. Figler, Finn and Thirer found that male and female ath-
letes reacted less aggressive to violent stimuli than non-athletes. Also because of rules
systems in sports, purposely injuring someone is met with penalty. For the most part,

behaviors and not only demonstrate direct actions but also assimilate values systems.
For Bandura, the most effective way for an observer to learn a behavior, whether
good or bad, is through modeling.  He and his colleagues ascertained that children
learn aggressive behavior through watching an adult model. Also, one of the most
effective methods of changing a negative behavior to a positive is having it modeled
for the learner and having the learner achieve success with the new behavior. 

Aggression in Sport
Bandura’s theories maintain that aggression is a behavior that is learned through per-
sonal experience and observing models of that behavior. The final step of the paper
is to apply the ideas of Bandura to a section of society that is synonymous with
aggressive behavior, sport. 

Defining Aggression in Sport
For many nations sports play an intricate role in that society; The Character Counts
program states points out the importance of sport in the United States: 

The love of sports is deeply embedded in our national con-
sciousness. The values of millions of participants and spectators
are directly and dramatically influenced by the values conveyed
by organized sports. Thus, sports are a major social force that
shapes the quality and character of American culture.63

The role of sport is not only to win the game, but to teach those participating and
observing character and prosocial behavior. Sportsmanship is the ultimate goal of
athletics. “The essential elements of character-building in sports are embodied in the
concept of sportsmanship and six core principals: trustworthiness, respect, responsi-
bility, fairness, caring, and good citizenship”.64

Le Unes and Nation maintain that “we indeed appear to live in an aggres-
sive world, and this aggression often spills over into the realm of sport in a variety of
ways. Most of the examples of aggression in the athletic world are not criminal acts,
but they are of concern because people do get hurt in the process”.65 In this sense
sports become an extension of society. According to Le Unes and Nation there are
three forms of aggressive behavior in sport: Assertive Behavior, Instrumental
Aggression, and Hostile Aggression. These act as a gradual progression from a proso-
cial behavior to antisocial behavior and it is important to understand that there are
many ambiguities between these types of aggression. Assertive behavior has three
characteristics: 

1. no intent to harm another athlete, 
2. legitimate force is used within the rule of the game, and 
3. there is unusual effort and energy expenditure during the behavior.
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through.” 
2. promptness which ensures that the punishment and behavior
are tied together.
3. consistency which ensures that all players understand that
there are rules and no one is above them.81

If there is a uniform style of punishment and reward system, consistency is achieved.
The second approach of coaching that is implemented to ensure that aggres-

sive behavior is controlled is the Behaviorist style. This technique sets up conditions
in the environment that either causes behaviors that have a desirable outcome or rein-
force certain behaviors that can increase or decrease the probability of similar behav-
iors occurring in the future.82 “Coaches who pat a player on the back after making a
good play or express disappointment or anger after an unwelcome performance are
practicing a leadership style called behaviorism.”83 If a coach reinforces the correct
behaviors, he or she should not have problems with aggression on or off the field.

Controlling and shaping the behavior of players may not be easy for coach-
es. “Aggressive acts on the part of the players that are reinforced by either tacit
approval or by failure to punish on the part of a coach or parent may be seen as
acceptable and therefore are reinforced.”84 As a coach, it is very difficult to know each
exact instance that he or she should punish or reward a player.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) in the United States
developed guidelines to help coaches at the collegiate level to control the aggressive
behavior of their players. The NCAA believes that college athletics have a great influ-
ence on fans and young athletes and that they need to demand that athletes at this
level comply; “Fans learn and mimic specific aggressive actions by observing the
unpunished aggressive actions and the lack of sportsmanship among coaches and
players, therefore, coaches and student-athletes must acknowledge their responsibil-
ity in maintaining a positive game environment”.85 The Gaelic Athletic Association
(GAA) ‘code of best practice’ envisions the coach as a “team mentor” who should
“respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person” and “praise and reinforce
effort… and provide positive feedback”.86

One of Bandura’s major themes essential to athletics and curbing aggressive
behavior in and off the playing field is the role model. Coaches have a responsibility
to be a positive role model for many athletes and have the ability to shape their behav-
ior so that they display positive actions. Through discipline, punishment, reward and
fairness, a coach can limit the amount of negative and aggressive behavior that occurs
on and off the field of play.

Conclusion
Research suggests that aggression is a behavior that is learned rather than an ‘ener-
gy’ that derives from instinct. Bandura asserts that aggressive behavior is learned
through two methods, reinforcement and modeling. He also asserts that humans learn

skilled athletes want to win based on their ability, not aggressive behavior.74

Needless to say, aggressive behavior is common in sports, much of it bor-
dering on violent activity. The realization is that the athletes and coaches may not
solve some acts of aggression surrounding sports, such as the 1985 European Cup
Final catastrophe, which left 38 dead and 437, but there are steps that can be taken to
curb aggressive behavior that occurs within sports.75

Curbing Aggression in Sports: The Role of the Coach
As Bandura’s theory demonstrates, the ultimate goal for an individual in controlling
aggressive behavior is through responsibility for emotional and psychological self-
governance. This is true for athletes on the playing field. Individuals need to be
responsible for their own actions and the consequences that follow and if aggression
cannot be controlled the purpose of sport can be lost. The question that stands is
‘where does the athlete learn the skills to control aggression?’. Maintaining
Bandura’s concept of the role model in learning a behavior, the coach has an enor-
mous responsibility. Cox believes that “aggressive behavior on the athletic field leads
to further aggression. It is a behavior that is learned and often tolerated. Coaches must
teach their athletes that acts of aggression will not make them feel better or help
them.”76

For many athletes a coach is an influential role model and if they display
inappropriate behavior, their athletes may model it. “A good coach clearly states the
code of play conduct up front, and adheres to it with reasonable regularity. When vio-
lations occur, punishment should be levied”.77 As well as punishment, a coach and
player should desire to be praised for a positive performance, “desirable responses
from the coach are contingent on expected, desirable performance. The desire to
receive positive recognition, an integral part of human nature, is well understood by
the coaching profession as a tool to influence sport performance and motivation”.78

There are a few coaching styles that can ensure that a coach can provide his
or her athletes with a proper structure that will ensure that a desired behavior is main-
tained in the athletes. The first of these is the Disciplinarian coach. Under this style
of coaching “players need to adhere to a set of rules both on and off the field of play,
and penalties must be meted out for violations of the conduct code”.79 The Arizona
Sports Summit Accord offers many guidelines for coaches to follow to guarantee that
positive behavior is displayed; a few of the main points are: “Establish and discuss
guidelines dealing with unethical and unsportsmanlike behavior and impose sanc-
tions regardless of the competitive impact” and “Establish and enforce guidelines for
dealing with unsporstmanlike conduct by coaches, parents, spectators, cheerleaders
and other spirit groups”.80 There are also three principles that are followed for this
style to be effective: 

1. mildness which ensures that “counterproductive emotionality
will be minimal, thereby allowing the intended message to get
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aggressive behavior from multiple sources. Aggressive behavior displayed on televi-
sion, in movies and by role models has a good chance of being assimilated into the
behavior of children. 

One area of society where aggressive behavior is displayed is in sports.
Because of the nature of many sports such as rugby, aggressive behavior is preferred.
It becomes very difficult to draw a line between assertive behavior and aggressive
behavior that borders on hostile actions. In sports, the coach has a great responsibil-
ity to his or her athletes. As a role model, a coach must display positive behavior that
conveys sportsmanship, responsibility and respect. Coaches must work hard to ensure
that aggressive behavior is at a minimum on and off the playing field. 
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Introduction
The early Victorian period saw an upsurge of interest in social problems, and the for-
mation of assorted organisations dedicated to their solution.  This paper examines one
such organisation in nineteenth century Dublin, formed from a common interest in
statistics, and examines, in particular, the contribution of that group to the improve-
ment of public health conditions in the city.

In October 1847, a small group of men met in Number 16 Trinity College.
They met in the rooms of William Neilson Hancock, who held the Whately Chair of
Political Economy at the time, and they called a public meeting in the Royal Irish
Academy for the 23rd of November.  Eighty-one people attended the November meet-
ing, and formed the Dublin Statistical Society. The founding members came from
many walks of life – legal, medical, academic, literary, business, administrative;
names that are still familiar today, such as Isaac Butt, Archbishop Richard Whately,
the Earl of Rosse, Charles Bianconi, Thomas Larcom and William Wilde, probably
now better known as father of Oscar Wilde, but at that time a renowned surgeon, anti-
quarian and demographic statistician.  There is no consensus on the reason for the for-
mation of the Society at that particular time - statistical societies were very much in
vogue, and the Dublin society was later than most in forming – the Manchester
Statistical Society, for example, had been formed in September 1833, and the London
Statistical Society a few months later, in March 1834.  In 1863, speaking about the
formation of the Dublin Society, John Kells Ingram, one of the founder members,
claimed that ‘it was the pressure of social problems then imperatively demanding
attention that led its youthful founders to attempt the establishment of such an insti-
tution’.1 However, Boylan and Foley claim that ‘The Society’s genesis was closely
connected with Trinity College and especially with the Whately Professors of
Political Economy…’,2 and that the Society was founded ‘…to defend the laws of
political economy then seen as under unprecedented attack’.3 There was certainly a
strong link between the Whately Professors and the Society in the early years.
Archishop Whately, who founded the Whately chair of Political Economy in 1832,
was the first President of the Society, holding office until 1863, and he claimed that
the Society ‘had its origins in the lectures of the Professors of Political Economy’4 –
one of these, William Neilson Hancock, certainly dominated the early years of the
organisation, giving ninety-two papers between 1848 and 1883. 

Whatever the reason for its foundation, the Dublin Statistical Society’s stated
aim was to investigate ‘in the spirit of earnest inquiry’ the social problems of nine-
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had become a vital tool in mapping mortality rates, and the variation of these rates
between different cities.11

The real revelation, however, was the variance in the mortality rate between
areas of differing social class and different standards of housing.  In Dublin, it was a
founder member of the Dublin Statistical Society, William Wilde, who first showed
that the problems of poverty, unemployment and overcrowded and unhygienic hous-
ing conditions, which had previously been viewed as disparate problems were, in
fact, part of one big problem – the poor were dying in very great numbers, and at a
much greater rate than those who were not poor.12 Using information from the 1841
and later the 1851 census, Wilde classified Dublin streets according to ‘their wealth,
character, more or less healthy position, and the occupations of their population’.13 He
correlated these classifications with death rates, and produced statistics which proved
an unequivocal connection between bad housing and high mortality rates.14 He
showed, for example, that in the better class streets, the average age at death was 30-
35 years, while in the slum areas, the average age at death was 5-10 years, figures that
included the horrifying statistic that, in some poorer areas, 62% of children born were
dead by the age of 10.15

The Society’s Involvement with Social Problems
The problem of tenement housing in Dublin, and the consequences for public health,
became a constant theme of discussion within the Society throughout the nineteenth
century, as can be seen from the Index of subjects in papers to the Society.16 When
William Lawson read his paper entitled Remedies for Overcrowding in the City of
Dublin to the Society in January 1909, he began his paper with the statement ‘This
question is no new one; it has been discussed in and out of this Society’.17 The index
to the papers of the Society shows that this statement is true – it includes titles such
as:

The Present State of the Dwellings of the Poor, chiefly in Dublin (1857)
Child Mortality in Dublin (1889)
Neglected Children and Neglectful Parents (1898) 
Tenement Houses of Dublin, their Condition and Regulation (1899)
The Dublin Housing Question – Sanitary and Unsanitary (1913)

Most speakers assumed the continuation of the Union, and many sought the
assimilation of Irish law with the laws of the rest of the United Kingdom. For
instance, William Neilson Hancock continually pointed out the inequalities in the
poor laws between those England and those in Ireland, and the paucity of the relief
received by the Irish poor compared with other areas, for example Difference between
the English and Irish Poor Law, as to the Treatment of Women and Unemployed
Workmen,18 Assimilation of the Law in England, Scotland, and Ireland, as to the Care
of Lunatics and their Property,19 Anomalous Differences in the Poor-Laws of Ireland

teenth century Ireland, using what it regarded as the objective science of statistics.  To
this end, it took as its motto “Our Pole Star is Truth” and aimed ‘By our statistical
inquiries [to] promote a taste for accuracy of observation and research’.5 In 1850,
some members of the Society formed the Society for Promoting Scientific Inquiries
into Social Reform, more commonly known as the Social Inquiry Society.  Over the
next five years, this society raised subscriptions to commission inquiries into social
conditions, producing eight reports and suggesting changes in legislation.6 In 1855,
the Social Inquiry Society merged with the Dublin Statistical Society, and in 1861,
the merged Society, in conjunction with the Royal Dublin Society, hosted a presti-
gious conference in Dublin, addressed by such eminent sanitary luminaries as Edwin
Chadwick and Florence Nightingale.  This conference resulted in a change of empha-
sis for the Society’s aims, and they declared that ‘subjects of social interest will
henceforward receive greater attention than hitherto had been generally given to
them’.7 In 1862, the Society changed its name to the Statistical and Social Inquiry
Society of Ireland, usually known as the S.S.I.S.I., the name by which it is still known
today.  

Social Problems in Nineteenth Century Dublin
When the Dublin society was formed in November 1847, there was no shortage of
social problems in Ireland - the country was still in the grip of the Famine, and in the
months preceding the formation of the Society, six landlords had been assassinated.8

It is not surprising, therefore, that in the early years of the Society, the members’ con-
cerns were mainly with the economy of the nation, land ownership and legislation.    
However, most members of the Society were based in Dublin, and they could not fail
to be aware of the major problems specific to Dublin.  Problems of poverty, public
health and housing in the city had been public knowledge since the beginning of the
nineteenth century and were exacerbated by increasing unemployment and over-
crowding. These problems were themselves further worsened mid-century by immi-
gration to the city from famine-hit areas.9 Around the time the Dublin Statistical
Society was founded, Thomas Willis reported in his pamphlet on The Social and
Sanitary Conditions of Dublin’s Working Classes, that ‘the enormous number of
23,197, or very near one-half of the entire number of families, have the wretched and
pestiferous accommodation of a single room’.10 Indeed, many families often shared
their one room with lodgers in order to pay the rent. Unemployment was endemic,
with most working-class families living a hand-to-mouth existence and disease was
widespread, contagion spreading rapidly in the overcrowded and unsanitary living
conditions. Dublin had the highest mortality rate of any large city in the United
Kingdom, and one of the highest in the world, a fact that became evident when civil
registration was introduced in Ireland in 1864, and increasingly evident when notifi-
cation of deaths became compulsory in 1879. Civil registration of births and deaths
had been vigorously campaigned for by the Dublin Statistical Society for many years
– it had been introduced in England and Wales in 1837, and in Scotland in 1855, and
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cator of the state of public health.  

The Dublin Sanitary Association
Any evaluation of the Society’s contribution to public health reform would not be
complete without examining what is generally accepted to be an off-shoot of the
Dublin Statistical Society – the Dublin Sanitary Association. This Association was
formed shortly after the Dublin Statistical Society, on the 3rd of June 1848, with the
purpose ‘…to lighten, as much as possible, the physical deprivations of their fellow
citizens…’.35 There was a marked overlap in the membership of both associations –
the list of founding members of the Dublin Sanitary Association included William
Wilde, James Haughton and John Aldridge, all prominent members of the Dublin
Statistical Society.36

While the Dublin Statistical Society may have professed to avoid politics, the
Dublin Sanitary Association had no such reservations, and was much more militant
in its activities.  When the Nuisance Removal and Disease Prevention Act37 was
enacted in 1848, the Dublin Sanitary Association immediately convened to discuss it
and set up a sanitary court to support the Act.  The purpose of this self-styled tribu-
nal was to try offenders against the Act if the Dublin courts were too busy to do so.
The driving force behind this tribunal was Sir Edward Borough, President of the
Dublin Sanitary Association.38 In 1849, the Lord Mayor, Sir Timothy O’Brien,
praised ‘the extraordinary exertions that had been made by Sir Edward Borough in
connection with the Sanatory (sic) Court’.39 The court lasted until 1850, when it was
forced to disband after ‘a question of its legal status was raised’.40 The Association
was also involved more widely with legislation – the report of its transactions for
1848-1849 states that ‘Circumstances have enabled the Association to interfere more
directly in the progress of sanitary legislation than it would, of itself, have sought to
do’.41 Despite this apparent demurring, the Dublin Sanitary Association sent delegates
to a Committee which drew up alternative Bills to be introduced in the House of
Commons, in opposition to ‘rival bills previously introduced’ and claimed that these
rival bills ‘have been withdrawn, to the saving of expense and annoyance of the citi-
zens’.42

The aims of the Dublin Sanitary Association were almost identical to the aims
of the Health of Towns Association in England, an association closely connected with
Edwin Chadwick, who was in his turn, a lifelong friend of Archbishop Richard
Whately,43 closely connected, as previously mentioned, with the Dublin Statistical
Society.  These connections and similarities are interesting – both the Dublin Sanitary
Association and the Health of Towns Association placed the major emphasis on san-
itation as the solution to health problems, and were part of the great debate that exist-
ed during most of the nineteenth century about the real cause of disease.  Chadwick
and his followers believed that disease was spread by miasma, or noxious gases, and
that engineering, in the form of improved sanitation, would provide the ultimate solu-
tion.  Opposing this theory were those who believed that contagion was the real cul-

and of England: An Address to the Trades Union Congress.20 The first Medical
Officer of Health to Dublin Corporation, Dr. Edward Dillon Mapother, presented
three papers on public health to the Society emphasising the differences in sanitary
law: Sanitary State of Dublin,21 Differences between the Statutes bearing on Public
Health for England and Ireland22 and Unhealthiness of Irish Towns, and the Want of
Sanitary Legislation.23 Mapother’s efforts were influential in bringing Irish sanitary
law in line with those of the rest of the United Kingdom with the 1866 Sanitary Act.24

In Edward Mapother’s paper in February 1865, he stated that he enjoyed in
the SSISI ‘the cooperation of its legal and other members expert in the construction
of acts of Parliament’.25 Charles Dawson, who read several papers on housing to the
Society, was said to be “fully conversant with the plight of the poor by virtue of ‘his
long connection with the Corporation’” and his connection with the Association for
the Housing of the Very Poor.26 This association was founded by Sir Charles
Cameron, Mapother’s successor as Medical Officer of Health for Dublin, who was
himself a member of the Society and a relentless campaigner on public health mat-
ters.  It would appear, therefore, that the Society was a network of socially concerned
people, with connections to those who mattered in Irish administration; the member-
ship included ‘prominent members of the judiciary, senior civil servants in Dublin
Castle, and politicians’.27 This nexus of concerned people discussed, and eventually
brought to the attention of those in power, the reforms that needed to be made to
improve social problems.  One of the Society’s regular themes was the provision of
employment for women.  The lack of female employment was a particular problem
in Dublin, where the only work available for women for most of the nineteenth cen-
tury was in dressmaking, domestic service, and in many cases of dire necessity, pros-
titution.28 The lack of female employment meant that, in the event of the death of a
male breadwinner, a family could go from working class to pauper status overnight,
and several papers were concerned with the plight of women and pauper children.29

Many of the papers on women’s and children’s issues were given by women, who
were allowed to join the Society as Associate members in 1862,30 a fairly progressive
step in an era when women were denied most forums for intellectual participation and
stimulation.  The first woman to read a paper to the society was Mrs Charlotte Stoker,
mother of the writer Bram Stoker, who in 1863 spoke on the Necessity for a State
Provision for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb in Ireland.31 Most of the women
who read papers played a significant practical role outside the Society in organisa-
tions campaigning for social reform: these included Isabella Tod, a pioneer of educa-
tion for women in Ireland, and the suffragist Anna Haslam, who read papers on the
treatment of women and children in the workhouse.32 Rosa Barrett, who read two
papers on legislation relating to neglected children,33 played an important role in the
founding of the Irish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in 1889; the
first President of the ISPCC was Thomas Wrigley Grimshaw, who was also President
of the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society at the time.34 He was also the Registrar
General, responsible for providing statistics of births and deaths, an important indi-
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per cent to its shareholders.  Charles Cameron, Medical Officer of Health for Dublin
at the time, had doubts about the contribution made by the type of dwellings provid-
ed by the Dublin Artisans’ Dwellings Company, claiming that ‘they have been built
for a class of persons which gives the sanitary authorities little or no trouble’51 and
that the rents charged were beyond the reach of those who desperately needed to be
re-housed,52 the type of people who were dying in such great numbers in tenements.
It is interesting to note that, when Cameron finally succeeded in persuading Dublin
Corporation to build its first public housing scheme in Benburb Street, the scheme
was objected to by the Dublin Artisans’ Dwellings Company on the grounds that it
competed unfairly with semi-philanthropic housing53 – despite the fact that the
Artisans’ Dwellings Company had obtained almost half its funding from public loans
at interest rates that were lower than the market rate and the fact that Dublin
Corporation had leased it sites for building at a financial loss to themselves.54

Conclusion
So what contribution did the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society of Ireland make to
public health reform in the nineteenth century?   

The Society’s contribution appears to have been on several levels. Unlike other
countries in the United Kingdom, Ireland had very few professional associations dur-
ing the nineteenth century, and the S.S.I.S.I. provided a forum whereby those con-
cerned with social problems could meet with like-minded people from their own and
other professions. The members of the Society identified areas of social concern and
gaps in legislation through their professional and charitable interests. They brought
these issues before the Society for discussion, thus disseminating knowledge of the
issues to a wider audience in a forum where some of the most astute minds of the day
could voice their concerns about social issues. This audience then used its varied con-
nections within Irish and British administrative circles to try to bring about the nec-
essary reforms. The Society was more than a talking-shop – most of its members
played an active role, not only in their professional lives, but as members of volun-
tary organisations, in dealing with the social issues of the day. Importantly, for mod-
ern researchers of nineteenth century history, the papers of the S.S.I.S.I. give a bird’s
eye view of the social issues throughout the century.  Many of the early papers pro-
vide information on health and housing in Dublin that is simply not available else-
where, and are widely cited in the literature on the subject.

Any evaluation of the Society’s contribution must take into account the fact
that many of the Society’s members were also involved with the Dublin Sanitary
Association, one of the most dynamic and vocal pressure groups for public health
reform in nineteenth century Dublin, and that the Dublin Sanitary Association for its
part was the instigator of the Dublin Artisans’ Dwellings Company – the largest vol-
untary housing association of the era.

An evaluation of the good work done by these three organisations must be
tempered by the fact that many of their aims and suggestions, admirable though they

prit, and that medical measures such as vaccination, and social reforms to improve
working and living conditions would ultimately solve the problem.  This debate con-
tinued until the 1880’s, when contagion was finally accepted as the real cause of dis-
ease. Connections, therefore, between the Irish group and their Chadwickian coun-
terparts in England, indicates a pro-sanitation/anti-contagionist bias in the Dublin
organisation.

Although it has been stated that the Dublin Sanitary Association ceased to
exist in the 1860’s,44 the Association was in fact re-formed on May 17th, 1872, fol-
lowing a smallpox epidemic,45 and remained in existence, according to the number of
Annual Reports, until 1910.  This re-formed Association shows an undimmed con-
cern with sanitation, stating as its first objective ‘To create an educated public opin-
ion with regard to sanitary matters in general,’ and three other objectives: the sanitary
condition of the city, sanitary legislation in the city, and the formation of a body
which could act on behalf of the citizens if necessary.46

The Association lived up to its objectives, constantly bringing public health
violations to the attention of the authorities, campaigning for legislation and official
inquiries, and haranguing Dublin Corporation and its sanitary officers.  The Minute
Book of the Dublin Sanitary Association for 1883-1894 reveals continuous corre-
spondence between the Committee of the Association and the official custodians of
public health in Dublin, the Public Health Office. It also reveals that Thomas Wrigley
Grimshaw, Registrar General, and former President of the SSISI, was an active mem-
ber of the Dublin Sanitary Association. The correspondence deals with reports of
“nuisances,” either discovered by members of the Association, or reported to them by
members of the public.47 While one can sympathise with the aims of the Dublin
Sanitary Association, given the state of public health in Dublin, one can also appre-
ciate the exasperation of Dublin’s hard-pressed Medical Officers, who were them-
selves outspoken campaigners on public health matters.  There is a distinct hint of
animosity between the two parties.  In 1878, for example, Edward Dillon Mapother
described members of the Dublin Sanitary Association as ‘self-constituted and irre-
sponsible persons, who might possibly be actuated by such motives as greed of noto-
riety or of employment’.48 While in 1883, a complaint from the Dublin Sanitary
Association about Charles Cameron’s ‘plurality of offices’ when he was appointed
Deputy Coroner for Dublin, received a quick and acerbic reply from Cameron to the
effect that there was nothing in the terms of his contract to prevent him from tem-
porarily  discharging the duties of a colleague.49

The Dublin Artisans’ Dwellings Company
Looking a little further sideways, it is worth noting that the Dublin Sanitary
Association was the main instigator behind the formation of the Dublin Artisans’
Dwellings Company.  This association was formed after a housing conference which
the Dublin Sanitary Association held in 1876,50 and became one of the foremost hous-
ing societies in the city.  From the beginning it was run as a business, paying 4 to 5
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might have been, did not have to contend with the many restrictions, legal, financial,
and demographic, with which the official bodies, such as the Public Health Office and
Dublin Corporation had to work.  Housing the poor of Dublin throughout the nine-
teenth century was a Sisyphean problem of supply and demand, and the Public Health
Office and the Corporation were obliged to perform a constant humane balancing act
between closing unsanitary houses and making thousands homeless, or leaving some
open, hoping that regular inspections, fines on landlords, and refurbishment where it
could be carried out, would keep some of the worst public health disasters at bay.  

Most social campaigners in nineteenth century Dublin, such as the members of
the Dublin Statistical Society and the Dublin Sanitary Association, welcomed wide-
spread reform, but their views on the extent of that reform, and the methods that
should be used, appears to have often conflicted with Medical Officers of Health
responsible for public health in Dublin during the period, firstly Edward Mapother,
and later Charles Cameron.  In the small world of nineteenth century Dublin, such
faction fighting, which often resulted from a conflict between ideology and pragma-
tism, may have diluted the efforts required to solve Dublin’s public health problems.
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And all came with nimbi and aureoles and gloriae, bearing palms and harps and
swords and olive crowns, in robes whereon were woven the blessed symbols of their

efficacies, inkhorns, arrows, loaves, cruses, fetters, axes, trees, ridges, babes in a
bathtub, shells, wallets, shears, keys, dragons, lilies, buckshot, beards, hogs, lamps,

bellows, beehives, soup-ladles, stars, snakes, anvils, boxes of vaseline, bells,
crutches, forceps, stags’ horns, watertight boots, hawks, millstones, eyes on a dish,

wax candles, aspergills, unicorns.
- James Joyce, Ulysses

If, as is Joyce’s litany, the saints are instantly identifiable in medieval altarpieces,
statuary and stained glass windows by the “blessed symbols of their efficacies,”
Barbara is the obtrusive exception to the rule. Unlike Katherine’s broken wheel or
Apollonia’s pincers, Lucy’s eyes and Agatha’s severed breasts, served like petits
fours on a plate – the instruments or locus of their torture – the tower, Barbara’s most
familiar symbol in occidental iconography, is not a metonym of her martyrdom. Far
from being the site of her suffering, the archetypal edifice is more the construct of
post-medieval interpretation, the result of prolonged exposure to early Renaissance
and Romantic representations of her legend in text and image. In confining her to the
emblematic tower, the reader restricts the saint to an ancillary role in her legend. 

Of the many variants of the medieval legend of St Barbara the following
details are synoptic. Barbara was the only child of a rich pagan named Dioscorus,
who built a tower in order to keep his beloved daughter safe from the attentions of
undesirable suitors. Reassured by her refusal to marry any of the men who had been
attracted by accounts of her beauty, he left instructions for the erection of a bathhouse
for her comfort and convenience, before departing on a long journey. In his absence,
Barbara persuaded the workmen to install a third window in the building, and chris-
tened the bathhouse by imprinting the sign of the Cross in the marble. When her
father returned, he was angered by the unauthorised alteration to his building plans.
Barbara explained the significance of the Trinity and declared her faith, at which her
outraged father drew his sword to kill her. She escaped his wrath through a provi-
dential hole in the wall and was miraculously transported in a stone to a mountain,
where a good shepherd concealed her presence from her father. The wicked shepherd
who betrayed her was punished by instant petrifaction, and his flock transformed into
locusts. Dioscorus dragged his daughter by the hair to gaol and committed her for
trial. For the crime of dishonouring the gods Barbara was subjected by the judge to
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tration of the bathhouse, thereby releasing Dioscorus from the tiresome necessity of
undertaking a long journey. In response to her prayers rather than his plumbing the
bath spontaneously fills with water, which Barbara blesses in the name of the Trinity,
before immersing herself and performing an unorthodox auto-baptism.7 The dispute
between father and daughter focuses on her refusal to marry, being already commit-
ted to her celestial spouse. When she breaks the news of her conversion, there are no
rock-splicing miracles; the wall does not yield, and heads do not yet roll. She makes
a conventional exit, pursued by her overbearing father as far as the mountain, where
the second shepherd and his flock suffer conjoint marmoreal mutation. In addition to
the usual torments she is subjected by the judge to two novel assaults: to be hung
upside down (“pendue par les pies”) while her head is battered with a mallet, and the
following day to have her breasts torn off by red-hot pincers (“en tenailles ardentes
luy arracher les mamelles”), before being decapitated by her father. 

The verse Vie Sainte Barbe found in a fifteenth-century manuscript compila-
tion of saints’ legends has been dated by its modern editor to the previous century on
account of its use of the revised LA, ostensibly in the comparisons it makes between
Barbara and fellow sufferers for the faith.8 While the histories may be taken from the
LA, the declamatory style of the poem, the octosyllabic verse, and the poet’s captiva-
tion by the beautiful blonde owe more to the conventions of chivalric romance:

Qui a talent de Dieu servir
Si viegne avant pour moy oÿr;
Histore voel conter nouvelle,
Piecha n’oïstes la pareille.
Sachies que ce n’est pas d’Ogier,
Ne de Rolant ne d’Olivier,
Mais d’une sainte damoisielle
Qui par tant fu courtoise et belle.
La grant clarte de son cler vis
Nus sages clers, tant soit apris,
Ne le saroit [dou] tout deviser;
Mais un petit en voel conter.

ll.1-12

Whoever has the inclination to serve God, let him come
forward and listen to me; I want to tell a new story, the like of
which has never been heard. Know that it is not about Ogier, nor
Roland, nor Olivier, but about a holy maiden who was very
courteous and beautiful. The radiance of her clear face was such
that no wise cleric, however learned, would be able to specify
it; but I want to recount a little of it. 

multiple torments, including beatings, burning, stripping and scourging. Consoled by
Christ, she steadfastly refused either marriage or pagan sacrifice, for which she suf-
fered a bilateral mastectomy. After securing divine grace for herself and her devotees,
she was beheaded by her father on the mountain, whereupon he was incinerated with-
out trace by lightning. The saint’s martyrdom is said to have occurred in Syria or in
Egypt, on December 4, during the reign of either Maximin (235-38) or Maximian
(286-305).

Most occidental versions of the Barbara legend derive from either the Latin
Life of the Flemish Augustinian, Jan de Wackerzeele (fl.1370-c.1400), surviving only
in partial transcriptions, or the Life that appeared in later editions of the Historia lom-
bardica. The Historia, better known by its soubriquet Legenda aurea (LA), was com-
piled by the Dominican Jacobus de Voragine, probably between 1255 and 1270, and
became a legendary bestseller, rapidly superseding all previous collections. Even in
the fifteenth century it exceeded the number of editions of the Bible.1 In the absence
of an original table of contents, the consensus of modern critics supports the judge-
ment of its nineteenth-century editor Theodor Graesse, who relegated Barbara to the
superadditae by persons unknown.2 His decision seems to have been based neither on
linguistic nor palaeographic grounds, but on the disbelief that the Dominican priest
could have foisted so extravagant a fiction on his reading public.

Compared to the Flemish manuscripts, Jacobus’s, or Pseudo-Jacobus’s,
Barbara is in fact remarkably restrained; reporting only two token miracles, it runs
to some 2,500 words, far fewer than its predecessors. Much of the redaction concerns
the saint’s prodigious intelligence, the correspondence she initiated with Origen, the
Master at Alexandria, and her early indoctrination in the faith.  The author suppress-
es most of the more fanciful episodes in the saint’s earthly existence, including the
alleged baptism by either Origen or John the Baptist. To the description of the trans-
formation of sheep into locusts he appends the disclaimer: “hoc apocryphum est.”
Jacobus has little to say about the saint’s confinement. On account of her great beau-
ty her father, who loved her very much, concealed her in a high tower, which he had
built for her, so that she would not be seen by any man.3 The tower (turris) is clearly
distinguished from the temple replete with her father’s pagan idols, the bathhouse
(lavacrum) constructed during his business trip abroad, and the prison (carcer) in
which she is held pending her trial.

The original French translation of the LA was undertaken by Jean de Vignai,
either by appointment to the Queen, Jeanne de Bourgogne, or with the intention of
presenting her with the fait accompli.4 Though by no means a courtly romance, crit-
ics are often confused over its classification, whether to regard it as a careless trans-
lation or creative adaptation. The editor and translator of the early twentieth-century
text of La Légende Dorée (LD), however, shares Graesse’s scepticism of Barbara and
excludes it from the collection.5 In the terse 700-word Legende de la Sainte Barbe
that appears in the Lyon, 1483 edition, the heroine is obliged to express herself with
admirable concision.6 Atypically, it dispenses altogether with the contentious fenes-
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Le prevost Marcien,… ramply de grant felonnie et plain
de venin serpentin, fist adonc couper les precieuses mamelles de
la glorieuse vierge d’une vieille espee rebronchee affin que la
couppeure fust  plus longuement et plus doloreusement faicte et
affin qu’elle souffroist payne plus aspre des mamelles coup-
pees.(174)

The judge Marcian, ... filled with great wickedness and
full of serpentine venom, thus had the precious breasts of the
glorious virgin severed with a rusty old sword so that the cutting
took longer and was more grievously done and so that she
would suffer sharper pain from her severed breasts.

The transmission of the Barbara-legend progressed more slowly in England.
Although she does not feature in the earliest editions of the South English Legendary
(SEL), she makes a belated entry in a unique fifteenth-century manuscript.10 This
maverick verse legend shows no allegiance to the Latin Lives and seems unrelated to
any other vernacular translation. The poet is aroused more by the father’s idolatry
than the daughter’s Christianity: there is no correspondence course, no conversion or
confession, no bathhouse and no baptism. The tower is intended to conceal his daugh-
ter, “so that alle ravyschouris sche [sic] myght exclude,” (24) but the controversial
building is evidently envisaged as a gentleman’s residence. His has it in mind “to
maken a place of gret honeste / Wherynne he thoughtte hymself to reste.” (ll. 47-48)
If Dioscorus displays an unprecedented disregard for his daughter’s comfort, the poet
offers an emollient, reducing the round of torture to domestic assault and battery, and
overnight detention in a dingy prison. Whether or not the SEL Barbara’s endurance is
severely tested, the author demonstrates his squeamishness in suppressing her most
significant ordeal. This “bryef translacyon” is possibly the only Barbara-text before
the bowdlerised children’s treasuries of saints in which the heroine does not undergo
radical mastectomy.11

There are only two Middle English translations of the LA – the anonymous
Gilte Legende (GiL) of 1438 and Caxton’s better known Golden Legend (GoL) of
1483 – but the later text indicates no filiation to the former. Of the few extant whole
manuscripts of the GiL, all differ in the number and order of legends, and only two
contain Barbara. According to its recent editors, the prose Barbara appended to the
London, Lambeth Palace manuscript of the GiL is a “highly elaborated” version
rather than a direct translation of Jan de Wackerzeele’s Latin Life.12 Barbara’s geneal-
ogy and the “strangeness” of her name are familiar from Jan’s Life, but her mother
now acquires an identity, and both parents an etymological signification. In the
ancient Roman tradition of nomen omen, Dioscorus fulfils all expectations by being

And so he does, despite his professions of incompetence, offering a vignette
rarely encountered in the run of saints’ Lives. Hagiography is traditionally reticent on
the subject of female beauty: although virgin martyrs are usually young and invari-
ably lovely, they partake in the ideal of perfection, having no distinguishing features
of their own.  This heroine receives no catechetical instruction but is divinely
inspired, confessing her faith in the Trinity and in the Virgin Mary, an unprecedented
presence in the Barbara legend. When she seeks her father’s forbearance in the mat-
ter of marriage, pleading youth and inexperience, he chivalrously builds for her not
so much a tower as a castelet in which to protect her from importunate suitors.
Following the customary confrontation with her father over the windows, she is con-
veyed by rock to the hard mountainy place, where she is betrayed by the vile shep-
herd whom she denounces. The accursed shepherd is not petrified, but his sheep are
turned into locusts, which, the poet proleptically assures us, can still be seen hopping
around her tomb, surely a deterrent to the faithful. Having failed to dispirit her or
starve her into submission (“Garder le fist tout sans mengier, / Tout sans confort, sans
solacier”), her father delivers her to the judge, who courteously offers her the choice:

“Bielle,” dist il, “entent a moy.
De ton errour si te recroy;
Mout rice femme toy feray
Et hautement te mariray,”

ll. 239-42

“Fair maiden,” he said, “listen to me. If you recant your
error I will make you a rich woman and will make you a noble
marriage.”

But the girl who has it all – beauty, wisdom, and treasure in heaven – will not
be seduced by the promise of earthly rewards, and stoically endures the familiar
ordeal, sustained by Christ’s emergency first aid to his follower. 

The prose Vie de Sainte Barbe in a late fifteenth-century manuscript which
once belonged to Jeanne de France, according to its modern editor, is a translation of
the LA, “in the usual medieval manner,” in other words, a scribal licence to expand,
contract and rearrange at will.9 The author’s contractions, however, must here be min-
imal, as his text far exceeds the length of the LA Barbara. In this narrative
Dioscorus’s love for his beautiful daughter is ominously possessive. He commissions
the building of “une grande et joyeuse tour,” part treasury, part reliquary, in which to
guard his precious chattel “comme un très noble et excellent tresor.” When she
expresses her desire to take a vow of chastity, he hugs her and kisses her, “estant mer-
veilleusement joieux de celle responce,” delighted by the prospect of her remaining
in his care. But when her faith confounds his fatherly affection, the routine torture fol-
lows, with one startlingly sadistic addition:
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Following her miraculous overnight healing, she is subjected to the fiendish “French”
method of hanging “in a gybette alle nakyd, her fete upward and her hede
downeward” (422) while raked with flesh hooks, and then taken down for “her hede
to be troden vnder foote.” Having prudently sought divine confirmation, Barbara has
no fear of invasive surgery without anaesthesia: “Woman, Lorde, thow knowest welle
is more weyker than man, but thow maiste make a man of a woman. Make me nowe
therefor, goode Lorde, that I never be aferde of those berded and brasen faces.” (417)
We are not told how sharp were the swords used for the excision, but the henchmen
are ordered to take their time, so “?at sche schulde feele the stronger peyne in ?e
longe cuttyng of theym.” (423) The patient’s response is to challenge the judge:

Wolte thow make me a man? Spare not hardely, I am glad
thereof. It plesith me welle for to be a man that I may overcome
the the more manfully. It is convenyent that the brestis whom
child never dydde sowke be drawen awey from the body that the
armes may be at more large to fight. (423)

The Barbara of Caxton’s Golden Legend is no Amazon. We do not know
whether the printer was aware of the existing translation when he undertook the task
of “Englysshyng” the LA, but his Lyf of Saint Barbara derives neither from the
Lambeth Palace GiL Barbara, nor from any known edition of the LD, which he used
as an intermediary for the other legends. It is an unadorned, workmanlike rendering
of the legend, which calls a spade a spade and the en suite bathroom a cistern.  In this
version the saint receives no indoctrination but is divinely inspired, and her father
expresses no opinion on marriage. After she blesses the water in the indoor pool,

in thys same cysterne was thys holy mayde baptysed of
an holy man, and lyued there certeyn space of tyme in takyng
onelye for hyr refeccion hony socles & locustes, folowyng the
holy precursour of our lord Saynt Johan baptyste.14

John’s strategic introduction seems cleverly designed to confer approval rather
than the sacrament itself. Barbara never speaks out of turn; she neither questions her
father about his pagan beliefs, nor cross-examines the judge. When she denounces the
worship of idols, she speaks not of sin but of error. The word “wicked” appears
nowhere in the text.  We are free to believe or disbelieve the story of the metamor-
phosis, as there are no authorial introjections. There is no invitation to admire the
heroine’s beauty or intelligence, or condemn her tormentors. Dioscorus and the
unidentified judge become enraged, but they are not compared to the mad dogs and
heathen men of the GiL and the Vies. Observing her beauty, the judge offers her the
choice: “Now chese whether ye wyl spare your self and offre to the goddes, or ellys
deye by cruel tormentes.” Marriage is not on offer; her virginity is not at issue.  The

“twice as bad,” while his pious pagan wife amply justifies her given name, Pia. The
GiL Barbara displays an appalled fascination with idolatry. Inveterate pagan that he
is, Dioscorus has no desire to arrange a suitable marriage for his daughter: he has
other intentions, of which she is careful not to disabuse him:

For sche sawe him so fervently abowte the worschipyn-
ge of his goddes that sche durste nat yit displese hym, specially
for he had no mo chyldren but her aloone, but more specially for
he hadde made a vowe to kepe her chaste and gyf her to oone of
the goddes of Veste, that sche schuld do worschip and service to
her alle her lyf dayes and lyve in chastite, and so it semeth welle
that sche dredde to displese her fader more for brekyng of
chastite than for anythynge els. (392) 

Dioscorus commissions the tower in order to hide his daughter’s great beauty
from the profanity of the public gaze, “that they schulde not beholde her nor look
vpon her ymage and feyrenesse so custumably as they were wonte to doo.” (402)
Like the Dioscorus of the prose Vie, he regards his daughter proprietarily, if not inces-
tuously, as “the most noble and richeste tresour that he hadde.” When noblemen come
in search of his crown jewel, he dismisses them:

Verely no man schuld haue my doughter from me, for
sche ys myn hope and my trust, my huswyfe and my keper vp
of my lyfe, and all the comfort that I haue and ioye to look vpon
wuth myn eyhen in this worlde. (404)

At this stage there is ostensibly no dispute between father and daughter. The
“feyre and commodious” tower is represented as “a signe and token betwene hym and
her and as a perpetuelle bonde that sche schulde never be wedded to man erthely but
oonely lyve chaste.” (405) Kirsten Wolf has remarked on the tendency of vernacular
translations to render explicit what was merely implicit in the Latin.13 If there was
indeed any such agreement between Dioscorus and his daughter in the LA, it was
unwritten. On declaring her faith and the dedication of her virginity to Christ –man-
ifestly “no erthely man” – the putative agreement is rescinded. When she is haled
before the judge, he gives her the choice: “Eyther be wedded to some grete lord after
thy degre, or ellis doo service to the goddas Veste to whom thy fader hathe avowed
thy chastyte,” (419) or suffer the consequences. She has already antagonised him by
demanding to know why she has been summonsed, and when she presumes to cite
chapter and verse of the biblical injunction on idolatry, he dismisses her peremptori-
ly. In addition to the usual grievous injuries inflicted on the long-suffering saint-in-
waiting, she is “rollid vpon schellis and scherdis and scharpe harde stones” (420) on
the prison floor, a punishment exercise evidently inspired by the Agatha legend.
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Perhaps this legend has the makings of a great feminist
tragedy? [sic]…Is this the story of a daughter who, having
released the ties that bind her to the Father, knows of no other
place than the Father’s house? A daughter forever estranged
from her mother.19

Leaving aside Kristeva’s psyche, the theory of maternal deprivation cannot
account for Barbara’s voluntary disaffiliation from both her parents, as in some early
French redactions,20 unless of course this is the fulfilment of the “great feminist
tragedy.” The incongruence of the upper case “Father” and lower case “mother”
implies patriarchal dominance in O’Grady’s reading. If the tower emphatically
asserts the phallic presence of the Father, and Barbara’s insubordination the “cele-
bration of a patricide” (nota bene, not “parricide”), the saint’s alternative attribute, the
chalice, is interpreted here as a uterine symbol of her absent mother.21 Her choice not
to run away but to stay and pray is a signally hollow victory for matriarchy; in
destroying her father’s (sic) gods she destroys his power. The divine incineration of
Dioscorus thus reduces to the efficient removal of waste matter from the mountain-
side.

Where the saint’s heterodox prayer for the remission of sins without the pre-
condition of penance scandalised contemporary critics of the LA Barbara, the role of
Dioscorus in his daughter’s martyrdom disturbs many modern commentators. To the
authors of the various Lives he may be a wicked or misguided pagan, but to critics
schooled in abjection studies and film theory he displays the classic symptoms of
sado-eroticism.22 The father is not only the perpetrator of the first and final assaults
on his captive daughter, but also the patron, player-manager and most privileged
spectator of the obscene performance. Indeed, the suppression of Marcian from the
proceedings in several late medieval depictions allows Dioscorus to assume the roles
of judge and executioner.  Madeline Caviness describes one such cycle in a stained
glass window (c.1430) in Stendal, in the German province of Altmark:

An imposing robed male in authority presides over all the
events in Barbara’s tortured life; …This phallocrat embodies the
male gaze: dominating, commanding, penetrating, fetishizing.23

In another example, the Master Francke altarpiece, the Martyrdom of St
Barbara (c.1400, Helsinki, National Gallery of Finland), it is not the father’s propri-
etary and proxy abuse of his daughter that convicts him of depravity but his invasive
gaze; not the violence he initiates but the voyeurism he enables:

Spectators are included within the narrative, but they
move apart to permit the gaze of the audience to penetrate. The
jailer even displays to us the breast he threatens to cut off. The

passio is dispassionate; the description of the torments laconic; the villains of the
piece mere pagan functionaries.  Caxton’s only innovation is the order to have the
heroine “hanged betwene two forked trees” and her ribs broken with staves. Aviad
Kleinberg’s claim that the GoL Barbara “take[s] the reader’s sympathy for granted”
is generous to a fault;15 Caxton wasted neither sympathy nor surplus words on the
saint. It is as if he found his subject rather irksome and was anxious to despatch the
virgin, and especially her votaries, with indecorously short shrift. 

If Caxton cannot be accused of embellishing the legend, the same may not be
said of many of the legend’s modern interpreters misled by the dominance of the
tower in visual depictions. In Jan van Eyck’s unfinished painting of Saint Barbara
(1437, Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum van Schone Kunsten), the saint sits reading in
the foreground, beatifically oblivious of the industrious construction of a monumen-
tal Gothic cathedral tower immediately behind her. Italian Renaissance representa-
tions often bear a curious resemblance to the prestigious dwellings of the “tower soci-
ety” of contemporary city states, more in keeping with the castelet of the Brussels Vie
Sainte Barbe than the stronghold of the Paris texts. If so commodious an edifice is
indeed intended for house arrest, the poor little rich girl is patently detained in a glo-
rified gilded cage. But in most of these listed buildings, it is hard to imagine a tower
more pregnable or, in the best beloved phrase of feminist criticism, an anchorhold
more permeable; with so generously ventilated a construction there is no need for the
hagiographic equivalent of Lancelot’s ladder or Rapunzel’s hair. Whether or not it is
an open prison, the round tower in a Flemish tapestry of c.1470 is amenably sited in
a rose garden, which Barbara shares with Katherine and the matrilineal Holy Family,
making it seem more of a summer house than a penitentiary.16

From the textual evidence of Jan and Jacobus it is clear that the saint’s tower
is not a garden enclosed, nor the bathhouse a fountain sealed, yet many commenta-
tors persist in reading the Barbara-legend as a “romance of enclosure,” in Jocelyn
Wogan-Browne’s expression, in keeping with the tower-bower-cell motif so often
espoused in pious fiction.17 The tendency among recent critics seduced by the sirenic,
or even eirenic, Song of Songs has been either to fail to distinguish the virgin martyr
from the Virgin Mary – appropriating Marian imagery for all female saints – or to
impose on the literature a modernist reading of enclosure, to confound solitary con-
finement with self-expression. A rare dissenter effectively punctures this anachronis-
tic image of hagiographic designer living with the irreverent reminder that the ulti-
mate room of one’s own is surely the grave.18 But the romance of enclosure has a fatal
attraction: claustration is calculated to appeal to women precisely because life in the
world is perceived as perilous. It is strange indeed that Barbara, the proprietary saint
of endangered lives, should herself take refuge in her father’s defensive keep. 

The suspicion that Barbara’s confinement is in fact elective induces Kathleen
O’Grady’s conjecture, in her article on the spectral presence of the saint in the writ-
ings of Julia Kristeva: 
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Cosin V.iv.4, ed. Richard Hamer and Vida Russell, The Supplementary Lives in
Some Manuscripts of the Gilte Legende (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000),
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viewer’s gaze risks collusion with the actions and intentions of
the bystanders…24

According to Caviness, the viewer – distinguished from the spectator by his
position outside the frame – is dangerously implicated in the rape narrative; in Robert
Mills’s reading, the desire to look away from acts of violence – the so-called “burg-
erlijk aesthetic”25 – is equally reprehensible. It seems that the troubled viewer is
damned if he does and damned if he doesn’t, either by his passive consumption of
pious pornography or by his wilful refusal to admit the presence of pain and torture
into his comfortable burgerlijk existence. 

The absence of pain and suffering from the torture narrative is a source of
wonder or incredulity, depending on the critic’s disposition. There is no doubt in any
of the literary or visual representations that Barbara is subjected to a horrific ordeal.
The LA reports the order to strip and scourge her “ita ut omne corpus ejus inquinare-
tur sanguine,” (“so that her whole body was stained with blood,”) but does not dwell
on her injuries. The Lyon, 1483 LD recounts the hanging from the gibbet, “iusques a
ce que par le nefz et les ieulx le sang couloit en terre de la quelle chose va rendre
graces a Dieu” (“until the blood flowed to the ground from her nose and eyes, for
which she gave thanks to God”) but close readers should not be surprised by the
anaemic images of the abused body of the ostensibly brain-damaged saint. Not only
is this virgin martyr inviolable, she is also invulnerable: “Nul tourment ne l’a blecee,
de son Dieu est gardee,” (“No torment harmed her, [she was] protected by her
God.”)26 Karen Winstead judiciously observes that the iconography of martyrdom dif-
fers from the iconography of the Passion;27 Christ’s suffering was not only literally
excruciating, it was also redemptive and, for Barbara, pre-emptive: his pain relieved
hers.  The Lyon, 1483 LD saint finds the singeing of her sides mildly refreshing,
while in the Paris, 1525 text, like a beaten child, she takes perverse pleasure in the
torching of her body and in provoking her tormentor with the insistence that “ce feu
ne me donne point de douleur, mais me donne refrigere plaisance et ioie,” (“this fire
causes me no suffering at all but cools me pleasantly and gives me joy”).28 Those who
reject the anodyne assertion do not believe in miracles.

The forensic need to find traces of blood as well as guts in the narrative
bespeaks the post-medieval preoccupation with deconstructing the turris altissima. It
does not so much expose the scarcely recondite violence in the text as confine it to
the tower, thereby rendering the saint the object of domestic abuse rather than the
subject of martyrdom. In this modern family romance the commodious building
erected by the father becomes a rescripted chamber of horrors and the saint the hagio-
graphic analogue of the princes in the tower, suffocated by the tendentious loving
care of her custodians. Although Barbara’s cult was suppressed by the Catholic
Church in the 1969 purge of apocryphal saints, the virgin in the tower has been
assured a venerable afterlife in the Gothic imagination.  
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powers of reasoning and the mechanic’s technical knowledge the prophetic art which
draws us to follow the guidance of Fate” (13.4.81-2). Maximus’ point is that God
only operates the machinery; and rather than being omnipotent as the Judaeo-
Christian God is often perceived as being, He is severely limited by what the machin-
ery can actually accomplish.

The Divine Architect
The Demiurge posited by the first century exegete, Philo Judaeus is upwardly-mobi-
le with a promotion from craftsman to architect. Such an elevation involves more
than social prejudice, however. While Plato had posited three principles: God (the
Demiurge), the Ideas and matter from which everything else has its being, by Philo’s
time the Ideas or intelligible archetypes according to which sensible reality is orde-
red had become regarded as merely the thoughts of God. This leads Philo to introdu-
ce his famous comparison of the Demiurge with a king founding a city at Opif. 17.
Once the king has decided upon construction, the architect mentally draws up the
plans. The means by which he replicates this mental conception in the material realm
echoes what the Demiurge accomplishes.1 The Logos, then, contains the noetic realm,
as the mind of the Demiurge, but it is not true to state that it has a physical place.2

This is the world of Ideas as God is actually engaged in creation, but as Philo consi-
ders God as continually engaging in the process of creation, no fine distinction need
be made concerning this point.3

Philo blurs the distinction between the king and the architect as an attempt
to preserve God’s transcendence. Another reason may be that he did not wish to open
speculation concerning an ontological chain of demiurgic intermediaries. It indicates
that the function of Demiurge does not exhaust God’s being – it is only one of his
roles. The Demiurge for Philo is subsumed into the Judaic god and the Logos-Cutter
which He employs to carry out his demiurgic function is a subordinate entity, allow-
ing Philo to resolve the supposed contradictions between both generative models.
Secondly, Philo presents the architect as envisaging the future city mentally, when in
point of fact he would use written plans - however this would not suit Philo’s con-
tention that the intelligible realm does not occupy physical space. 

The Logos-Cutter
Allotting tools to the Demiurge goes beyond producing a comprehensible image of
world-generation or explaining the mechanism of causality. It helps to insulate the
Demiurge from the recalcitrance of matter, thereby reducing his responsibility for the
element of disorder in the world.  Such “tools” differ from the machine of Maximus
in that they are philosophical entities in their own right, or “hypostases”, aspects of
the Godhead that enjoy an independent existence. Philo posits the Logos (Word)-
Cutter. The image of the Logos as a tool is one of the predominant images presented
by Philo in order to cast light on its functioning in the creation of the world.
Additionally, the Logos can also be presented as a mediating entity. The image of the

Introduction
In the biblical accounts of creation (Gen. 1:1 -2:4a and Gen. 2:4bff), it is enough for
God to will something to be created for this to happen. The second account may refer
to God as a potter or builder, but it still differs significantly from Plato’s Timaeus,
where the world is generated by the Demiurge (Greek = Craftsman) who has to lite-
rally toil at the task of ordering the cosmos; an image which was something of an
embarrassment for generations of later Platonists. As the Epicurean of ND I. 19 moc-
kingly states: “What power of mental vision allowed your master Plato to envisage
the vast and elaborate architectural process adopted by God in constructing the
world? What method of engineering was employed? What iron tools and levers and
cranes?” (trans. LCL modified). 

Indeed, if God is truly a Craftsman, He must be provided with tools with
which to construct the world. These “tools” are not more than mere stylistic devices.
Although used for the purposes of exposition, they tend to have an insulating func-
tion by effectively separating the first principle from matter. Plato describes the
Demiurge sorting out the elements with the aid of a winnowing-fan, an image that
probably suggested itself to him from the sieve posited by Democritus, the atomist.
The second century A.D. Platonist, Maximus of Tyre developed a still more elaborate
image:

As to the nature of this divine craft, I am unable to describe it to
you explicitly, but you will be able to understand its effects from
an image of the kind I shall now give you. You have surely
before now seen ships being hauled up out of the sea and stones
of enormous bulk being moved by all sorts of twistings and
rotations of machinery as each component transmits its impetus
to the next and one component receives the movement from
another, the whole machine is set in motion. It is the whole
machine that is responsible for achieving the task, but by means
of the collaboration of its individual parts. (Oration 13, trans.
Trapp)

Maximus’ vision here goes beyond mere imagery. He seeks to expound the
causality of the Demiurge in terms of its relation to limiting factors, such as Necessity
and Providence. As he elaborates: “Call the mechanic God, the machines human

PLATONISM AND THE TOOLS OF GOD

CARL O’BRIEN
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ed our soul and limbs in the middle, so too when he wrought the
world, did he deal with the being of all that is.7

This notion of the Logos engaged in division is central to Philo’s notion of
world-creation. It is hardly surprising that it is the Logos which is engaged in this sort
of activity, as the human mind, which Philo also describes as a Logos, is occupied
with much the same function on a smaller scale, when it is engaged in diaresis.8 Heres
134 continues this concept of a creative division on the part of the Logos, based
around the four main elements.

This He took and began to divide as follows. First He made two sec-
tions, heavy and light, thus distinguishing the element of dense from
that of rare particles. Then again He divides each of these two, the
rare into air and fire, the dense into water and land and these four he
laid down as first foundations to be the sensible elements of the sen-
sible world.

The first task of the Logos-Cutter is division based on the elements. The activ-
ity of the Logos here parallels very closely the ordering through differentiation
engaged in by the Demiurge of the Timaeus.9 It is interesting that in spite of a certain
adoption of Stoic elements, a great deal of Philo’s exposition of the Logos-Cutter is
expressed in terms generic to all the schools. Certainly Stoic, however, is the division
of fire into two kinds at § 136; the useful variety and what amounts to the Stoic pyr
technikon (fire as the basic substrate which survives the end of each world-order), set
aside to preserve the heavens.10

At Heres 140, Philo makes it quite clear that God is the true Demiurge and
the Logos is merely the means or tool by which He creates, rather than some kind of
independently operating agent.

Thus God sharpened the edge of His all-cutting Word, and divided
universal being, which before was without form or quality, and the
four elements of the world which were formed by segregation from
it, and the animals and plants which were framed with them as mate-
rials.

The Being which God divides here is ousia or the Stoic conception of matter,
although God is envisaged as ordering, rather than creating. The continual division of
matter by the Logos can be viewed as Philo’s version of the continual geometry
engaged in by the Demiurge at Plutarch’s Quaest. Conviv. 1002E, stressed at Heres
235 (quoted below), where the Logos is said to never cease to cleave matter. The pas-
sage describes the Logos as dividing matter into an infinity of infinities; for Philo,
there was no such thing as an atom in the philosophical sense- it was always possi-

Logos as a cutter might well have suggested itself to Philo from the flaming sword of
the Cherubim at Gen. 3:24, once Philo had equated this with the Logos (a concept
that preceded Philo). This notion can be paralleled in Gnosticism, with examples
found in the Nag Hammadi texts. According to The Testimony of Truth 9.3, it is the
Word (logos) which separates us from the error of the angels, where it is associated
with the incarnate Son of Man. In The Teaching of Silvanus, the Logos is also regar-
ded as a cutting-agent¸ and identification with the incarnate Christ is made explicit.
The Gospel of Truth compares the Logos to a drawn sword. However, just as in The
Teaching of Silvanus, this cutting-action has a soteriological, rather than a demiurgic
significance, evoking the Johannine conception of Incarnation with the Word
condemning some and saving others. 

This portrayal of the Logos as a saw or sword may either be influenced in
some way (directly or indirectly) by Philo, or indicate a current in Judaeo-Christian
philosophical thought, which Philo himself adopted. As Hay claims, it seems likely
that the conception of the Logos in a cosmological sense originated with Philo,
although he may have drawn upon the Jewish tradition’s view of the divine word as
a sword used for protection of the faithful and punishment of the wicked.4 The Logos-
Cutter can be viewed as a Jewish response within the current of Greek philosophy,
which attempted to explain the imposition of order upon a disordered universe, using
figures such as Hermes or Osiris as a personification of divine wisdom. As a divine
mediator, the Logos appears at Poimandres 10 -11 and at Plutarch’s De Iside et
Osiride (53 – 54, 372E – 373C). Eudorus (of Alexandria) may also have expressed
the combination of the monad (indivisible first principle) and dyad (divisible sec-
ondary principle) as the thought or Logos of a supreme One.5 Tobin suggests that the
Logos in Philo may reflect an element from the early stages of Alexandrian Middle
Platonism, ignored by subsequent thinkers.6

A useful source for Philo’s doctrine of the Logos-Cutter is his commentary
Quis Rerum Divinarum Heres (“Who is the Heir of Divine Things?”), an exegesis of
Gen. 15:2-18, concerning Abraham’s sacrifice of the heifer, ram and birds. Although
the concept of the Logos-Cutter is only fully developed in Heres, at Fug. et. Inv. 194-
196, it is mentioned as a Divider. In an interesting philosophical insight, Philo por-
trays Yahweh as the inventor of Platonic diairesis (philosophical investigation, divi-
sion) by which he differentiates the various levels of the created realm. At Heres 132,
Philo refers to Abraham’s division of his sacrifice as symbolic of the Logos’ division
of our consciousness into rational and irrational soul, true and false speech and cog-
nitive and non-cognitive impressions. At Heres 133, Philo signals the link between
diairesis and demiurgy:

The subject of division into equal parts and of opposites is a
wide one and discussion of it is essential. We will neither omit
nor protract it, but abridge it as far as possible and content our-
selves with the vital points only. Just as the great Artificer divid-
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The description here is very similar to the construction of the heavens and the
insertion of the World-Soul at Timaeus 35. Although Philo dispenses with the World-
Soul, which becomes largely replaced by the Logos, he is prepared to adopt the
imagery of the Timaeus for his own purposes.11 Dillon suggests that Philo may be
using a Stoic handbook in delineating his concept of the Logos.12 In this context, he
cites the presentation of Antiochus of Ascalon in Cicero’s Academica Posteriora,
where mention is made of an infinite “cutting” and “dividing” of matter.13 However,
Cicero does not go into details of how this division contributes to the organisation of
matter.

This pronouncement of theirs is not wide of the mark. Judge that the
master art of God by which He wrought all things is one that admits
of no heightening or lowering of intensity but always remains the
same and that through its transcendent excellence it has wrought in
perfection each theory that is, every number and every form that
tends to perfectness being used to the full by the Maker. (Heres 156)

Just like his Platonic predecessor, the Philonic Demiurge constructs the world based
on significant numbers, which reveals the perfection of the cosmos. It is this that
allows Philo to explain in philosophical terms creation in six/seven days –obviously
there is no reason why an omnipotent deity should require a week to create the cos-
mos, since he would be capable, as Philo asserts, of creating it simultaneously- how-
ever, the importance of six and seven underline the perfection of what was created
(both are philosophically important numbers in Greek thought, while seven is impor-
tant in Judaism as it represents a complete whole). This perfection of the created
world is evoked by the menorah.14

At Heres 157, it is evident the cosmos as a whole is good:

For He judged equally about the little and the great to use Moses’
words (Deut.1.17) when He generated and sliced each thing nor was
He led by the insignificance of the material to diminish, or by its
splendour to increase, the art which He applied.

There can be no question of the recalcitrance of matter as an explanation of the exis-
tence of evil in the created realm: Philo’s God, like the Platonic Demiurge, made the
best kind of world possible, but unlike him, was in no way limited by the materials
which He used. The prejudicial Platonic view of matter does come across at Heres
158, although not as a limitation on God’s bounty. Rather, matter is not responsible
for the beauty of the cosmos, which must be attributed to the superior science of the
Demiurge.15 At Heres 163, Philo indicates that in spite of what humans might think
there is no dichotomy between an inferior or superior part of creation:

ble, even if only for the Logos, to subdivide matter eternally. 
The Greek oudepote here, I would suggest, could be taken as “at no point”

as well as “never”; the Logos never ceases to divide matter in the temporal sense, but
equally in its continual care for the phenomenal realm, it is capable of infinite divi-
sion, or at least to a point beyond that which can be comprehended by the human
mind.

This notion of the Logos as a tool is echoed in a similar passage at §167:
“these tables too were cut by the Divine Legislator and by Him only.” This notion of
cutting suggests that the thought of God can be equated with the Logos-Cutter. The
passage helps to reinforce the notion of the Logos-Cutter as an instrument of the
Demiurge, since the identification of a legislator with a Demiurge is an old one, as
both can be regarded as imposing order upon disorder. Although Philo’s image of the
Logos-Cutter appears to be a unique contribution, Heres 146 reveals how much he
owes to the Demiurge of the Timaeus:

In the light of this preliminary sketch observe how God in “dividing
in the middle” actually did divide equally according to all forms of
equality, when he created the universe. First, as to equality of num-
ber, he made the light parts equal in number to the heavy parts, earth
and water, which are heavy being two, and fire and air, which are nat-
urally light being two also. Again by this division we have one and
one in the driest and the wettest, that is earth and water, and in the
coldest and the hottest, that is air and fire. In the same way, we have
one and one in darkness and light, in day and night, in winter and
summer, in spring and autumn, and in the other examples of the same
nature.

This activity is similar to the separating action of the Receptacle. The stress on divi-
sion based on equality (i.e. rational principles) echoes the mixing together of the
Same and the Different – Philo points to the rationality visible in the cosmos, as evi-
dence that it must have been created by a rational principle. This is echoed in the
description of the equitable construction of the heavens at Heres 147: 

For equality of the magnitude, he gave us the parallel circles in heav-
en, those of the equinox in spring and autumn, and those of the sol-
stice in summer and winter, while on earth there are the zones two of
which are equal to each other, namely those which adjoin the poles,
frigid and therefore uninhabited, and two which are bordered by the
last named and torrid zone, these two habitable, as we are told,
because of their temperate climate, one of them on the south side and
the other on the north.
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187-188, where he refers to the Logos as a bond holding together creation, though he
uses the terms kolla (glue, cement) and desmos (bond,ligature), rather than the more
Stoic hexis (cohesion):

And a unit admits neither of addition nor subtraction, being the
image of God who is alone in His unity and has fullness. Other
things are in themselves without coherence and if they be con-
densed, it is because they are held tight by the divine Word,
which is a glue and bond, filling up all things with His being.
He who fastens and weaves together each separate thing is a lit-
eral truth full of his own self, and needs nothing else at all.

This echoes the portrayal of the Logos at De Plantatione 7-10, as a bond holding
together opposites. There is an interesting parallel in the pseudo-Aristotelian De
mundo, where Nature is regarded as responsible for the harmony of opposites.xvii As
in Philo, Heraclitus is regarded as the originator of this concept. Although no exact
parallel of the Philonic Logos-Cutter (in a demiurgic sense) prior to Philo can be
found, Heraclitus does mention a spiritual principle bounded by fire which he calls
logos, and which contributes to world-order by combining opposites rather like
Philo’s Logos at Heres 199:

And the mixture thus harmoniously compounded proves to be
that most venerable and perfect work, a work in very truth holy,
even the world, which he holds under the symbol of the incense
offering, gives thanks to its Maker, so that while in outward
speech it is the compound formed by the perfumer’s art which
is burnt as incense, in real fact it is the whole world, wrought by
divine wisdom, which in fact is offered and consumed morning
and evening in the sacrificial fire.

This image of a cosmic mixture produced by the Demiurge could easily be inspired
by Plato. However, Philo stresses that this mixture is harmonious, which is clearly not
the case in the Timaeus, compounded as it is of the passive and the recalcitrant
(Sameness and Different). Indeed, at Heres 214 and QG. III 5, Philo points out that
Heraclitus’ cosmology shares similarities with that of Moses. In the Hermetic tradi-
tion there is also a Logos-Cutter of sorts; Poimandres, who produces the cosmos
through differentiation, and Hermes who is a combined Truth and Logos figure.
Philo’s mention of Heraclitus does not indicate that he was father of a doctrine
involving the Logos-Cutter. One can only conclude that the Logos-Cutter is an orig-
inal contribution of Philo’s or he acquired it from a Hellenistic Jewish source (as
there does not appear to be any exact counterpart to this before him in the Greek
philosophical tradition).

But with God no kind of material is held in honour and there-
fore he bestowed upon them all the same art and in equal meas-
ure. And so in the holy Scriptures we read, “God saw all things
which He had made and behold, they were very good” (Gen.i.3)
and things which receive the same praise must be of equal hon-
our in the eyes of the praiser.

This passage seems to indicate the existence of different types of matter. Here Philo
is influenced by the Septuagint account; in which man is created from a mixture of
materials, such as mud and pneuma (breath). The passage echoes Plotinus’ comment
at Enn. 3.2.11.6 that a craftsman could not make an animal only with eyes, even if
these are its finest feature. The beauty of the cosmos lies in its instantiation of all pos-
sibilities, and even though some of these possibilities may appear better than others,
God has applied the same skill in creating everything.

This point is picked up at De Prov. 59 when Philo states that the creation of
reptiles has not come into being by a direct act of Providence but as an attendant cir-
cumstance. Philo adopts the response used also by Christian thinkers in explaining
why God has created wild animals (they encourage bravery) at De Prov. 56-58.
Philo’s response is more systematic, however. Worms and lice cannot be blamed on
the Demiurge, but occur for scientific reasons (putrefaction in food and perspira-
tion).16 Just as Plato asserts that only what is good can be attributed to God,
Providence is only responsible for that which is created “out of its proper substance
by a seminal and primary process of nature”. Philo also adopts the Stoic approach that
apparent evils, upon closer inspection, turn out to be beneficial, when he points out
the utility of many venomous animals in medicinal processes at De Prov. 60f.

The Logos goes on to allocate various portions to humanity at Heres 180:

Further, nature abounds in things which bear some shape or
stamp and others which do not, even as it is with coins, and you
may note how the indivisible severer divides them all into equal
parts and awards those that are approved by their stamp to the
lover of instruction, but those that have no stamp or mark to the
man of ignorance. 

It appears that Philo is advancing a proto-Gnostic viewpoint here, in his view of a
Demiurge who distributes two different qualities of goods to two different classes of
humanity. I think, however, that Philo is drawing a very Platonic distinction. The
image of the stamp is similar to his use of the seal at Opif., and refers to those ele-
ments of the phenomenal realm which are made after the image of the Logos (in
Platonic terms, an instantiation of a Form). Therefore it seems that the Logos distrib-
utes to men of ignorance that which is purely material.

Philo seems to have a Stoicized reading of the Timaeus in mind at Heres
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than a mere tool or knife used by God during creation. It is a mediating entity, which
functions as a co-Creator and plays an active role in the universe after genesis,
although it does not compromise God’s unity.24

This is reiterated at Heres 236, where Philo indicates that not only is the
Father indivisible, but that this characteristic is possessed by the Logos also. It is par-
ticularly interesting that Philo should attempt to preserve this sort of “unity in the sec-
ond degree”, since it indicates that the Logos is not based on the Platonic dyad.
(Indeed, it is a masculine entity and has more in common with the World-Soul). One
of the advantages in numerous metaphysical systems for postulating secondary gods
is that it allows postulation of further hypostases, but Philo, as a monotheist, is very
keen on preserving a united godhead, even as regards secondary divine entities. In
spite of Philo’s claim that the Logos is a secundus deus, it very clearly is not, in the
original Numenian sense of the term. Numenius’ Second God is divided by matter,
whereas although the Philonic Logos is the sole cause of the division of matter, Philo
is at pains to point out that it is not divided by it.

On two occasions, Philo refers to the Logos as an instrument used by God
in the creation of the world. At Leg. All. III, 31, 96, we are told that God “used it like
an instrument when He was making the world” and “when He was fashioning the
world, He used it as an instrument , so that the arrangement of all the things He was
completing might be faultless”. On three occasions, the role of the Logos as an instru-
ment is implied. It is that “through which  the world was produced at Sacr. 3,8, Spec.
I, 16, 81) or that “by which” God made the world at Immut. 12, 57.25 This is similar
to the role played by Wisdom during creation. In The Wisdom of Solomon, the author
treats wisdom as equivalent to the Logos of God, although he refers to it as “God’s
daughter”. Wisdom is equally “that through which the world came into existence”
(De Fuga 20 &109) or “was brought to completion” (Quod Deterius Potiori Insidiari
16 & 54). Wisdom additionally is the title given to what seems to be the Philonic
equivalent of the Receptacle at Ebr. 8, 31, where it is called the “mother and nurse of
the all”.

The Logos functions in the typical role of a divine mediator, insulating God
from the disorder (in Philo’s case, evil might be a little too strong) inherent in mat-
ter:

When out of that [shapeless and quality less matter] God pro-
duced all things, He did so without touching it himself, since it
was not lawful for His nature, happy and blessed as it was, to
touch indefinite and confused matter but instead He made full
use of the incorporeal powers, well denoted by the name of
ideas to enable each genus to take its appropriate shape. (Spec.
I. 329, trans. Wolfson).

This mode of creation is echoed when God calls upon his powers to aid Him in the
forming of Man. These incorporeal powers which allow matter to take a shape do not

The division of the Logos-cutter should not be viewed as a crude creational
mechanism. As Radice has shown, the Logos engages in a very complex process.18 1)
It engages in actual division (Heres 133 – 140). 2) It engages in a secondary, equal-
ising division (Heres 141 – 200). 3) Mediation (Heres 201- 206) is followed by 4) the
placing of the divided components (Heres 207 -229) and finally 5) the non-division
of noetic reality (Heres 230 -236). This creation is part of a whole sequence of the
ordered and proportional construction of subordinate structures. For example, the
heavy cosmic substance becomes separated into earth (dry) and water (wet), while the
light forms air (cold) and fire (hot). Earth is divided into continents and islands, while
water is drinkable and undrinkable. This reveals not just a continual division of cos-
mic substance, but a logical division that itself is responsible for cosmic structure.19

In this sense, the Logos is a mediator, not just between the First Principle
and the rest of creation, but an equaliser in terms of size (§§ 147 -150; night and day,
the equinoxes, both poles etc.) as well as in terms of proportion (§§ 152f; between the
four elements in the cosmos or between the four constituent factors (dry, wet, cold
and hot) in Man). This can, naturally, be viewed as a development of the notion of
creation as a transition from disorder to order expressed at Tim. 30A (cf. Her. 133)
and unity based upon the harmony of proportions reflected at Tim. 31 A – 32 A. To a
great extent this notion of division is also echoed at Sophist 253 D-E.

This structured approach to creation by division is a metaphysical necessity
in Philo’s scheme. Although Philo does not recognise an atom, in the sense of a par-
ticle which cannot be further divided, he does recognise the absurdity of an infinite
division on the part of the Logos. For this reason intellects and noetic reality are not
divided by the Logos.20 Philo finds biblical justification for this approach in the com-
ment on Abraham’s sacrifice at Gen. 15:10: “but the birds he did not divide”. This is
what Philo means when he states that the Logos “never ceases to divide, for when it
has gone through all sensible objects down to the atoms and what are called indivis-
ibles, it begins from them again to divide those things contemplated by reason into
inexpressible and indescribable parts.” (Heres 26). By things contemplated by reason,
Philo is not referring to the noetic realm, rather sub-atomic particles which although
they may not be humanly divisible can still be reduced by the Logos.

This system of creation is complemented by agricultural imagery at De
Plantatione.21 This is drawn from the notion of God as a cultivator at Republic X
597C –D8. The cosmos can be considered like a living creature or farm which
requires continual tending on the part of God. However, that this image is not a model
for an alternative type of creation, but only an alternative explanation of creation is
illustrated by the fact that this creation is still fundamentally one of transition from
order to disorder. If the earth is composed of the heavier elements (water and earth)
at the centre, and the lighter ones (water and fire) at the exterior, this leads to the
question of how these elements do not neutralise one another through their close
proximity.22 This is the effect of the mediating presence of the Logos.23

This reveals the complex nature of Philo’s conception of the Logos. It is more
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NOTES

1De Opificio Mundi. 18 "Then taking up the imprints of each object in his own soul
like in wax, he carries around the intelligible city as an image in his head.
Summoning up the representations by means of his innate power of memory and
engraving their features even more distinctly on his mind, he begins as a good
builder, to construct the city out of stone and timber, looking at the model and ensur-
ing that the corporeal objects correspond to each of the incorporeal Ideas." (trans.
David Runia, Philo of Alexandria: On the Creation of the Cosmos According to
Moses, Introduction, Translation and Commentary , (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2001). 
2Opif. 20.
3Opif. 24: “The intelligible cosmos is nothing else than the Logos of God as he is
actually engaged in making the cosmos. For the intelligible city is nothing else than
the reasoning of the architect as he is actually engaged in the planning of the foun-
dation of the city.” (trans. David Runia).
4David M. Hay, “Philo’s Treatise on the Logos-Cutter” in Studia Philonica II
(Providence: Brown University Press, 1973), 19.
5T.H. Tobin, “Was Philo a Middle Platonist? Some Suggestions” in Studia Philonica
Annual V (Providence: Brown University Press, 1993), 149.
6Ibid.
7Translations, unless otherwise specified, are from F.H. Colson and G.H. Whitaker,
eds. & trans., Philo of Alexandria, (London: Loeb Classical Library, 1929-1934), vol-
umes I-V.
8This parallel is made more explicit at Heres 235 “The divine Word separated and
apportioned all that is in nature. Our mind deals with all the things material and
immaterial which the mental process brings within its grasp, divides them into an
infinity of infinities and never (oudepote) ceases to cleave them.” 
9This notion is developed at Quis Rerum Divinarum Heres 13.
10Cf. Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta 1. 120.
11Heres 153 propounds the notion that man is a compound generated by an equitable
mixture of his components by the Logos.
12John Dillon, “Reclaiming the Heritage of Moses, Philo’s Confrontation with Greek
Philosophy” in Studia Philonica VII, (Providence: Brown University Press, 1995),
[hereafter Dillon, Reclaiming the Heritage], 118.
13“infinite secari atque dividi”. Ap. Cicero. Acad. Post. 27.
14Heres 225.
15Heres 158.
16De Prov. 59.
17Dillon, Reclaiming the Heritage, 118.
18Radice, R. “Platonismo e Creationismo in Filone di Alessandria” (= Metafisica del
platonismo nel suo sviluppo storico nelle filosofia patristica 7), (Milan:
Pubblicazioni delle Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, 1989), 67.

themselves become enmattered (unlike the Man of the Poimandres). Although it may
not be lawful for God to act directly upon matter, this does not prevent Him from dis-
pensing benefits directly to mortals (Leg. All. III, 178). These incorporeal powers
which assist in creation would seem to reflect the influence of the Stoic doctrine of
efficient causes rather than the Platonic theory of ideas (though in the Phaedo the
Ideas have a causal function).

Conclusion
With the emergence of Neoplatonism, such speculations on the tools required by a
Craftsman-god ceased to play an important role in philosophical debate, with the
alternative image of world-generation propounded by Plotinus of “procession” and
“return” to the supreme Principle. For Plotinus, the supreme principle (“the One”) did
not require tools to produce anything – it just occurred spontaneously. Neither did he
deliberate before generation, since this would imply hesitation. Although Plotinus
does posit hypostases before sensible matter is reached, these are not characterised as
“tools”. In his view, the One produces a power in an unformed state, which success-
fully orders itself in response to its contemplation of the One. Unlike the Demiurge,
the One does not toil at the task of producing the cosmos, and does not look down-
wards to what it has produced. 

The Logos-Cutter is a distinctively Philonic concept, effectively combin-
ing elements from Platonic and Judaic sources and playing a major role in Philo’s
mission to explain Mosaic doctrine in the language of Greek philosophy. Philo stress-
es that it pervades those areas of the cosmos where it was beneath God’s dignity to
go and the Logos is often described in biblical terms - as the sword of the Cherubim
or an angel. However, the Logos functions in a similar manner to a Platonic
Demiurge, engaging in a complex process of imposing order upon disorder to
improve the intelligibility of the cosmos, rather than strictly creating.

Despite speculations in certain Gnostic texts on a saw of God, the
hypostases posited by this tradition are not normally regarded as instruments, but as
aspects of God or the Church. Indeed Sophia, which one might imagine to be the
Wisdom of God, and therefore a counterpart of Philo’s Logos-Cutter, is in fact char-
acterised as an imperfect female entity, whose irrational desire to know the Father
triggers a series of events, resulting in the birth of an evil (or in some sects merely
ignorant) Demiurge, who then constructs the world. Surprisingly, the Demiurge of the
highly mythologized systems of Gnosticism does not usually have tools, while more
observations on this point were made in the realm of “serious” or mainstream phi-
losophy. And perhaps that is one of the strongest arguments for viewing the highly
evocative imagery of the “tools” of God as produced for serious metaphysical, rather
than purely stylistic, reasons.
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By the late nineteenth century the fundamental dependence of society on technology
was indisputable. Due to a combination of fortunate economic circumstances and the
influence of Social Darwinism, the Victorians increasingly believed that social
progress was inevitable and were developing a quasi-religious faith in their technol-
ogy as the means of progress. Fascination with new technology was apparent in the
literature of the time, especially in early works of science fiction, or scientific
romance as H. G. Wells originally referred to the genre.1 One of the key reasons for
the emergence of this genre was to explore the ever-widening influence of the
machine on society. By machine I am referring collectively to scientific research and
development, and the technology and machinery that resulted from it, both industri-
al and military. The widely-held view of the role of the machine in society was opti-
mistic: advances in technology that provided a competitive advantage over rival
countries or the ability to expand overseas colonies were to be welcomed. But the
corollary was a cause for concern – the technological advance of rivals was to be
feared. Not everyone believed in technological progress as inherently beneficial:
some worried that it moved too quickly for its full consequences to be understood,
others worried about technology falling into the wrong hands. In spite of the general
optimism, there was an underlying anxiety about the unchecked development of the
machine. 

Future War Fiction
The future war sub-genre of early science fiction provides excellent examples of this
pervading concern. All viewpoints – from jingoistic glorifiers of war, to advocates of
preparation for imminent war, to cautioners against the disastrous consequences of
war – recognised the importance of possessing the most advanced machinery of war.
American inventor Thomas A. Edison, who believed in the development of weapons
as progress, described the key role of the machine in modern warfare thus:

The war of the future … will be a war in which machines, not
soldiers, fight. … the new soldier will not be a soldier, but a
machinist; he will not shed his blood, but will perspire in the
factory of death at the battle line.2

The first key future war work was G. T. Chesney’s The Battle of Dorking, written in
1871 after Germany’s decisive victory over France in the Franco-Prussian war.

THE ORIGINS OF SCIENCE FICTION: THE RISE OF THE MACHINE: AN

EXAMINATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOLOGY IN EARLY

SCIENCE FICTION

AILISE BULFIN

19Ibid., 70 presents a schema detailing the symmetrical structure inherent in this divi-
sion by the Logos
20Ibid. 75.
21De Plantatione, 2 .
22Plant. 4. 
23Plant. 8 “and it is the eternal Logos of the eternal God, the most solid and the firmest
support of the whole” (my translation).
24Cf. Heres 234.
25Harold A. Wolfson, Philo - Foundations of Religious Philosophy in Judaism,
Christianity and Islam, (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1968), 266.
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style inventions and exploring the global consequences of a super-weapon. Griffith
wrote it for the magazine owner Arthur Pearson, its dedicatee and original instigator,
helping him to open up a space for this sort of imaginative future war tale in the con-
temporary literary marketplace. In the wake of this success, many other important
future war serialisations were written for Pearson, none more so than H. G. Wells’s
The War of the Worlds (1898).

In The War of the Worlds, control of inconceivably superior technology
likened to “lightning” gives the invading Martians total superiority over humans and
their “bows and arrows”. After the use of just one weapon in the Martian arsenal, the
narrator comments: “Never before in the history of warfare had destruction been so
indiscriminate and so universal.”7 As an overt critique of the practices of imperialism,
The War of the Worlds portrays technological survival of the fittest and he who has
the best gun wins. However, although Wells illustrates the advantages of superior
technology, he also implicitly undermines the prevailing faith in the dominance of
Western technology. The opening paragraph refers to “the great disillusionment”
effected by the Martian invasion early in the twentieth century. Wells mocks the
prevalent fetishization of weaponry in the future war genre by having that deluded
extremist, the artilleryman, voice it when he fantasises about getting control of a
Martian machine: “Fancy having one of them lovely things, with its Heat-Ray wide
and free! Fancy having it in control!”8 The ultimate irony is that the vastly superior
Martians are laid low by the simplest of organisms – bacteria –  to which their very
technology has made them susceptible. 

Wells’s next major future war work, The War in the Air (1908), is an explo-
ration of the effects of aircraft on war. Like The Angel of the Revolution, it displays
the characteristic future war concern over which power gains control of this revolu-
tionary technology first, but it is far more convincing and negative in the portrayal of
its use. It considers the consequences of both sides possessing the crucial weapon; in
earlier works by Wells and others only one side’s possession and advantage was typ-
ically considered. This prevalent pre-war myth, that whoever had the most advanced
machinery of war would speedily achieve decisive victory, would soon be proven
very wrong by the protracted entrenched battles of World War I. Wells realised that
all nations would be working to achieve air power and it would only be a matter of
time before each developed some version of it. Thus in The War in the Air, although
Germany achieves air power first and uses it to devastate America, it in turn is over-
whelmed by superior Asian air fleets; eventually global stale-mate occurs because
aerial warfare, though “enormously destructive” is “entirely indecisive”. The long-
term outcome is that all major cities are destroyed and the survivors are forced back
into a semi-barbaric existence, for which, ironically, modern technological progress
has made them most unfit: “It was the dissolution of an age; it was the collapse of the
civilisation that had trusted to machinery, and the instruments of its destruction were
machines.”9 The machine itself is not to blame, but rather the society in which
“mechanical invention had gone faster than intellectual and social organization, and

Chesney wrote to warn Britain of its unprepared state, positing a German invasion
and victory due to their superior military technology. Chesney’s work caused an
uproar, helping to start a public campaign for military “preparedness” in Britain. I. F.
Clarke, a major contributor to future war critical theory, cites it as the first work to
imagine the decisive effect of the use of new weapons.3 It was also very influential in
the literary sphere, with Chesney achieving “the almost unique feat of starting off a
literary tradition single-handed” according to Brian Stableford.4 Subsequently, close
attention was paid to the possibilities of each addition to the military machine in the
popular magazines and novels of the time. 

One of the first to break out of the boundaries of the possible into the realm
of science fiction was George Griffith in The Angel of the Revolution (1892). This
work amply highlights the key concern over who controls the machine in early sci-
ence fiction. Richard Arnold, a penniless inventor, creates the first heavier-than-air
flying machine, a revolutionary airship that is fast, easily controllable, and fitted out
with superior weaponry. This machine falls neither into the clutches of the evil, auto-
cratic Tsar of Russia, nor into the hands of some upstanding British general, but into
the hands of a secret society called the Terrorists. Whoever possesses it is invincible:
a single airship can defeat a fleet of ships and is far superior even to the war balloons
of the Tsar. The Terrorists allow the warring nations of the world to exhaust them-
selves before stepping in to decisively defeat them. They use their new super-weapon
to impose their anti-imperial agenda, ending war and allowing a new era of world
peace to begin. The spirit of the novel is apparent in this passage where Arnold con-
templates the consequences of his invention:

No, I think I would rather destroy it … than put such an awful
power of destruction and slaughter into the hands of the Tsar, or
… any other of the rulers of the earth … The next war will be
the most frightful carnival of destruction that the world has ever
seen; but what would it be like if I were to give one of the
nations of Europe the power of raining death and desolation on
its enemies from the skies! No, no! Such a power, if used at all,
should only be used against … the despotisms that afflict the
earth with the curse of war!5

According to Stableford, Griffith saw how “the pace of technological change was
adequate to permit an overnight transformation of the whole business of warfare”.6

And he realised the impact possession of a super-weapon would give any one side.
These ideas recur in Griffith’s sequel Olga Romanoff, where the eponymous descen-
dent of the Tsar gains control of some airships, and they feature in many of his sub-
sequent works. Although Griffith is not considered to be a writer of great talent, The
Angel of the Revolution was very popular, reprinted nine times by 1895. It was influ-
ential in widening the scope of the future war genre by connecting it with Vernian-
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the impact of the popular literary obsession with the super-weapon on its actual
development and use. He charts the growth of a belief in “an ultimate weapon that
can grant perpetual world peace through … universal disarmament”.17 According to
Franklin, a corollary of industrial capitalist society’s belief in progress as inevitable
– the ideology of the weapon as progress – by deterring war, the next great weapon
would usher in a new age of prosperity.18 For instance, Chesney’s The New Ordeal
(1879) describes the development of bombs so powerful that they can destroy entire
countries and thus deter all future war. The Angel of the Revolution also exhibits this
myth of the super-weapon as deterrent and the related myth of a war so appalling that
war becomes impossible after it – the war to end war. There is a suggestion of this in
The War of the Worlds, where the narrator intimates in conclusion that the catastro-
phe was “not without its ultimate benefit for men” as it woke them up to the precar-
iousness of their hold on the earth”.19 There is even a hint of it amidst the pessimism
of The War in the Air, because it is being narrated as a historical account from the per-
spective of someone living in a post-war future “world state” that is “orderly, scien-
tific, and secured”.20 However it is nowhere so evident as in The World Set Free where
nuclear war hastens the advent of the new “World Republic”.

Wells was not the first to postulate the impact of nuclear weapons, nor
would he be the last. In 1895, just after the discovery of radioactivity, Robert
Cromie’s The Crack of Doom imagined the destructive consequences of unleashing
the power of the atom, as a mad scientist’s experiments almost destroy the world. In
1906, Griffith wrote The Lord of Labour, which features rival super-weapons, one of
which is a nuclear ray-gun. Although on developing its weapon each side believes it
should make war impossible, they are eventually deployed against each other in a dis-
astrous world war. Franklin documents the role of nuclear weapons in the works of
American authors at this time, describing how they were typically much more opti-
mistic than their European counterparts. Nuclear weapons frequently led to a “pax
Americana” maintained by the global rule of a benevolent American hegemony.21 A
key example of this nuclear optimism is Garrett P. Serviss’s Edison’s Conquest of
Mars (1898). Although he never actually invented any significant new weapon him-
self, Edison personified the faith in weapons development as progress in American
culture. Belief in Edison, who was nicknamed “The Wizard of Menlo Park”, was so
strong that it led to the development a science fiction sub-genre called the Edisonade.
The Edisonade propounded the democratic myth that any resourceful man could
become an inventor and change the course of world history by developing some
amazing new machine. Brooks Landon describes how the cult of Edison “responded
to America’s need for a new mythology appropriate to a technological age”. He out-
lines how the Edisonade shows the American preference for the machine to be con-
trolled by individual great men, not faceless corporations.22 Edison’s Conquest of
Mars, a facile though fascinating reply to The War of the Worlds, epitomises this
genre. It documents how the great inventor lead a retaliatory invasion force to Mars
and annihilated the Martians with superior earth technology, including an atomic

the world … with its cheap newspapers, cheaper passions and imperialisms, its base
commercial motives, … its race lies and conflicts, was taken by surprise. Once the
war began there was no stopping it.”10 This is a deeply pessimistic work, full of the
horrors of the war machine out of control; so much so that the survivors cannot actu-
ally tell whether the war is over. In its final analysis, it blames the very creation of
the new super-weapon for causing the war – a boy born after the social collapse asks
one of the survivors:

“But why did they start the War?”
“They couldn’t stop theirselves. ’Aving them airships made
’em.”
“And ’ow did the War end?”
“Lord knows if it’s ended, boy,” said old Tom. “Lord knows if
it’s ended.”11

On the eve of World War I in early 1914, Wells wrote another major future
war novel this time predicting the development and use of nuclear weapons in anoth-
er world war. His disturbing title for this work was The World Set Free. Nuclear
weapons can be seen as the ultimate machine – the ultimate product of a competitive
technological society. The recurrent motif of The World Set Free is that of harnessing
the sun - as soon as early man develops the ability to think beyond his immediate
needs, this is his desire: “the thing they sought, all unwittingly, was the snare that will
someday catch the sun.”12 What they got was the atomic bomb. Initially The World
Set Free seems to be a warning against unleashing such appalling forces of destruc-
tion. Holsten, the scientist who releases the power of the atom, predicts that his
research will overthrow the world, feeling on its completion “like an imbecile who
has presented a box full of loaded revolvers to a Crèche.”13 The descriptions of the
obliterated cities are horrific. Wells was much more realistic than many of his future
war contemporaries in his depiction of nuclear war. He knew that to rational people
the use of nuclear weapons should be unthinkable, but believed that the current indi-
vidualistic mode of social organization would produce a kind of collective irrational-
ity leading inevitably to their use.14 He describes how the nations sought to pre-empt
attack by aggression, how “they went to war in a delirium of panic, in order to use
their bombs first,” oblivious of the global consequences.15 What makes The World Set
Free even more frighteningly significant is that it was read by the scientists working
on the Manhattan Project in America who actually invented the first atomic bomb.16

The Cult of the Super-Weapon
Only half the action of The World Set Free is concerned with the war and resulting
damage. The other half details the emergence of a new peaceful, rational, world state
made possible by the destruction and death that has taken place. H. Bruce Franklin in
his work on the development of the cult of the super-weapon, War Stars, documents
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dystopias was largely derived from Wells’s scientific romance. “The Machine Stops”
is a compelling vision of a dysfunctional future, and is far ahead of its time in its
treatment of another key machine-inspired element of science fiction – the fear of the
machine dominating humanity. It describes the re-organisation of human society into
individual cells underground, each part of and controlled by the central Machine. Its
most chilling aspect is the convincing assumption that people have become so
dependent on and anaesthetised by the Machine that they view the outside world and
human contact with horror. People live entirely separate lives and family relations are
negligible. When the visionary Kuno wants to meet face-to-face with his mother
Vashti, a devoted creature of the Machine, she considers the request bizarre, the
imposition on her time unreasonable, and the idea of physically travelling to see him
appalling. She considers his wish to visit the surface of the earth to be “contrary to
the spirit of the age” because “the surface of the earth is only dust and mud” and “of
no advantage”. What she really means is that his desire is contrary to the Machine.29

The following passage gives a good indication of the encompassing role of the
Machine in Vashti’s life: 

For a moment Vashti felt lonely. Then she generated the light,
and the sight of her room, flooded with radiance and studded
with electric buttons, revived her. There were buttons and
switches everywhere – buttons to call for food, for music, for
clothing. There was the hot-bath button, by pressure of which a
basin of (imitation) marble rose out of the floor, filled to the
brim with a warm deodorized liquid. There was the cold-bath
button. There was the button that produced literature. And there
were of course the buttons by which she communicated with her
friends. The room, though it contained nothing, was in touch
with all that she cared for in the world.30

The Machine city spans the globe, controlling every aspect of human life –
culling human types it considers unsuitable at birth and acceding to euthanasia
requests only if they are expedient. The Machine city is uniform, every part looks the
same as every other part, everything is mass produced and standard. Due to their utter
dependence on it, people have started to worship the Machine, regarding its instruc-
tion manual as a sort of bible. Kuno passionately tries to alert Vashti to this:

Cannot you see, cannot all you lecturers see, that it is we that
are dying, and that down here the only thing that really lives is
the Machine? We created the Machine, to do our will, but we
cannot make it do our will now. It has robbed us of the sense of
space and of the sense of touch, it has blurred every human rela-
tion and narrowed down love to a carnal act, it has paralysed our

weapon.
Wells’s later work evolved to present a more optimistic view of the role of

the machine in society, albeit a far more comprehensive and reasoned view than that
of the typical Edisonade. While a complex, pessimistic anxiety pervades his early
works of science fiction, it is less dominant in his later fiction and noticeably absent
from his non-fiction speculative works on human development.23 After 1901, Wells’s
works present various aspects of what became understood in the early twentieth cen-
tury as the typically Wellsian future. One of his first major non-fiction works to pre-
dict this future is the 1901 Anticipations of the Reaction of Mechanical and Scientific
Progress Upon Human Life and Thought. As the title amply implies, this work is pre-
occupied with the impact of the machine on society. In it Wells imagines an ideal
“New Republic” of the future governed by a class of technocrats. A Modern Utopia
(1905) dramatises Wells’s future vision, detailing the workings of the modern, ration-
al, world state achieved through scientific progress and selfless government. The role
of the machine in Wells’s utopia is key: through the use of science can be created “a
world that is really abolishing the need of labour, abolishing the last base reason for
anyone’s servitude or inferiority.”24 In other words, the machine will set mankind free.
According to Mark Hillegas, Wells believed that the greatest impediment to progress
was the complacent belief that progress is inevitable. And the contrasting stances of
the pessimism of his earlier scientific romances and the scientific optimism of his
later didactic fiction and non-fiction can be seen as consequences of this. Initially he
tried to dispel complacency by warning of the consequences of technology misused;
later he sought to outline a positive, achievable future for which to strive.25 In The
World Set Free he blends the two, first describing the disastrous effects of nuclear
weapons, then documenting formation of the utopian “World Republic” that ensues.
While Wells was an advocate of progress, of science and the machine, he was also
aware of its negative consequences, especially in the current political structure. As he
said of himself: “I fluctuate, I admit, between at the best a cautious and qualified opti-
mism and my persuasion of swiftly advancing, irretrievable disaster.”26

Industrial Dystopias
In his 1909 story “The Machine Stops”, E. M. Forster presents a completely differ-
ent and wholly pessimistic view of role of the machine in society. Hillegas believes
that Forster and other later twentieth century dystopian writers such as Aldous
Huxley and George Orwell were inspired to present their nightmare visions of the
future to counterbalance the optimistic, technocratic Wellsian view.27 The Russian
Yevgeny Zamyatin, who created a classic dictatorial dehumanised city-state in We
(1920), can be seen as a bridge between the two. According to Patrick Parrinder,
Zamyatin considered Wells the spokesman of the industrial West, with his scientific
romances reflecting “both the endless prospects for technological change and the rig-
orously logical outlook of scientific culture”.28 It is indicative of the relevance of sci-
ence fiction as an emerging genre that the format these writers used to present their
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cational methods of these beings affect me disagreeably. I hope,
however, that may pass off, and I may be able to see more of
this aspect of their wonderful social order. That wretched-look-
ing hand-tentacle sticking out of its jar seemed to have a sort of
limp appeal for lost possibilities; it haunts me still, although, of
course it is really in the end a far more humane proceeding than
our earthly method of leaving children to grow into human
beings, and then making machines of them.

This moulding of inhabitants to the requirements of machinery is simply a more
extreme version of the process underway in “The Machine Stops” before the Machine
breaks down.

“The Machine Stops” and The First Men in the Moon both have elements in
common with Wells’s other major dystopian work The Sleeper Awakes (1899). It por-
trays a nightmare vision of the extreme trends of capitalist society extrapolated into
the twenty-second century. Again society is distorted by the machine – in this case
the machine of industrial capitalism. The struggle is not that of nations via the war
machine, but a class struggle for control of the industrial machine – the means of pro-
duction. The lower class of blue-uniformed slave workers in The Sleeper Awakes are
comparable to the tortured Machine-hands of the Selenite society. They too are psy-
chologically trained to accept their role in society as “punctual and trustworthy
machine minders”35 and they too are physically altered by their subservience to the
machine. In fact the machine affects them so much they are starting to evolve into a
separate race.36 (Possibly they are developing into the Morlocks of Wells’s The Time
Machine (1895), an evolutionarily-divergent, cannibal underclass.) The irresponsible,
pleasure-seeking middle classes of the Sleeper’s future are akin to the anaesthetised
dwellers in Forster’s Machine. The sleeping arrangements and breakdown of family
structure in the enclosed twenty-second century megalopolises also resemble condi-
tions within the Machine. In fact they could almost be seen as a staging post on the
way to the global Machine city. Both contain public nurseries where children are
reared by machines – a chilling image of the alienation of machine society.

Many of these themes manifest themselves in another major dystopian work
of early science fiction that hinges around the struggle for control of the industrial
machine – Jack London’s The Iron Heel (1907). London was a committed socialist
and this novel critiques an extreme form of “rotten-ripe” industrial capitalism, a
“monstrous offshoot” called the Oligarchy.37 The Oligarchy is an anomalous histori-
cal phenomenon which interrupts the logical progress of “social evolution” to a
socialist Brotherhood of Man. The Iron Heel documents the rise of the Oligarchy and
the initial attempts at rebellion against it. Its underlying message is that industrial
capitalism makes the majority of people slaves to the machines of the few. The
machines of themselves are beneficial, only in the wrong hands are they negative, as
explained by the revolutionary leader and socialist theorist Ernest Everhard:

bodies and our wills, and now it compels us to worship it. The
Machine develops – but not on our lines. The Machine proceeds
– but not to our goal. We only exist as the blood corpuscles that
course through its arteries, and if it could work without us, it

would let us die.
31

One result of human degeneration is that no one wholly comprehends the Machine
anymore. When it breaks down, they cannot fix it; their society collapses and they die
because they can no longer breath the outside air. However there are some survivors,
rare non-conformists who have been expelled by the Machine and learned to exist
above ground. The implicit conclusion is that they will rebuild human society in har-
mony with nature after the destruction of the Machine. This is what makes “The
Machine Stops” so anti-Wellsian, according to Hillegas. As Wells subscribed to T. H.
Huxley’s pessimistic evolutionary view of nature as barbaric, thus he believed nature
needed to be controlled by man through science in order to perfect society.32 What is
significant to the discussion of the importance of the machine in the origins of sci-
ence fiction is that despite their dissenting views, both Wells and Forster agree that
the future will be different, and the difference will be made by machines. Landon
maintains that in order to argue with Wells, Forster had to concede to much of the
Wellsian worldview: “he implicitly posited that there would be a future, that it would
be radically changed from the present, and the primary agent of this radical change
would be technology.”33

“The Machine Stops” is, in fact, similar in many aspects to Wells’s scientif-
ic romances. It is reminiscent of The First Men in the Moon (1901) in its dystopian
representation of a regimented underground society that is completely dependent on
machinery. Hillegas describes The First Men in the Moon as “one of Wells’s most
serious comments on human life in a mechanical and scientific age.”34 It describes the
voyage of a scientist and a businessman, by means of a new anti-gravity device, to
the moon where they discover a society of intelligent insects. This Selenite society is
not totally dystopian, many aspects of it are admirable and salutary for mankind: it is
a collective, co-operative society in which all work for the common good and war is
unknown. However there is a claustrophobia and barely-restrained horror evident in
the scientist Cavor’s descriptions of it, no matter how rational he tries to be. The
Selenites in many cases have specialised so thoroughly to the requirements of the
machine that their sole function in society is as “Machine-hands”. In some cases this
is a literal description as operative Selenites are surgically altered to fit their tasks and
are essentially switched off, with sleeping draughts, when their labour is not required.
These aspects of Selenite society disturb Cavor deeply – after visiting their training
grounds he reflects:

It is quite unreasonable, I know, but such glimpses of the edu-
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Like “The Machine Stops”, and The Sleeper Awakes, The Iron Heel portrays the
alienation of a machine-dominated society and inconclusive attempts at rebellion.
Like many of Wells’s instructive later works it is written from the perspective of an
enlightened future as a comment on the “inconceivable sordidness and selfishness”41

of its age to advocate a type of rational socialist future. Wells’s version of socialism
is somewhat elitist and certainly different from London’s socialism, although both
warn against believing in the inevitability of social progress. Forster’s message is not
socialist, but naturalist. But all share a common concern about the role of the machine
in society – who controls it? Does it control us?

The Rise of the Machine
“The Machine Stops” and The Time Machine contain the seeds of another science fic-
tion pre-occupation in their visions of human atrophy and decay in a distant technol-
ogy dependent future. John W. Campbell, the influential editor of Astounding
Science-Fiction magazine from 1937 to 1960, wrote a famous story called “Twilight”
in 1934, based on a similar premise. The difference between it and the other two, is
that Campbell predicts that the machines will survive long after the extinction of the
human race, almost as our evolutionary successors: “When Earth is cold, and the Sun
has died out … those machines will go on. When Earth begins to crack and break,
those perfect ceaseless machines will try to repair her.”42 A more extreme version of
machines as our descendents is the fear of machines developing intelligence and
rebelling against us. The fear of the rise of the machine was documented as early as
1903 by the American journalist William Wallace Cook, who predicted in A Round
Trip to the Year 2000 that mechanical creatures called “muglugs” would take over
from humans and send us out to pasture in the country. This fear grew throughout the
twentieth century to become a major science fiction theme. In 1921, the Czech play-
wright Karel Capek, wrote R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) described by
Hillegas as “the almost archetypal expression of the fear that men will be enslaved
and dehumanized by their own machines.”43 This was the first work to introduce that
quintessential symbol of science fiction – the robot – and to posit robots developing
souls and deposing humanity. In commenting on interpretations of his work, Capek
explained the paradox of dependence on the machine:

Immediately we are in the grip of industrialism; this terrible
machinery must not stop, for if it does it would destroy the lives of
thousands. It must, on the contrary, go on faster and faster, although
it destroy in the process thousands and thousands of other exis-
tences. Those who think to master the industry are themselves mas-
tered by it … The conception of the human brain has at last escaped
from the control of human nature.44

The fear of the rise of the machine has been prevalent in science fiction from its ori-

“I’ll show you another way!” he cried. “Let us not destroy those
wonderful machines that produce efficiently and cheaply. Let us
control them… Let us oust the present owners of the wonderful
machines, and let us own the wonderful machines ourselves.
That, gentlemen, is socialism…”38

Ernest continues that society’s future depends on the outcome of the fight for control
of the machine:

“The struggle then will be for the ownership of the machines. If
labor wins, your way will be easy. The United States, and the
whole world for that matter, will enter upon a new and tremen-
dous era. Instead of being crushed by the machines, life will be
made fairer, and happier, and nobler by them … all … will par-
ticipate in the equitable distribution of the products of the won-
derful machines…”
“But suppose the trusts win in this battle over the ownership of
the machines and the world?” Mr. Kowalt asked.
“Then,” Ernest answered, “… all of us, will be crushed under
the iron heel of a despotism as relentless and terrible as any des-

potism that has blackened the pages of the history of man.”
39

When the Oligarchy takes over, and the poorest people in society become
slaves, they too become physically altered like the Selenites, the blue-uniformed
workers, and the Morlocks. London refers to them as the “people of the abyss”, a
phrase used by Wells to describe the doomed people he considers to be a by-product
of industrialisation in Anticipations. London’s description of the revolt of the people
of the abyss, the deformed product of the misuse of the machine, is shocking:

It was … a mob, an awful river that filled the street, the people
of the abyss, mad with drink and wrong, up at last and roaring
for the blood of their masters. … men, women, and children, in
rags and tatters … anaemic consumptives and great hairy beasts
of burden, wan faces from which vampire society had sucked
the juice of life, bloated forms swollen with physical grossness
and corruption … crooked, twisted, misshapen monsters blast-
ed with the ravages of disease and all the horrors of chronic
innutrition – the refuse and the scum of life, a raging, scream-
ing, screeching, demoniacal horde.40
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gins to its current pre-dominant film form. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818), gen-
erally considered the first real work of science fiction, is the classic elaboration of the
creator being destroyed by his creation. The scientist Frankenstein creates without
considering the outcome, loses control of his diabolical creation, and suffers the con-
sequences when it seeks revenge. Paul K. Alkon, in his history of early science fic-
tion, describes it as “the central myth for an age wherein the unparalleled creativity
of science threatens the world with unprecedented disasters”.45 More than a century
later, the same fear is evident in cyberpunk, one of the newest branches of science fic-
tion. One of cyberpunk’s chief concerns is with the merging of human and machine,
with micro-technology that is implanted within us. Once the machine is embedded, it
fundamentally alters who we are in ways we cannot fathom. And the fear is amply
evident in some of the biggest films of recent years, for example Terminator46(1984)
and The Matrix (1999) which envision different nightmare versions of machine dom-
ination. 

In reality, the rise of the machine exists in what Franklin argues is the tri-
umph of the super-weapon over humanity, the creation of bombs so destructive they
could potentially exterminate the human species.47 This is the inherent paradox of
technology – it both liberates and enslaves us. It frees us from primitive agricultural
subsistence but at the same time threatens and constrains us. As Franklin puts it: “The
machines make us … masters of our destiny and slaves of our own creation.”48 An
attempt to elucidate this paradox is evident in all of the works explored here. It is this
very pre-occupation with the impact of the machine that helped science fiction to
emerge as a genre. Alkon notes the importance of technology in the origins of science
fiction too. He considers that “technological change with drastic social consequences
has been the most general impetus toward the development of science fiction, as well
as its master theme.”49 As a genre bounded only by the imagination, it 
of technological advance bounded only by the imagination, for good or ill.
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We go from the light and falsehood of the sun
To bleak wastes of the dead.

– Stephen Hero1

The object of this study is to try and articulate the apprehension of light effects in
Joyce’s Dubliners and A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man with the birth of phe-
nomenology in the early 20th century. Phenomenology really came into its own with
Husserl, Joyce’s contemporary, who took up Brentano’s theory of intentionality to
ground his science of consciousness. Light is doubly anchored in phenomenology: on
the one hand, it is an immediate object of perception and, on the other hand, it trig-
gers fluctuating perceptions of the real.

The aim of this research is to show that light, as it is perceived and as it gen-
erates fluctuating perceptions of the real, is under the sign of phenomenological dis-
tortion. First of all, the question of the source of light in Joyce’s work is essential to
tackle this central question of error: the source of light is under the sign of uncertainty
as it undergoes a gradual process of degradation until its final obliteration. Secondly,
light participates in the movement towards phenomenological opacity. It blurs the
frontiers between the inside and the outside, the subject and the object, and more gen-
erally between mental realms themselves. Light thus appears as a sign pregnant with
ambivalent values and its writing provides insight into Joyce’s aesthetics.

Waning Sources of Light: Degradation in Progress
The question of the source of light in Joyce’s work is of utmost importance as it sets
out the crucial problem of the origin and of the sheer possibility of a noumenon2 that
is supposed to be at the root of every single light phenomenon. However, the origi-
nal source is divested of its substance and religious value as it is replaced by artifi-
cial and reflected lights along with fading and mixing colours.

The sunlight source is challenged by artificial lighting. The importance of
artificial lighting must be related to the central question of illumination.3 In the begin-
ning of ‘Two Gallants,’ the use of the passive voice in the phrase “illumined pearls”4

to refer to lamp-posts is not accidental: those lamps that are likened to “illumined
pearls” no longer illumine but are illumined. This implies that these lamps cannot be
said to be true sources of luminous energy in that they just receive energy. One could
here draw a parallel with medieval theology. The relationship between a light source
and its receptors was frequently used to describe the relationship between God and

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF LIGHT IN JAMES JOYCE’S DUBLINERS AND A
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAN.

CAROLINE MORILLOT
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ceeds through similar degradation since the stress is laid on glare and glitter. Thus the
whole scene is rendered quite stifling and oppressive because of its unnatural dimen-
sion. Light is contaminated by the artificiality of the scene. This gap between pure
light and mediated light in the poem accounts for the deflation of real love through
sterile loveless sexuality. Yet, for all their degraded intensity, these two modes, glare
and glitter, remain the only ways of apprehending what is missing. As for Gabriel, he
is “irritated by the floor, which glittered with beeswax under the heavy chandelier”.12

The use of the adjective “heavy” is relevant here in that it implies that light has lost
some of its ethereal original quality, some of its vaporous essence, being so captured
by the chandelier. In a way, light, being a kind of spiritual entity, has been weighed
down by the pure and earthly materiality of the chandelier. The latter is thus some-
what responsible for this conversion of pure light into an artificial one and for this
loss and redistribution of light into reflected fragments; hence Gabriel’s feeling
oppressed by glittering light. As a consequence, light actively participates in the suf-
focating atmosphere of Joyce’s novels. Furthermore Merleau-Ponty mentions the irri-
tating quality of the reflection for the eye when appearing as a “clarté éblouissante”.
He subsequently concludes that “l’éclairage et le reflet ne jouent donc leur rôle que
s’ils s’effacent comme des intermédiaires discrets et s’ils conduisent notre regard au
lieu de le retenir”.13 Conversely characters in Joyce’s work seem to be completely
swallowed up by the overwhelming presence of reflection.

Colours stem from various processes of absorption or reflection of light and
therefore they prove to be unreliable because they constitute but a changing pheno-
menon created by light. Goethe very aptly notices in his Farbenlehre that “Die
Farben sind Taten des Lichts, Taten und Leiden”.14

In ‘Araby,’ the child is attracted by yellow as a colour, even if it contains
patent overtones of decay. The Catholic Church has taken possession of the vitality
of the almost white or brilliant content of the golden colour. It just appears as the ulti-
mate vestige of a lost ideal. The “yellow gas-flames”15 of the environment of the pros-
titutes in APAYM epitomizes this unhealthy and poisonous gradual tinting of light.

The Seine in Flaubert’s work and more specifically perhaps in L’Education
Sentimentale tends to have no definite colour as well. There is no pure yellow colour
since it is often close to decay. It is often “verdâtre”16 or “jaunâtre,”17 which means
vaguely green or hazily yellow, since its perception corresponds to Fréderic’s
moment of despondency. Just as Fréderic experiences loss and dissolution, the colour
of the Seine insensibly fades away and colours undergo a clear process of devitalisa-
tion.

Degradation that is inherent to matter finds its utmost expression in the con-
stant blending of colours. The colour green18 is commonly associated with hope, hap-
piness and romantic ideals. However, in ‘An Encounter,’ the narrator is frustrated
during his visit at the harbour because he cannot find any green eyes. Conversely, the
more he progresses on his mock initiation, the more he is confronted with degraded
versions of the colour green. At the beginning of the day, the narrator observes the

his creatures. Aquinas coined the very notion of participation between a single light
source and illuminated objects.5 Bartholomew also discussed various forms of illu-
mination. In his Tractatus de Luce, he establishes a difference between shining
(lucere), illuminating (illuminare) and being a source of light (principium lucis).6

Therefore, Joyce seems to be playing on the mystic notion of “illumination”.
Significantly enough, those “illumined” lamps stand at the end of the process of cre-
ation of light while they are supposed to be at its inception. They need another light
coming from somewhere else. Moreover the “pearl” metaphor suggests that those
lamps are frozen and it even hints at the notion of artefact.

Reflection is closely linked to error as shown by the confusion between
reflection and refraction. Refraction means the bending of light through media of var-
ious densities. However, Joyce, in spite of his interest in optical phenomena, does not
seem to make any discrimination between refraction and reflection. In ‘The Sisters,’
the young narrator notices “the reflection of candles on the darkened blind”. He uses
the word “reflection” while confronted to a true phenomenon of refraction. This
uncertainty about light notions adumbrates Bloom’s very questioning about the black
colour in ‘Calypso’ in Ulysses: “Black conducts, reflects (refracts is it?), the heat?”7

Dante himself also had a limited knowledge of the principle of refraction. He mis-
takes reflection for refraction on many occasions. For instance, in his Divine Comedy,
in ‘Purgatorio,’ at the beginning of Canto XV, Dante describes a phenomenon of
reflected rays of sunlight but he uses in its participle form the verb “rifrangere”,
meaning refraction, instead of simply using “riflettere” for reflection.8 Significantly
enough, Aquinas does not make any distinction between the two terms either. For
instance, in De meteorologicum, lib.III, lect 6, he explains refraction through reflec-
tion when mentioning “[…] radios refractos, idest reverberatos”.9 Therefore, the blur-
ring of reflection and refraction discredits the Dubliners’ very apprehension of the
source of light.

Yet, reflection seems to be the prevailing mode of light fixation and appre-
hension in Joyce’s work. Gleaming light and glistening light do not produce any light
but they just reflect it. Consequently light is mediated: Merleau-Ponty, in
Phénoménologie de la Perception, assumes that reflection can be regarded as media-
tion because it is through reflection that an object can be apprehended without being
actually seen.10 Therefore, light often seems to be aloof in that it is always mediated
by lamps or reflected. Reflection seems to point to distant light that is no longer tran-
scendental but the dimmed reflection of transcendence. Every single reflection thus
stands for a true loss and is an invitation to perceive beyond it. Indeed, most of the
time, light is neither pure nor limpid since it is always reflected. For instance, in ‘Ivy
Day in the Committee Room,’ Father Keon’s frock-coat buttons “reflect the candle-
light.” Jean Pierre Richard’s definition of reflection and indirect light in L’Univers
Imaginaire de Mallarmé is very aptly worded in this perspective: “la limpidité con-
naît ses nœuds et ses ventres, ses espaces de contraction.”11

In the very beginning of ‘A Game of Chess,’ in The Waste Land, light pro-
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The same process of fascination and neutralization linked with light effects
can be applied both to Mangan’s sister and Mrs Arnoux. As the source of light is
behind Mangan’s sister, and the boy completely subjugated and blinded by her pres-
ence, she first appears as a huge magnificent figure but her face remains blurred so
that she is first apprehended in her most spiritual quality, “her figure defined by the
light.”26 Interestingly enough, Fréderic uses the personal pronoun “Elle” with a capi-
tal ‘e’ just as the boy uses the periphrasis “Mangan’s sister” to refer to the glorified
girl in ‘Araby’ in an indirect way. One can notice that glory which is usually used in
phrases such as a “saint in glory,” has luminous overtones, one of the first definitions
of glory being light27 — the very word glory is to be found in ‘An Encounter’.28 The
narrator is filled with the same feeling of religious awe in both cases. 

Both ‘Araby’ and L’Education Sentimentale enact a significant displacement
of the source of light. Mrs Arnoux, at the end of the novel, is no longer a radiant
source of light but she is lit by a lamp: “La lampe, posée sur une console, éclaira ses
cheveux blancs. Ce fut comme un heurt en pleine poitrine.”29 This transfer in light
sources abruptly emphasizes the well-known Flaubertian process of disenchantment.
In ‘Araby,’ while the narrator’s desire increases later on in the story, the position of
the source of light becomes mobile as indicated by the shift from “the light from the
half-opened door”30 to “the light from the lamp opposite our door”.31 The light does
not come from behind the girl any longer but from a lamp that overhangs the girl.
Consequently the indistinct global lighting of the girl’s figure gives way to a more
precise lighting, though fragmented and partial, of her body. Her body becomes the
one object of apprehension although previously she had been regarded as a divine
entity. Thus, every minute detail of her appearance is recorded by the narrator, con-
veying the girl’s sensuality: “Her dress swung as she moved her body and the soft
rope of her hair tossed from side to side.”32 Light thus turns into an indiscreet and
voyeuristic projector focusing on small details. Therefore the light’s course follows a
true evolution: first it lights up the white curve of her neck, then her hair, her hand,
her dress before it focuses exclusively on the border of the petticoat.33 Consequently,
the girl’s body is first apprehended as a global entity by the light before being shat-
tered into a juxtaposition of fragmented body attributes. 

Consequently, the displacement of the source of light conveys the deviation
of ideals in L’Education Sentimentale just as it more specifically materializes the sub-
tle conversion of genuine religious feeling into venality in ‘Araby.’ This shifting of
the source is part and parcel of the process of degradation and calls into question the
value of the source itself.

The source is transient and cannot be really experienced as such; its
ephemeral appearance or suggestion, through mediations, is meant to deepen the gap
between expectations and reality. Dispossession is thus rendered all the more acute as
possession was first contemplated. In ‘An Encounter,’ the gradual obscuring of the
sun source corresponds to the fading away of the boys’ illusory quest: “The sun went
in behind some clouds and left us to our jaded thoughts and the crumbs of our provi-

“little light green leaves” - one can also note the interesting closeness of light and
green - and green stands here for vegetative growth. However, the spectrum of
colours rapidly loses some of its genuine intensity. The man’s clothes are “greenish-
black”. This debasement of colour is in keeping with the boy’s discovery of perver-
sion. Therefore, the boy eventually turns away from the pervert’s “bottle-green eyes”.
“Green eyes” turns into “bottle-green eyes” just as the verb “to see” becomes “to
glance” since it is said that the boy involuntarily glances up at this face. This means
that contamination expands to the act of vision itself, the intensity of which gradual-
ly declines. The romantic colour has been displaced onto a grotesque figure. The per-
vert does not have the transparent luminous green eyes of the romantic ideal but
frightening and malevolent dark-green ones associated with evil. This degradation in
colours stands for the child’s dispossession of his goal at the very moment he finds
it, since he eventually encounters something corrupt. This is a perverted, unrecog-
nizable version of the original one, since the magical green object belongs to a buf-
foon. The green gift is tainted with black, which underlines the perversion of the ini-
tiation message. Therefore, one could even suggest that the field (the main setting in
“An Encounter”) is open for black magic. Consequently, the transmutation of green
as a colour is part of a global process of spiritual deficiency.19 Venality is always
looming on the coloured horizon of Dubliners’ romantic dreams. The presence of the
green colour at the very beginning of APAYM both in the original song “On the little
green place” and its rewriting “O, the green wothe botheth”20 points to a very similar
phenomenon of duplication: the model has been degraded in order to be fully pos-
sessed by baby Stephen. The actualisation21 of the coloured model seems to require
loss.

Interestingly enough, Flaubert’s L’Education Sentimentale and Joyce’s
‘Araby’ enact a similar alteration process, which is related to lighting. The displace-
ment of the source of light in both texts is interesting because it is closely related to
error and degradation. First, Mangan’s sister and Mrs Arnoux seem to undergo a sim-
ilar lighting process. In both cases, the source of light is first hidden behind them so
that they appear in chiaroscuro thus looking like haloed divine entities. On the one
hand, Mrs Arnoux is first constantly associated with a specific religious quality of
light in that she seems to be haloed: “Mme Arnoux se tenait assise sur une grosse
pierre, ayant cette lueur d’incendie derrière elle.”22 When Frederic meets her in the
street, “le soleil l’entourait”.23 She often seems to be radiant as if light were pouring
out from her. She tends to appear - as at the beginning of the novel: “Ce fut comme
une apparition”24- like a saint in glory. The repetition of the very word “apparition”
throughout L’Education Sentimentale makes her “appear” as a vision and corrobo-
rates her role as Madonna. Thus venerated like a divinity, Mrs Arnoux paradoxically
becomes neutralized by Frederic’s contemplation so that her face remains hidden in
the dark. Maurice Blanchot in L’Espace Littéraire attributes this neutralization to fas-
cination: “la fascination est fondamentalement liée à la présence neutre, imperson-
nelle, le On indéterminé, l’immense Quelqu’un sans figure.”25
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ring of the frontier between the interior / exterior prevents any genuine perception
of the real and subsequently implies distortion.

Darkness seems to bring together memory and dream: in ‘The Sisters’, the boy
says: “In the dark of my room I imagined that I saw again the heavy grey face of the
paralytic.”41 “Imagined” and “saw again” are closely brought together, although “saw
again” suggests recollection and “imagine” fantasy as the power to create images -
however inadequate - of the real. It is as if Joyce’s narration made both the oniric
and memory processes subservient to the single swinging rhythm of the lamp in ‘The
Sisters’. Therefore, the characters’ mental fluctuations are prey to light oscillation.
Vivid light can trigger the sudden emergence of memories in ‘Araby’: “the sight of
the streets thronged with buyers and glaring with gas recalled to me the purpose of
my journey.”42 This is reminiscent of Frédéric’s being jolted into reality and con-
sciousness by gas lightning in L’Education Sentimentale: “l’éclat des lumières sur le
boulevard le remit dans la réalité.” 43 Conversely, at the end ‘Araby’, the hall being
gradually plunged into darkness somehow hampers the proper working of the boy’s
memory as he remembers with difficulty why he has come.

The argument can be taken if we notice that the numerous ambiguities, creat-
ed by the approaching other mental realms, are reinforced by the variations on the
theme of light, as if the intricate complexity of memory could be epitomized by the
spectre of luminous intensities. It is as if the numerous strata of memory were reflect-
ed by the various intensities of light. The subtle levels of recollection that proceed
from variations on the intensity of light are syntactically emphasized by the use of
different tenses.44 The perception of light anchored in the present time can first lead
to a memory belonging to the most immediate past before reaching out towards a
more remote one. In ‘A Painful Case,’ failing light corresponds to the emergence of
verbs in the perfect form; they stand for Mr Duffy’s remembering his relationship
with Mrs Sinico four years before. Yet, Mr Duffy’s recollection is made so immedi-
ate, partly due to the perfect tense, that it approaches hallucination. “As the light
failed and his memory began to wander he thought her hand touched his.”45 In ‘The
Dead,’ the light of the gas seems to conjure up more remote memories as indicated
by the use of the pluperfect “had known”: “The gas in the pantry made her look still
paler. Gabriel had known her when she was a child and used to sit on the lowest step
nursing a rag doll.”46 Therefore this textual hierarchy of tenses suggests no complete
adequacy between the strata of memory and light oscillations since the presence of
light can trigger processes of recollection that are remote from one another. Those
verbal shifts on the temporal sequence epitomize the ambiguous and intricate rela-
tions existing between light and the workings of the mind in Joyce’s work.

Therefore, there are different states of receptivity affecting the characters in
Joyce’s work which are conducive to the merging of categories of attention. Attention
means the taking possession by the mind of selected aspects of reality. Attention thus
requires concentration. It opposes distraction or Zerstreutheit in German, which des-
ignates a more confused, even diffused, state of mind that comes from a lack of focal-

sions.”34 The disappearance of the solar disc marks a definite end to the fairy-tale
atmosphere and sets off the elusiveness of their quest. It adumbrates the mock
achievement of their quest through the figure of the pervert, as seen earlier. It is strik-
ing to notice that the linking word “and” seems to be endowed with a higher syntac-
tic and semantic value than usual: it does not only coordinate the two sentences but
it establishes a sort of cause-to-effect relationship between the two segments so that
the disappearance of the source of light seems to directly influence the boys’
demeanour and thoughts. It seems to trigger off a kind of chain reaction. While the
source of light first set them in motion by warming up the air and “the granite stone
of the bridge” and their minds, its progressive veiling obviously deprives them of
energy as indicated by the adjectival “jaded”. “Jaded”35 suggests weariness and bore-
dom. The very word “tired” is to be found a few lines higher. Sunlight is suddenly
scattered into crumbs just as the obliteration of the sun source means the blasphe-
mous exchange and conversion of the holy host into cake and biscuits. The holy cor-
pus degenerates into bleaching food just as the source of light gradually slips away.
The parodic treatment of the source of light well corresponds to the disruption of the
quest for spiritual attainment.

The Ambiguities of Light: the Blurring of Mental Spaces
Dusky settings are highly favoured by Joyce in Dubliners and APAYM. 36 Ambiguity
mainly derives from the constant mixing of lights and more precisely of different
intensities of light. Sunset light often mingles with feeble candlelight so that they
eventually prove to be hard to distinguish. This twilight zone37 is that of uncertain-
ty: light crosses the margins and blurs the frontiers between the interior and the
exterior, past and present, wakefulness and sleep, thus creating a twilight zone
poised between consciousness and unconsciousness.

It may firstly be argued that some characters in Joyce’s work (such as Stephen)
tend to have no direct insight into phenomena: the physical world is filtered through
sensitivity, which constitutes in a way the first layer of distortion, the other lenses
through which the world is reflected being memory and imagination. Significantly
enough, Pater uses the phrase “certain inward lights” to designate the private artistic
sensibility, as if in fact inward lights were bound to interfere with outward ones.
There is indeed an ever-widening gap in APAYM between the “real world” and the
“image which his [Stephen’s] soul so constantly beheld”38 stressing the constant inter-
ference between the flux of the outer sensory reality and the pulse of the inner life.
One must bear in mind the place of Dubliners and APAYM in the history of symbol-
ism, by which Joyce is influenced. Mood is a term coined by the Symbolists to des-
ignate a kind of diffuse feeling projected in the outer world. There is indeed a clear
link between lights and mood, especially in Dubliners. One can take the example of
Lenehan, in ‘Two Gallants’, who “felt more at ease in the dark quiet street, the som-
bre look of which suited his mood”.39 Recorded light effects are thus closely linked
to states of mind: “The scattered lights in the villas soothed their minds.”40 This blur-
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catch a glimpse […] of a softly lighted hall.”49 This sentence is subject-oriented,
since Stephen strives to experience subtle visual sensation as underlined by the impli-
cations of elusiveness contained in verbs such as “catch,” “glimpse” and the feeble
intensity of light explicit in the adverb “softly”. The perception of light is mostly vol-
untary and active. The effort required to perceive may be linked with light being less
substantial and closer to the intellectual sphere. It is more linked to the building up
of an atmosphere rather than to a genuine approach of the real. 

On the other hand, non-voluntary attention equals extreme sensitiveness to
sensorial stimuli and total oblivion of everything else. It is the complete absorption
of the subject by the real. Sounds seem to impose upon the subject of perception in
Joyce’s work: “Their voices reach his ears [….]”50 This sentence stands in sharp con-
trast with Stephen’s attempt to force his attention upon light. Interestingly enough, in
this case, the subject is inanimate and Stephen is but the object of the clause. He just
receives the auditory perception without acting at all. His name is not even men-
tioned, he is metonymically referred to through his body, which takes up the part of
collecting impressions. 

Stephen’s approach to light and sound phenomena is quite significant because
it foregrounds the constant interweaving of degrees of attention in Joyce’s work. This
intermingling of strata of consciousness actively participates in the blurring of the
text.

The Semantic Architecture of Light
The writing of light provides a good insight in Joyce’s narrative technique, which is
marked by ambiguity. The word “light” latently permeates the text, though it under-
goes a series of textual metamorphoses. Even if its meaning drifts along the tide of
narrative contexts, it often keeps some of its original meaning. This contamination is
mainly typographic and sonorous for the reader. Romantics, like Blake for instance,
were very fond of plays on the word light, such as light / delight. In ‘Two Gallants,’
the careful reader cannot but note the presence of the phonic unity “light” in
“delight”: “[…] delight […] keeping close to his lamp-post.”51 It is all the more strik-
ing as “delight” comes just before “lamp-post”, which is endowed with luminous
overtones. It is as if the text were generating itself. In this respect, it is worth consid-
ering the evolution of the word “light” in two passages in ‘The Dead’: “The porter
pointed to the tap of the electric-light […]”52 and “A few light taps upon the pane
[…]”.53 “Tap” and “light” are closely linked in the reader’s mind since they first
appear together. Therefore, the reader cannot help thinking of the initial meaning of
light when the two words again are brought together at the end of the short story.
Even if the very word “light” has changed grammatically, from a noun to an adjec-
tive, and semantically, meaning now the opposite of heavy, the first meaning seems
to prevail upon the reader’s mind. This lexical contamination of light causes the blur-
ring of the text itself all the more since it goes beyond the frontiers of the short story.
In ‘An Encounter,’ “light” is once again associated with “tap”: “he tapped the turf

ization of consciousness. The complexity of the concept of attention stems from the
interaction of several varieties of attention. William James establishes distinctions
between sensorial and intellectual attention, immediate or derived attention (also
called apperceptive attention), and voluntary and non-voluntary attention.47 The fron-
tier between those categories of attention is often fluctuating. For instance, there is no
clear dividing line between immediate and derived attention of the intellectual sort,
just as both intellectual and sensorial attention can be passive or voluntary. This blur-
ring of categories of attention can be applied to Stephen’s attitude towards reality and,
more precisely, towards phenomena of light and sound. Attention often gets muddled
up with imagination, discrimination and memory. They constitute interferences but
are at the same time part of the process of attention.

One of William James’s examples of derived sensorial attention is quite puz-
zling as it illustrates a particular psychological phenomenon taking place at the end
of ‘The Dead’. James writes that derived sensorial attention occurs when the impres-
sion is instinctively related to previous experience and he takes the example of a faint
tap upon a window pane that can be recorded because it bears amorous signification:
“A faint tap per se is not an interesting sound; it may well escape from being dis-
criminated from the general rumor of the world. But when it is a signal, as that of a
lover on the window-pane, it will hardly go unperceived.” The reader cannot but draw
a parallel with Gabriel’s stunning capacity to hear the light taps of the snow flakes
upon the pane. The unusual ability to hear he develops could come from sensorial
derived attention, following William James’s concept, since it is the product of his
hallucinated memory of Gretta’s ancient lover, Michael Furey, who, one night, threw
gravel against the window of Gretta’s room: “We easily see now why the lover’s tap
should be heard – it finds a nerve-centre half ready in advance to explode.”

The seismographic movement between voluntary and non-voluntary attention
reflects Stephen’s highly intricate relation to the real. Stephen can carefully record the
least luminous inflexions of the real just as he can instinctively receive visual stim-
uli. In this case, non-voluntary attention, his reflex and passive dimension of the
attention is a more or less automatic sense impression. To be more accurate, on the
one hand, voluntary attention presupposes the observer’s effort to single out, or “dis-
criminate” to use James’s vocabulary, a precise sensation merged in the haze of oth-
ers because the nature of the object is usually “unimpressive”. It is often as if light
phenomena required more effort to be registered by characters both in Dubliners and
APAYM. Indeed, characters need to resist the deepest attraction of other sensual stim-
uli such as voice and sounds to be able to concentrate only on light effects. Indeed
light never seems to be self-sufficient. It often goes unnoticed in a whirl of other sen-
sations. For instance, Stephen’s early apprehension of sunlight passes through the veil
of other sensuous distinctions such as the polarity between cold and warm “cold sun-
light”.48 The more the story unfolds, the more complex Stephen’s sensations become,
and the less attention is paid to light as a phenomenological object. Therefore the
effort to concentrate on minute light phenomena is great for Stephen: “he waited to
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view between the author and his characters. 
Waning sources of light are close to simulacra, for they appear as degraded

versions of transcendence. They give the illusion that something transcendental has
to be deciphered, which eventually makes dispossession all the more acute for the
Dubliners. The phenomenological evocation of light as an agent of instability, as
deprived of any predetermined origin, creates an intrinsic indefiniteness to the text
itself. Interpretation becomes problematic with the fluctuating perceptions, the era-
sure of mental and spatial distinctions. It affects the perceptions of the real in such a
way that there are no longer any stable landmarks; given a somewhat transgressive
quality, reality constantly undergoes an unceasing process of deformation. 

NOTES

1James Joyce, Stephen Hero, ed. Theodore Spencer, (New York: New Direction
Books, 1963), 37.
2The word noumenon comes from the Greek nous, meaning mind. Kant opposes the
thing-in-itself, i.e. the thing perceived by the intellect to what he calls the “phenom-
enon,” i.e. the thing the way it appears. The noumenon is responsible for the phe-
nomenological world but it is unknowable — at least for Kant.
3The question of illumination is all the more relevant since Joyce was fascinated by
the Book of Kells. Therefore illumination can both refer to religion and to the pro-
duction of illuminated manuscripts, the two being closely associated. In its strictest
definition, illumination only designates manuscripts decorated with gold or silver. 
4James Joyce, Dubliners, ed. T. Browne, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1992) [here-
after Joyce, Dubliners, 43.
5Thomas Aquinas, Super evangelium S. Ioannis lectura, 6th ed., ed. R. Raphaelis
Cai. (Rome and Turin: Marietti, 1972), 215, 320, 425, “Esse enim lucem est propri-
um Dei, alia vero sunt lucentia, idest participantia lucem; sed Deus lux est per
essentiam”: “Being is a light proper to God. While other things shine, that is, they
participate in light, God is light by His essence.” 
6Bartholomew of Bologna (Bartolomaeus di Bononia), Tractatus de Luce, in
“Tractatus de luce Fr. Bartholomaei di Bononia inquisitiones et textus,” ed. I.
Squadrini, Antonianum 7, (1932): 201-238, 337-376, 465-494.
7James Joyce, Ulysses, ed. Jeri Johnson, (Oxford: O.U.P, 1998), 55.
8Purg. XV, 16-17, 22: “Come quando da l’acqua o da lo speechio/ salta lo raggio a
l’opposita parte/ […] /cosi mi parve de luce rifratta”, in Dante Alighieri, La Divina
Commedia, 3 vols, eds. Umberto Bosco and Giovanni Reggio, (Florence: Le
Monnier, 1979).
9In De meteorologicum, lib. III, lect.6, § 285, in Thomas Aquinas, In Aristotelis
libros De caelo et mundo, De generatione et corruptione, meteorologicorum, ed.
Raymund M. Spiazzi, (Turin and Rome: Marietti, 1952), 629. 

lightly.”54 This interpretation is all the more significant that in Ireland, turf is used to
make fire and light. Therefore, the word “light” encompasses a profusion of mean-
ings as underlined by Jean-Pierre Richard: “Le scintillement est […] un miroitement
brisé […] un pianotage de lumière […] il fait fulgurer les significations.”55 The glim-
mering of meanings eventually finds some unity as the architecture of the word
“light” makes sense at the global scale of Joyce’s work. Yet it nevertheless causes the
blurring of the textual frontiers so that ambiguity first derives from the fluctuating
meaning of “light”.

At the very end of ‘The Dead,’ Gabriel watches the flakes “falling obliquely
against the lamplight”.56 One could say that the bringing together of light and the
oblique constitutes an ambiguous alternative between the horizontality of the dead
and the verticality of the living. In this respect, J.P. Richard very aptly notices and
interprets the significance of the “ligne oblique” in Mallarmé’s poetry: “Le littérateur
se voue ‘à un travail de mosaïque point rectiligne. Trop de régularité nuit’ [.…]
L’oblique traduit chez Mallarmé le vœu d’un espace verbal apparemment foisonnant
et anarchique, en fait invisiblement articulé, et soumis à une règle contraignante : la
loi d’ambiguïté.”57 Lights are intrinsic to the oblique creation of meaning in Joyce’s
work since they are subservient to this very “loi d’ambiguïté”.

Oblique lights can be related to the latent perversion58 that permeates the text.
They would be the aesthetic figurations of perversion59 for the attentive reader just as
dots are the typographic sign of dubious silence. Oblique lights would thus be part of
Joyce’s set of gnomonic figures. Dublin is the space reserved for mysterious light
inscription just as it constitutes a hieroglyphic sheet for the reader. While characters
in Joyce’s work cannot manage to decipher signs properly, the reader can, after
rereading the whole text of either Dubliners or APAYM. He thus realizes that light
notifications are often programmatic as to the end of the short stories in Dubliners
since their very beginning is often already contaminated by the rest of the narration.
The old man in ‘An Encounter’ keeps referring to order, to the Law, whereas he is but
an outsider. Yet, perversion is virtually contained in the description of light in the
beginning of the short story: “[…] the sunlight slanted through [the little light green
leaves] on to the water.”60 Light is oblique. Thus, the writing of light immediately
invalidates the old man’s speech in the reader’s mind. Jean Michel Rabaté in his
Portrait de l’Auteur en Autre Lecteur draws a revealing parallel between perversity
and the oblique: “[…] la perversité […] serait entendue dans le sens du mouvement
oblique par lequel le névrosé s’imagine être un pervers afin d’assurer l’intégralité
d’une jouissance impossible sinon.”61 The reader is often under the impression that
the action has already been completed, that there is a certain degree of omniscience;
that is why luminous marks are worth noticing to fully understand the meaning of the
text. Consequently, luminous phenomena are not so genuinely recorded because their
spotting is mainly orientated by the author’s instance. The writer necessarily engages
in a partial writing of the luminous phenomena. The image of oblique light contains
an inherent ambiguity which, all in all, shows the deliberate uncertainty of point of
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tion was developed by the major representative of Behaviourism, the American psy-
chologist Burrhus Frederic Skinner in his book Verbal Behavior.2 Allowing for the
shared belief among behaviourists that children come into the world lacking any rudi-
mentary linguistic knowledge, Skinner contends that language can be learned through
operant conditioning.3 According to this process, the child produces certain respons-
es when triggered by specific verbal stimuli and under carefully controlled reinforce-
ment provided by the environment, i.e. the caregivers:

Operant reinforcement, then, is a simple way of controlling the
probability of occurrence of a certain class of verbal responses.
If we wish to make a response of given form highly probable,
we arrange for the effective reinforcement of many instances. If
we wish to eliminate it from a verbal repertoire, we arrange that
reinforcement shall no longer follow.4

Therefore, the combination of stimulus-response-reinforcement helps chil-
dren to gradually construct their verbal repertoire. It is also underlined that verbal-
ization cannot be elicited by caregivers. Modelling and selective reinforcement of
children’s responses, communicated through attention, approval, delight etc. acquire
a crucial role in first language acquisition. In the absence of a listener and conse-
quently reinforcement, behaviourists claim that language is impossible to be pro-
duced.

Echoic behaviour, referring essentially to imitation of caregivers’ language
by children, constitutes another primary process in language acquisition. Occurring
when ‘verbal behaviour is under the control of verbal stimuli’ and ‘the response gen-
erates a sound-pattern similar to that of the stimulus’,5 the strategy of imitation is
employed by children to facilitate the formation of habits of correct language forms.

On the whole, the assumptions emerging from the behaviourist account are,
in essence, that children assume a passive role; being exposed to caregivers’ vocal-
izations, they accumulate linguistic knowledge through imitation, repetition and
practice. Thus, the input provided by caregivers is of vital importance and sufficient
for children to acquire their first language. Finally, the notion of the verbal repertoire
6 defines language as a stock of linguistic items, which are available to be reproduced
as responses to specific stimuli.

The discussion now proceeds to present the opposing theory.

Innatism
Innatism or Nativism is a paradigm for the scientific understanding of language
which emerged as a reaction to Behaviourism and it was initiated by the linguist
Noam Chomsky with his devastating and witty Review of Skinner’s Verbal Behavior.7

In order to provide a plausible explanation for what he called the Logical
problem of Acquisition, i.e. the fact that all children acquire their native language

Child language acquisition has always generated a great deal of lively and acrimo-
nious debate and the role of child directed communication (CDC) has been treated in
a different fashion among various schools of thought. This paper aims at presenting
a critical overview of two diametrically opposite theoretical accounts of this intrigu-
ing phenomenon, behaviourism and innatism, with particular reference to the role
they assign to input data.

The general framework of the discussion is established by a brief outline of the
principles that underlie these two theories. More specifically, the behaviourist posi-
tion, essentially represented by B. F. Skinner, is contrasted with the innatist account
as proposed by its leading figure, Noam Chomsky. Then the focus shifts to the dis-
pute that arises as far as input data is concerned. Counter-arguments from Chomsky’s
celebrated Review of Skinner’s Verbal Behavior serve to provide a criticism on
Skinner’s view of input data, conveying, thus, the opposite beliefs that each one holds
about the nature and the significance of input data for first language acquisition.

In light of new available evidence, a critical examination of both paradigms
follows, offering an insight to what the role of CDC is considered to be today. This
last section finally leads to the conclusion where it is maintained that, given recently
formulated accounts of child language acquisition, none of the above mentioned the-
ories should be dismissed entirely. There is the possibility that each theory can offer
an explanation for different aspects of language.

Behaviourism
The historical roots of the theory underlying the behaviourist position can be traced
in the views of the American linguist Leonard Bloomfield, who regarded language
acquisition as a process of habit-formation under the effect of particular stimuli:

The particular speech sounds which people utter under particu-
lar stimuli differ among different groups of men… Every mem-
ber of the social group must upon suitable occasion utter the
proper speech-sounds and, when he hears another utter these
speech-sounds, must make the proper response… Every child
that is born into a group acquires these habits of speech and
response in the first years of his life.1

Based on this assumption, a comprehensive behaviourist model of language acquisi-

RECONSIDERING BEHAVIOURISM AND INNATISM FOCUSING ON THE ROLE
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affects language acquisition.
The Skinnerian account proposes that the language modelled by caregivers

to children is vital and sufficient for verbal behaviour to emerge. On this evidence,
experience is the primary source for the construction of language and imitation the
strategy to achieve it. It is also worth noting that, according to behaviourism, a spe-
cific response is attached to every different stimulus. Therefore, language acquisition
is viewed as a passive process within this framework.

Through his attack on Skinner, Chomsky formulated an array of counter-
arguments against the behaviourist assumptions and, in support of his own thesis, that
language acquisition is only to a very limited extent dependent on primary linguistic
data. The first point he makes is that not all children imitate to the same degree and,
when they do, they usually select to imitate only what they already know. 

Furthermore, Chomsky objects to the view of language as stimulus-bound
because, he claims, ‘we identify the stimulus when we hear the response’.13 A stimu-
lus can, undoubtedly, have many different responses. For instance:

The appearance of a daffodil does not force humans to shriek
‘Daffodil!’ They can say whatever they like: ‘What a lovely
colour’, ‘It’s spring, I must 
remember to clean my car’, or ‘Why do flowers always give me
hay fever?’14

This case is representative of the creative aspect of language and proves that
external stimuli do not control utterances. A similar point is connected with
Chomsky’s rejection of the verbal repertoire since this term does not allow for the
open-endedness and productivity of language.

The fact that children tend to regularize patterns and produce forms that do
not exist is another argument that rejects imitation as a mode of learning. It further
indicates that their responses are not crucially affected by CDC: ‘For example they
may say goed in place of went, throwed in place of threw, and mouses and foots in
place of mice and feet’.15 What is more, children often fail to imitate certain gram-
matical constructions modelled by adults, in case these supersede their current level
of linguistic competence.16

The most potent case advanced by Chomsky, which rejects the effect of
CDC in first language acquisition, refers to its quality. The first dimension of this case
is the poverty-of-the-stimulus. This contends that CDC fails to provide children with
evidence about all aspects of language. Structure-dependence of transformational
rules is one instance which, although absent from CDC, is mastered by children.
Therefore, children produce sentences like (1) rather than (2):

(1) Is the man who is tall John?
(2) Is the man who tall is John? 17

within a remarkably short time, despite its complexity and without having appropri-
ate and sufficient evidence about it, Chomsky proposed the Innateness hypothesis. Its
principal claim is that human infants are genetically imprinted with knowledge about
language:

Given the richness and complexity of the system of grammar for
a human language and the uniformity of its acquisition on the
basis of limited and often degenerate evidence, there can be lit-
tle doubt that highly restrictive universal principles must exist
determining the general framework of each human language
and perhaps much of its specific structure as well.8

On this line of argument, a set of principles and parameters universal to all
languages is presupposed as being encoded in an innate language faculty, called
Universal Grammar (UG). On these grounds, ‘language learning … is the process of
determining the values of the parameters left unspecified by UG’.9 This can be
achieved with minimal exposure to the linguistic data of the language children are
acquiring.

Thus, according to the innatist model of language acquisition, the primary
linguistic data children receive from the environment are processed through the UG
‘which contributes things on its own as well’10 and in this way, linguistic competence,
i.e. a grammar consisting of principles, parameters and the lexicon, emerges.11

Another innatist assertion is that language constitutes a species-specific and unique
cognitive system, separate from other systems of cognition. Chomsky illustrates his
view of language as a separate module as follows:

This sequence of changes [associated with the onset of speech]
seems to me, very much analogous to the growth of organs. In
fact, it is not appropriate to regard the mind as a system of men-
tal organs - the language faculty being one.12

Chomsky’s attack on Skinner is essentially twofold. Firstly, it accuses behaviourism
for not offering an account for the acquisition of syntactic knowledge and secondly,
it criticizes it for misunderstanding the complexity and nature of linguistic compe-
tence. Similar beliefs are held by the new generation of innatists with Steven Pinker
being the leading figure. 

Controversy Over The Role Of Input Data
After a brief outline of the general principles underlying Behaviourism and Innatism,
the discussion moves to the role that each doctrine assigns to input data and critical-
ly examines the arguments that have been put forward in support of the opposing
claims. The debate concerns mainly the nature of CDC and the extent to which it
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studies reveal that it is, in fact, highly grammatical, repetitive, simple, slow and with
higher pitch.21

The inadequacy of CDC was also severely criticized due to the lack of
empirical evidence. In order to prove the insufficiency of input data, Chomsky sup-
ported that children do not receive evidence about structure-dependence to help them
understand its formulation. But this is not the case. Sampson22 found instances of such
evidence in Blake’s popular poem The Tiger and in a list of wonder questions in
Arthur’s Mee’s Children’s Encyclopedia. Also, Pullum23 found examples that discon-
firm the structure dependence rule in the Wall Street Journal corpus and in Oscar
Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest. 

Despite Chomsky’s assertions about the absence of error correction by
adults, research shows that children receive corrective feedback and therefore have
evidence of what is grammatical and what is not. More specifically, it was found that
adults monitor children’s language usage and correct erroneous utterances indirectly
through repeating poorly pronounced words, reformulating children’s non-conven-
tional forms and expanding both correct and erroneous utterances.24

Another assumption which proved to be wrong is related to the speed of
acquisition. Growing evidence suggests that children acquire syntactic knowledge
more slowly than it was believed. This means that there is no need to assume the exis-
tence of innate knowledge.

Furthermore, the fact that non-pathological children with minimal or even
without any exposure to CDC acquire their first language25 does not necessarily prove
that child language acquisition is independent of CDC. It would be wrong to conclude
this, since there is a considerable lack of evidence about the quality of language and
the speed of acquisition of these children and also about the language input they
receive from older siblings and other relatives. There is also the possibility that is
some cultures CDC is provided in a different form from western cultures. For
instance, the Kaluli use explicit teaching of language chunks instead of ostensive def-

inition. 26

To sum up, all the above findings unarguably diminish the force of the
innatist position and stress the need for further research. 

Conclusion
In conclusion, neither account should be totally dismissed. Statements about their
validity need to be examined carefully in the light of new available data. Considering
the revival of Behaviourism and Innatism through the advent of Connectionism and
Ultra-nativism, respectively, it seems that each theory can account for different
aspects of language. To further analyze this point would take us well beyond the lim-
its of the present discussion. One final point, with respect to the role of input data, as
conveyed through a general consensus, is that it influences vocabulary acquisition
and it contributes substantially to first language development, only when it is com-

and perform automatically the movement of the auxiliary from the main clause to the
front. In other words, they know that language involves structure dependence opera-
tions even though they have not been explicitly taught about them.

But even if completely error-free, CDC could not provide evidence for cer-
tain properties and principles of language. Chomsky’s claim regarding the degenera-
cy of data points to the distorted nature of CDC available to children. This is due to
ungrammatical sentences, slips of the tongue, false starts, inconsistent use of number
and tense etc. Therefore, this kind of linguistic data cannot serve as an appropriate
source of information for the language children acquire.

With regard to the role of input data, error correction by caregivers can
demonstrate the formation of syntactic and grammatical structures to children. But
Chomsky claims that parental correction is non-existent and, when adults do correct,
they tend to focus on the truth value of the children’s utterances, correcting mistakes
related to meaning.18 Consequently, the fact that all children employ eventually cor-
rect language forms shows that they do not rely upon correction.

Finally, studies reveal that the degree to which CDC takes place differs
among various cultures and social classes. Pinker suggests that ‘in many communi-
ties of the world parents do not indulge their children in Motherese. In fact, they do
not speak to their prelinguistic children at all, except for occasional demands and
rebukes’.19 Yet, it is remarkable that even these children acquire their mother tongue.

On the whole, all of the above seem to do justice to Chomsky’s rejection of
the behaviourist model and show that child language acquisition is not determined by
CDC. As mentioned earlier, CDC does not provide a sufficient basis for and cannot
explain the rapid rate of language acquisition; so, following Chomsky’s reasoning,
language must be innate. It should be underlined, however, that the role of input data
is not dismissed entirely. Even innatists agree that a minimal exposure to language is
necessary for children to activate the device of UG, so that through linguistic samples
they can set the parameters of their native language accordingly.

The Role Of Input Data Today

‘An innatist hypothesis is a refutable hypothesis.’ 20

Since Chomsky himself admits that his theory is under question, in this section his
arguments will be examined with the aim being to establish the extent to which the
role he assigns to input data can be verified. 

With respect to Chomsky’s claims about the nature of CDC, results from
recent studies refuted both the poverty-of-the-stimulus argument and the claims about
the degeneracy of data. Contrary to the distorted nature Chomsky attributed to CDC,
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espouse the cosmopolitan ideal tend to do so in contradistinction to communitarians,
for whom the ground of ethical judgment lies in an attachment to a specific group (for
example, nation-state, political or religious community). In what follows, I will refer
to the work of three influential thinkers who resonate with the cosmopolitan ideal. 

David Held and Cosmopolitan Democracy  
Those who advocate cosmopolitan ideals often add that there are structures which
should be put into place for the purposes of limiting the power of states or institutions
(and their representatives) such that the dignity and autonomy of every individual is
more likely to be respected equally. However, that is a fairly broad brief which is
open to a range of interpretations and it will be helpful to look more closely at the
way in which this ideal has been articulated by some of the most persuasive voices in
the field.

David Held understands the central principles of cosmopolitanism to be that
every individual, regardless of the situation into which they were born, should be
accorded equal worth; should have the opportunity to shape their destiny actively,
through proper collective decision-making and voting procedures which reflect local
differences and that they will be held accountable for their choices. He goes on to say
that all people should be free from coercion, kept safe from deliberate harm and be
granted access to aid at those times when urgent need arises. Held advocates that
these principles should be universal but not sealed too precisely by language or law,
since he stresses “an inescapable hermeneutic complexity in moral and political
affairs”.2 So, while advocating fundamentally egalitarian ideals, he calls for continu-
ing dialogue on the ways and means of putting such ideals into practice.   

However, what is distinctive about Held’s cosmopolitanism is the fact that
he envisages the practice of these values resulting in the establishment of a kind of
cosmopolitan democracy:3 the regulation of public life, framed by laws which would
arise from the principles already outlined, conferred with political clout which would
come from what he calls a network of democratic fora from the local to the global
(with a super, international military, designed to protect the cosmopolitan structures).
On the economic front, he proposes a system of global taxation which would allow,
among other things, for the transfer of resources from the rich to the poor. Through
such measures, the authority of the nation-state would be reduced in the face of a cos-
mopolitan authority which recognized no fixed borders. Held is promoting what he
describes as the introduction of multiple, overlapping citizenships through which
people could exercise their rights to shape all the values and conditions which they
deem to impact upon their lives.

Underpinning (and/or, arising out of) these legal, economic and political
components, Held holds the ideal of cultural cosmopolitanism. Acknowledging the
problems which arise with the diversity and sheer volume of world opinion, he cites
the existing global communications network, pointing out that this is already having
a radical effect on identity formation. Increasingly, people are making sense of the

Introduction
Cosmopolitanism lends itself to the most appealing presentations: as a philosophy of
social hope; as a rights-based politics; as the basis for a caring and earth-sharing spir-
ituality in a post-religious world and as a badge of sophistication in the global arena.
Its advocates, when they claim the moral high ground, perceive their stance to be
opposed to any form of exclusionary identity politics and posit the individual human
being as the ultimate source of worth.

However, there is a negative sense of cosmopolitanism which is built upon
the conceit of the citizen of the world who has come to believe that the whole earth
is open to be exploited, represented, protected from perceived moral deviation, tele-
vised or fetishized. This charge applies to individuals across a wide spectrum: work-
ers in NGO’s who, working “on behalf of people”, also speak “on their behalf”; econ-
omists who, unable to think beyond a market economy, are equally unable to allow
for local differences; and religious fanatics who desire to impose ‘God’s will’ by
force (September 11th was also a form of cosmopolitan thinking, albeit what Kwame
Appiah calls “toxic cosmopolitanism”1). Despite that, my aim is to defend a particu-
lar type of cosmopolitan project, with the caveat that it carries no overarching, meta-
theoretical pretensions. 

Faces of Cosmopolitanism
Cosmopolitanism, while having ancient roots in religion and philosophy, has aroused
contemporary interest in the wake of the process referred to as globalization. In one
sense, cosmopolitanism refers to a growing awareness (particularly among privileged
groups) of the different ways that things are done in other parts of the world. In anoth-
er sense, cosmopolitanism is used to indicate the necessity and the potential for
increased cooperation on issues such as the environment, the economy, international
law and human rights. Sometimes, the cosmopolitan ideal is presented as a political
aspiration, substantiated by moves towards global governance and represented by
institutions like the United Nations and the European Union, which function on the
premise that there are important areas in which it is a good thing to limit the sover-
eignty of states.

Underlying all of these expressions of cosmopolitan thought there is a phi-
losophy and an ethic which takes, as its starting-point, the individual as the ultimate
location of value and significance. The rights and responsibilities which are invoked
are predicated as distinctly human rights and responsibilities. As such, those who
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advocates the value of resistance to instances of the unilateral imposition of power).  
Keane works from a conviction that global civil society is a real entity. It

may be impossible to define; it may be constantly evolving; it may have great diffi-
culty in heading off its detractors by the logic of its argument; but it exists and func-
tions as a reality in the world. Keane, in an effort to draw together some of the elu-
sive characteristics of civil society at work, employs the term cosmocracy, defining
it thus: 

Cosmocracy stands on the spectrum between the so-called
‘Westphalian’ model of competing sovereign states and a single,
unitary system of world government…. It is a salmagundi of
multiplying, highly mobile and intersecting lines of govern-
mental powers…. a conglomeration of interlocking and over-
lapping sub-state, state and supra-state institutions and multi-
dimensional processes that interact, and have political effects,
on a global scale.8

Keane stresses that cosmocracy is not a form of government which was conceived as
part of a grand design (in an effort, perhaps to distance the idea from meta-narrative)
Yet, while, it has historical roots, Keane still claims that “cosmocracy is without
precedent. It defies all previous typologies because it is a form of government sui
generis”.9

Claiming cosmocracy to be the first-ever world polity, Keane identifies the
following characteristics: it is a system (despite the fact that its components are dis-
crete and not necessarily or explicitly univocal); it is set in motion and kept in motion
by rapid response to the so-called butterfly effect, whereby an action or effect in one
part of the globe can have intended or unintended consequences in another part; its
agents work in growing awareness that political action is increasingly ‘joined-up gov-
ernment’ (no politician is an island); cosmocracy is not understandable in terms of
balance-of-power politics, nor is it a proto-federal polity (and his criticism of Held on
this point has already been noted). 

Keane presents the workings of cosmocracy as operating on three levels,
which he calls micro, meso and macro-governmental. The first refers to sub-territo-
rial institutions, the local and regional spaces for decision-making. Meso-govern-
ments include the pooling of emerging regional institutions, such as the EU; and
macro-government refers to those supra-national bodies whose power cuts across the
sovereignty of nation-states. The International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia is cited as an example of macro-government. Keane is at pains to stress
that the fundamental structure of cosmocracy and the fact that it has no direct fore-
runners, results in a polity which is characteristically hybrid, fluid and dynamic.        

Many words (and some diagrams) are employed in order to clarify how
cosmocracy actually functions and it is instructive to note the metaphors which are

world through cultural sources which go far beyond the local. 
Held is on firm enough ground when he reminds us that the global commu-

nication system has functioned to “detach, or disembed, identities from particular
times, places, traditions”.4 However, it is not so clear what he means when he speaks
of:

Political agents who can reason from the point of view
of others”….who will be….better able to resolve the new and
challenging transboundary issues and processes that create
overlapping communities of fate.5

At this point, despite his talk of expanding horizons through dialogue, Held appears
to be wedded to the idea that, ultimately, diversity and complexity are problems to be
resolved; and solved through the application of instrumental rationality by elites on
behalf of others. 

John Keane on Global Civil Society
The cosmopolitan vision of David Held is seen by John Keane as a two-tiered proto-
federal polity which, ignoring the messiness of self-contradictory power at play in the
globalization process, still looks for ethical principles which are universally applica-
ble.  

Note the guileless thinking: the ethical worthiness that is sup-
posed to be measured by a process of ‘reasonable rejectability’
and by acting ‘out of duty’ to universalisable principles in fact
looks suspiciously like a species of liberal humanism born of
the Atlantic region.6

If Keane is justified in distancing himself from so-called guileless thinking, it may be
because he retains a healthier cynicism for the fact that conflict, far from being a tem-
porary glitch on the journey from local to global thinking, is actually a fundamental
and enduring aspect of the human condition. Within this messiness, however, Keane
can still claim that:

Global civil society is a safe haven that actually guarantees the
right to asylum for many different and potentially conflicting
morals.7

Discussing the emergence of global civil society, Keane warns against the conflation
of different applications of the idea, whether the analytical (concerned with the
genealogy of the signs of civil society); the strategic (which campaigns to strengthen
the benefits of global movements for freedom and justice) and the normative (which
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at Yale in 2000, Singer adds: 

During what now seem like the tranquil and secure days of the
first eight months of 2001, I filled in the gaps in the argument…
Then came September 11, and the title One World suddenly
sounded a discord against the resonating talk of the “clash of
civilizations.” Nevertheless, the terrorist attack on that day, and
America’s response to it, confirms rather than denies the idea of
a world that is increasingly becoming one, for it shows that no
country, however mighty, is invulnerable to deadly force from
the far corners of the earth.13

Now, with Singer, we surely can agree that strategic power in the pre-September 11th

sense cannot be regarded as a shield against the patterns which terrorism now assume.
However, it is a matter of interpretation whether we consider that this fact (or the
nature of the response of the Bush administration) shows that the world is “becom-
ing one”. One, in what respect, is the question we might reasonably ask. To be unit-
ed by a common fear does not necessarily lead to a consensus on how to respond.
Nor, even when you are faced with the stark truth that your way of life is abhorred by
other, rational inhabitants of the earth does it necessarily help you to see them (or
yourself) more clearly. Consider the following two statements from Singer: 

We need a sound global system of justice, so justice does not
become the victim of national differences of opinion.14

[O]ur newly interdependent global society, with its remarkable
possibilities for linking people around the planet, gives us the
material basis for a new ethic.15

With regards to the first statement, the error, I would suggest, is that ‘national differ-
ences of opinion’ are precisely the stuff out of which justice arises, as the never-end-
ing project of co-existing with diversity. 

In the second statement, Singer nods in the direction of the Marx, and the
principle that a society’s ethic is causally tied to its technological and economic base.
He is bound to point out, therefore, that Marx would also expect to find a link
between a society’s ethics and the interests of its ruling class. Concerned to modify
this aspect of Marxist materialism, Singer posits the following line of argument:
humans have a basic desire to justify their actions to their most significant group; if
that is the tribe, then morality will be tribal; if that is the nation, then morality will be
national; and now, with the global communications revolution, the significant group
has widened out to embrace the earth. Our ethic, therefore, is bound to become global. 

used to give substance to his argument. First of all, the language is set out to resem-
ble scientific observation.

Viewed vertically, cosmocracy resembles a series of unevenly-
shaped tree trunk-like concentric circles….when viewed hori-
zontally, the distinctiveness of the system of cosmocracy is not
fully apparent. Its particular features become clearer when
viewed in profile.10

At this point, the messiness and complexity which Keane previously claimed for
cosmocracy is being scrutinized as if its reality could yield to microscopic investiga-
tion. Metaphors of space abound: cosmocracy has depth, height, breadth and length.
Above all, metaphors of vision lend the view that, in true Enlightenment form, there
is a vantage point from which we can see clearly; and, having seen, we can name and
tame the chaos.

Despite the fact that it is unwieldy, I believe that Keane’s use of the concept
of cosmocracy is a useful counter-balance against the cosmopolitan democratic
vision which Held expounds. It allows him imaginatively to sketch a form of polity
which does not have to fit into existing patterns and, thereby, to hold on to the sug-
gestion that civil society is a work-in-progress which has not decided on its end-point.
Held, on the other hand, is proclaiming a cosmopolitan ideal which is openly teleo-
logical, value-laden and intent on consensus. 

However, in my interpretation, both Held and Keane are guilty of prema-
turely joining up the dots: in other words, they take the discrete signs of sub-state,
super-state and international political endeavour to be a more progressive and global
phenomenon than it actually is. Elsewhere, overly-optimistic claims for global civil
society have been criticised for the fact that they ignore the fact that much so-called
global activism has been confined to white, middle-class groups which come from
North America and Europe. Given that fewer than 15% of the NGO’s with consulta-
tive status at the UN11 are based in the South, then it is reasonable to suppose that
trans-national civic activism, in its present form, carries the danger of the flattening
out the differences in culture and ethics. In what follows, I will suggest that the spec-
tre of homogenization is also present in the work of Peter Singer.   

Peter Singer on Ethics for ‘One World’
Coming from the discipline of bioethics, Peter Singer calls for a seemingly straight-
forward ethical imperative: that the nations of the world should move closer togeth-
er to tackle global issues.12 Arguing for an ethic which goes beyond the familiar con-
fines of state sovereignty and national allegiance, Singer considers the effect of glob-
alization on the environment, the economy and the emergence of international law.
The tenor of his argument is set in the preface to the 2004 edition of One World.
Explaining that the core of the book comes from the Dwight H. Terry lectures, given
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does not have pretensions to meta-theory. In order to flesh out such a notion, I will
refer to the work of two thinkers who, in different ways, have managed to provide us
with philosophical tools without suggesting that they are capable of leading to defin-
itive answers to perennial questions. 

The first of these is Kwame Anthony Appiah, who has written extensively
on the subject of identity and, specifically, on what might constitute a cosmopolitan
identity. Appiah is a great fan of John Stuart Mill, whom he quotes on more than one
occasion:

If it were only that people have diversities of taste, that is rea-
son enough for not attempting to shape them all after one
model….The same things which are helps to one person
towards the cultivation of his higher nature, are hindrances to
another….Unless there is a corresponding diversity in their
modes of life, they neither obtain their fair share of happiness,
not grow up to the mental, moral, and aesthetic stature of which
their nature is capable.”15

Upon which Appiah comments:

If we want to preserve a wide range of human conditions
because it allows free people the best chance to make their own
lives, there is no place for the enforcement of diversity by trap-
ping people within a kind of difference which they long to
escape. There simply is no decent way to sustain those commu-
nities of difference that will not survive without the free alle-
giance of their members.20

Appiah does two things here. First, he affirms Mill’s point that diversity is not acci-
dental upon the vagaries of history or the separations of geography. Diversity is an
ontological quality of human life. Secondly, however, Appiah raises the spectre of
cultural imperialism. In other words, we must find a way to speak about cultural dif-
ference without resorting to reductionist notions about cultural purity. Purity, authen-
ticity, preservation of some idealised cultural past: these are ways in which a (usual-
ly dominant) group can manipulate conditions in order to preserve the play of differ-
ences which serve to keep them powerfully amused. Appiah calls this “spectator-
sport diversity” which appeals more to aesthetics than morality. 

I may fervently want there to be Amish driving buggies….but it
would be a moral error to take measures…to discourage members
of these picturesque communities to leaving and joining ours.21

This change creates the material basis for the interests of all
those who live on this planet….xvi

Singer, having flagged up the Marxist notion that ethics is always tied to power, then
actually mentions rich nations and trans-national corporations. It is a pity that he does
not explore the negative aspect of this line of enquiry further, since it seems to me
that these are important loci of latter-day imperial power which must be accounted
for in any dream of a global ethic.        

Singer has given us a series of impressive and convincing analytical argu-
ments in favour of tackling the greatest problems on earth from a global perspective.
However, I am still left wondering:  in “becoming one”, who or what will have to be
sacrificed at the altar of high reason?   For, as Singer has claimed in a previous work:

Ethics requires us to go beyond ‘I’ and ‘you’ to the universal law,
the universalisable judgment, the standpoint of the impartial
spectator or ideal observer, or whatever you choose to call it.17

We have noted that, in recent debates, cosmopolitanism has gone in a number of
directions. In the work of David Held, it has been developed into a political project
in which the sovereignty of the nation-state will be eroded by overlapping spheres of
political action. The ultimate aim is to foster a type of global identity, expressed
through cosmopolitan citizenship. Held’s critics18 point out that it is difficult imagine
citizenship in the absence of the nation or a distinct, political community as the point
of attachment. Experience teaches us that the larger and more diverse a community
becomes, the more difficult it is to maintain the loyalty of its members.                   

We encounter another form of global citizenship in the work of John Keane,
as he describes the development of social movements which transcend national bor-
ders. Clearly, their existence points to a growing number of political activists who
identify, not simply with a bordered community, but with causes, values or global
crises which unite them across traditional differences. However, the question
remains: are these signs of a movement which deserves to be predicated as global?    

Finally, as we have seen in the work of Peter Singer, cosmopolitanism can
be expressed as an ethical response to the acknowledgment that some of the most
intractable issues of justice simply do not stop at borders. There can be little argu-
ment, surely, that the high seas and the air which we all breathe should be regarded
as global responsibilities. The difficulty is, of course, that it is impossible to get
beyond the most tautological and common-place assertions about justice without run-
ning into the question of difference. One-ness, like light under a prism, splits into a
thousand colours under scrutiny.  

Kwame Appiah and “Rooted Cosmopolitanism”   
At the outset, I stated my intention to defend a type of cosmopolitan identity which
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language in the service of political debate or metaphysical enquiry. The distinction,
in my estimation, is between intellectual ping-pong in which both sides play to beat
their opponent and the much less competitive power of narrative when it is capable
of bridging the gulf of difference by imaginative persuasion. 

When Appiah distances himself from what he calls “the original picture of
how dialogue should be grounded”, it is because he is calling for a kind of cosmo-
politan exchange which does not require that conversation should reach agreement on
large principles. Instead, he implores us to be content with fragmentary, incomplete
understanding of the frameworks which guide strangers. There will always be prob-
lems with some frameworks of thought which seem to run contrary to our own; but,
as Appiah point out, that is just as likely to happen in our own neighbourhood. It is
not simply the scale of diversity associated with the entire planet which makes it
impossible to have face-to-face, empathetic relationships. It is the fact that none of us
can aspire to understand, in any depth, more than a handful of people. We should not
need to, in order to live with them in peace. To aim for agreement upon universals is,
quite simply, to ask for too much. According to Appiah, the cosmopolitan’s aim
should be to become more and more attuned to particular resonances which carry an
intimation of what we call our common humanity.   

Appiah has been criticized for his style, which tends to come across as elit-
ist. In a recent review of one of his books, it was claimed that he does not address the
link between identity and wealth. The reviewer went on to say that:

Identity may be a choice for us and for privileged authors, who
can escape with Ryanair… to a world of different beliefs and
charming local practices. It is not much of a choice for the
untouchables or shanty-dwellers.25

It is true, of course, that Appiah is deeply privileged. The fluency of his language con-
veys the breadth and depth of his education and ensures that his ideas will be taken
seriously, at least. Moreover, Appiah has made a life-choice to work in the context of
Western academia, so, when we judge the presentation of his ideas, we should do so
in the knowledge of his assumed readership. We should not, however, allow the style
to blind us to the substance; and, substantially, Appiah is appealing (precisely as the
reviewer indicated) for a rooted cosmopolitanism: a middle way between insular
nationalism and an impossible ethic of universal love. In Appiah, what I hear is
patience and a pragmatism which seems to be lacking in those defences of cos-
mopolitanism which rest their cases on global one-ness. It seems to me that the more
marginalised people are from the centres of power, the more they might benefit from
patient pragmatism.

Richard Rorty and Ironism
According to Appiah, for those of us who are not totally thrown by the paradoxical

We are faced with an ethical conundrum: the cosmopolitan may be right in wishing
to preserve the differences which allow for the full flourishing of individuals.
However, in identifying pockets of difference across cultures (Amish, Scottish
Highlanders, Sami women), she may implicitly work with a model of uniformity
within cultural groups. This, in turn, will make it less likely that our cosmopolitan
will be able to make ethical judgments about the behaviour or the values which are
being perpetrated in the name of the group, since she will not acknowledge the pos-
sibility of dissent within it. The error here is to believe that the world is made up of
discrete communities, each locked into its own moral space. Both individual and
group identities are much messier and less bordered than this.      

One of the ways in which Appiah attempts to illustrate the openness and flu-
idity of identity is by continually returning to stories and examples from his Asante
roots, while stressing the influence, upon his thinking, of European liberalism. He
thus embodies the very cosmopolitanism which he is advocating, in that a) under-
standing across differences can be achieved effectively when it is done through nar-
rative rather than philosophical argument and b) the aspiring citizen of the world is
all the better equipped for the task by a deep and critically intelligent appreciation of
his own, local roots.       

It seems to me that Appiah is helpful in imagining a cosmopolitanism which
has the following characteristics: a) it begins from an acknowledgment that diversity
is not accidental, but ontological; b) it works to create and sustain the conditions in
which dissenting voices can be heard; c) it encourages people to speak out when they
are in a position to recognise that some values and practices are harmful. In part, this
is what Appiah claims for “Millian diversity” when he says:

It is a strength, not a weakness, of Mill’s conception of diversi-
ty that it did not prevent him from making judgments about cul-
tural practices-whether those related to his own heritage, like
the murderous rampage of John Knox…. or those utterly for-
eign to him, such as the foot-binding customs of the Chinese. To
insist that liberals, qua liberals, must abstain from judgments of
this sort is to exile them from genuine human engagement.22

Most importantly, however, Appiah’s cosmopolitan dream does not present itself as
an overarching theory. Rather, we hear the search for a language which is capable of
articulating moral concepts without resorting to absolutes23:

[I]f we care about others who are not part of our political order
- others who may  have commitments and beliefs which are dif-
ferent from our own - we must have a way to talk to them.24

Clearly, Appiah privileges language; but, unlike Held or Keane or Singer, this is not
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As Rorty points out, one of the implications of Neitzche’s rejection of the Platonic
idea of being and truth is that self-knowledge is self-creation. We do not find our-
selves (contrary to the hippy mantra); we invent ourselves and we do so through the
use of language. New metaphors, a new style of describing pain and pleasure, touch-
ing language, shocking words: through language development, we create ourselves
and we contribute to the creation of others. 

What is the distinctive characteristic of this self which we produce, when we
acknowledge the contingency of language? According to Rorty, it is ironism. The iro-
nist sits lightly with the contingency of her own most dearly-held concepts (what
Rorty calls her “final vocabulary”30). She is ready and willing to exchange her termi-
nology, her poetics, for another set, if she should be so persuaded. Above all, the iro-
nist has accepted that no final vocabulary, from whatever source, is capable of
assuaging doubt. Radical doubt (in the sense that there is no truth out there to be rep-
resented by the language of absolutes) is the condition of existence. 

[T]he citizens of my liberal utopia would be people who had a
sense of the contingency of their language of moral deliberation,
and thus of their consciences, and thus of their community. They
would be liberal ironists – people who combined commitment
with a sense of the contingency of their own commitment.31

Conclusion
Appiah reminds us that our habits of mind are honed in communities. But he also
teaches us to appreciate the extent to which each community overlaps and inter-
weaves; and, as we wonder, in his case, what is African and what is European, we
wake up to the fact that he is shaped by both and that the question is misleading.

Rorty takes us further in our enquiry as to which world and whose, by assert-
ing that worlds are made and unmade through our use of language. If he is right, then
cosmopolitanism will be moral to the extent that it builds congenial spaces in which
those who are different can feel free to name diverse ways of being and becoming.

It is a noble aspiration, to be a citizen of the world. The moral injunction to
transcend our parochial selfishness resonates with the distilled wisdom of many reli-
gions and calls upon us to stretch our imaginations. What I have argued against is the
idea that, in order to be good citizens of the world, it is necessary to reach agreement
with others on so-called universals. Far from being ethically sound, the desire to
reach consensus on our deepest values has resulted, historically, in the imposition of
those values which are held by the most powerful groups. 

What I am arguing for is: the acknowledgement of the fact that the inhabi-
tants of this planet are diverse to the core of their being; that there should be, theo-
retically, no limits to our sense of responsibility towards every human being, regard-
less of how strange they may seem to us; that we must learn, however, to deal with
our cosmopolitan responsibilities on a case-by-case basis.

idea of “a thoroughly particularist cosmopolitanism”, we will find the best case for it
being made by Richard Rorty, who, in the introduction to Contingency, Irony and
Solidarity, says:  

this book tries to show how things look if we drop the demand
for a theory which unifies the public and the private, and are
content to treat the demands of self-creation and of human sol-
idarity as equally valid, yet forever incommensurable.26

Rorty argues against those metaphysical and theological traditions which work from
an assumption that the object of philosophical enquiry is to find a language which
will be adequate to describe truth. He refutes the notion that truth is an independent
entity which exists in some extrinsic realm. 

Truth cannot be out there-cannot exist independently of the
human mind-because sentences cannot so exist….the world is
out there, but descriptions of the world are not. Only descrip-
tions of the world can be true or false.27

If an upholder of the correspondence theory of truth were to argue that Rorty reduces
communication to language games and morality to a mere succession of relative val-
ues, no doubt Rorty would reply that contemporary intuition is happiest when deal-
ing with realism and representationalism because we are “held captive by the picture
of getting closer to a fixed goal”.28

Intriguingly, Rorty fuels the worst fears of the positivists by bringing the
notion of contingency to the forefront of his deliberations on the nature of language,
of identity and community. He understands revolutions in thinking to be, quoting
Mary Hesse, metaphoric re-descriptions (in other words, they are not progressive
attempts to come nearer to the truth); he insists that intellectual history is not teleo-
logical (rather, it is a zig-zag of shifting, unpredictable habits of mind, which, through
language, alter our practices). Novelty, he claims, is brought about when new vocab-
ularies are produced  by succeeding generations of thinkers and, once those vocabu-
laries become sufficiently assimilated, they have the capacity to stretch our minds in
relation to strange things and strange people. Listen to Rorty, invoking Neitzche, on
the importance of language:

It was Nietzche who first explicitly suggested that we drop the
whole idea of “knowing the truth.” His definition of truth as a
“mobile army of metaphors” amounted to saying that the whole
idea of “representing reality” by means of language, and thus
the idea of finding a single context for all human lives, should
be abandoned.29
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is “wishy-washy” by which I take him to mean that he declines to invest the con-
cept with so much substance that it loses fluidity.     
24Appiah, The Ethics of Identity, 222.
25Quoted from a review by Bill McSweeney in The Irish Times, August 12th, 2006. 
26Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony and Solidarity, (Cambridge: Cambridge U.P.,
1989) [hereafter Rorty, Contingency, Irony and Solidarity], 15.
27Ibid., 5.
28Richard Rorty, Truth and Progess, (Cambridge: Cambridge U.P., 1998), 39
29Rorty, Contingency, Irony and Solidarity, 27. 
30According to Rorty, all human beings employ a set of words which they use to
justify their actions and beliefs. This vocabulary is ‘final’ in the sense that, when
doubt is cast on the worth of these words, their user has no noncircular argumenta-
tive recourse. It is very interesting, given the contemporary clash of cultures, that
Rorty points out that, beyond a person’s final vocabulary, he may be reduced to
helpless passivity or violence.
30Rorty, Contingency, Irony and Solidarity, 61.
30Virginia Woolf, The Waves, (London: Grafton Books), 69. 

Finally, I am claiming Richard Rorty’s ironist to be the ideal type of cos-
mopolitan. I do so, on the basis that she is likely to possess the ethical strength which
is necessary to deal with the complexity of the world and the rapidity of change. In
her will be embodied one who sits lightly to her own being and becoming. She will
be able to say, with Virginia Woolf, “I am rooted, but I flow”.32
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the variability, mean blood glucose and accuracy in hypoglycaemia and hypergly-
caemic events in children with CF.6

History of Cystic Fibrosis
Wives tales and stories from as far back as the 1600s report that children that taste
salty when kissed on the brow, were bewitched, which may reflect early references to
CF.  Case reports from the 1800s through the early 1900s describe infants with meco-
nium ileus, sometimes with pancreatic changes on post-mortem. By 1900, children
with pancreatic insufficiency were recognized to have features consistent with CF,
and some of these children had related lung disease. The first publication on CF is
usually attributed to Fanconi and colleagues in 1936. This manuscript, in German,
describes two children with “cystic pancreas fibromatosis and bronchiectasis.”7 The
first comprehensive description of the disease came in 1938, when Anderson report-
ed 49 patients with “cystic fibrosis of the pancreas.”8 The changes in glucose metab-
olism were first reported in this 1938 paper9 and then in 1949.10 Most early descrip-
tions of CF dwelt on the pancreatic dysfunction, with pulmonary involvement
described secondarily. 1953 was the first time the abnormalities in sweat electrolytes
were described,11 which provided the basis for sweat testing, the primary diagnostic
test for CF today.

Over the decades the management of children with CF has steadily improved.
In the 1950s the life expectancy was less than one year for children with CF. Steady
improvements occurred over the 60s, 70s and 1980s. In 1989, L.C. Tsui and col-
leagues from Toronto published the discovery of the mutation of the CFTR protein
and its association with chloride channel dysfunction. Since the early 90s the care and
management of children with CF has come a long way and now optimizing both
nutritional and medical care results in median age of survival of 30-35 years old.12

Relatively recently in the history of CF is the discovery of a definitive connection
between CF and diabetes. The first definitive reports of glucose intolerance or dia-
betes in CF were reported in 1955.13 In 1999, it was reported that this combination of
CF and Related Diabetes (CFRD) has a negative impact on survival.14 From 2002 to
2006, CFRD has been related to decreased survival15 and shows survival gender
differences.16

Prevalence
Ireland has the highest incidence of CF in the world with one in 1461 live births and
a carrier rate of one in 19 for the CFTR gene mutation.17 Worldwide this figure is 1
in 2500 live births. Currently we also have a carrier rate of 1 in 20 of all Irish cau-
casians. No figures on children with Cystic Fibrosis in Ireland are available.
Furthermore the area of glucose intolerance in CF is a grey area leading to huge vari-
ation from clinician to clinician on the management of non diabetes CF (NCF), pre-
diabetes CF (IGT) and CF related diabetes (CFRD). More that 1000 mutations of the
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene are described. The most

This correspondence is aimed at reviewing the topic of Cystic Fibrosis related
Diabetes and introducing ‘The Cystic Fibrosis Diabetes Study’. This is a two-
prospective longitudinal multi-centre trial incorporating the three Specialised
Paediatric Respiratory units in Dublin: The National Children’s Hospital Tallaght,
Our Lady’s Hospital for Sick Children, Crumlin and The Children’s University
Hospital, Temple Street. This research is based in The Trinity Research Centre and
The National Children’s Hospital, AMNCH, Tallaght, Dublin, under the supervision
of Professor Hilary Hoey. The main aims of this prospective research are to screen all
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) children with the Continuous Glucose Monitoring System
(CGMS); examine new genetic genotype studies in CF diabetes and non-diabetes and
assess the CF children’s diet and quality of life. Finally we will advance the knowl-
edge of CF related diabetes and non-diabetes for the future management of all CF
children in Ireland.

Introduction
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common lethal genetic autosomal recessive disease
in caucasians, worldwide incidence of 1 in 2500 live births.1 The clinical demo-
graphics and prevalence of all CF children whether normal glucose tolerance (NGT),
prediabetes (IGT) or Cystic Fibrosis Related Diabetes (CFRD) are poorly described.
CFRD is an ever-increasing diagnosis with improved survival in children with CF.2

The morbidity and mortality of CF increases by six fold once diagnosed with CFRD.3

For this reason it is important to screen early, diagnose early and commence insulin
therapy as soon as possible.  Early intervention with insulin in the adolescent and
adult populations has been shown to reduce the number of lower respiratory tract
infections; reverse deteriorations in pulmonary function and weight loss.4 Insulin has
additional benefits as both an anti-inflammatory molecule and an anabolic effect.
These two influences, when diminished account, for the devastating catabolism that
occurs in the insulinopenic (IGT) and finally complete insulin deficient state
(CFRD). Screening is erratic from centre to centre and country to country. Evidence
based screening guidelines are required. The Continuous glucose Monitoring Sensing
(CGMS) is a new, novel screening modality for all types of diabetes. CGMS has been
validated for use in CF patients in small studies (4 cases only),5 but no large scale
prospective or randomised controlled trials have been undertaken in CF children.
Few reports are available to support the use and validity of CGMS in CF patients.
Minimal data is available on the normal CGMS profiles in CF patients and less about
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esis believed to be involved in the gradual development of an insulin deficient state
in CF is gradual loss of the beta cell. The majority of CF patients are pancreaticex-
ocrine insufficient. All these patients eventually lose exocrine pancreatic function
ending with a ratio of endocrine to exocrine from 1:20 to 1:5. The early appearance
of the pancreas in CF children may be normal but later gross appearance is thinner,
smaller and with visible cysts.  Dilation of the acinar cells and ductules occurs.  The
islets of Langerhans are preserved for some reason. Later in life, the islet cells exist
only in clusters surrounded by fibrous tissue and fatty tissue. Decreased islet cell
function is related to diminished beta (early) and alpha cell (later). However abnor-
mal endocrine function can result from impaired blood supply and chronic
eosinophillic inflammatory infiltration. A dilemma continues of genotype versus phe-
notype in CF patients. It is established that those with two disease causing mutations
in ‘delF508, i.e. homozygote’s’, are more severely effected. This ‘severe phenotype’
includes more significant exocrine pancreatic insufficiency than heterozygotes.
Progressive pancreatic destruction leads to a predisposition to diabetes in CF but does
not explain everything. More than a 50% reduction in beta cell mass is required to
produce the clinical disease CFRD.

Pathophysiology of Diabetes in Cystic Fibrosis 
Diabetes is defined as hyperglycaemia with a decrease or deficiency in insulin. CFRD
is a unique illness different from type 1 and type 2 diabetes in pathogenesis. Type 1
is insulin deficiency secondary to autoimmune beta cell destruction. Type 2 is a com-
bination of insulin resistance and insulin deficiency.19 The ADA places CFRD into
‘other specific types, diseases of the exocrine pancreas’. Insulin deficiency is the hall-
mark of CFRD.  First phase insulin secretion in response to glucose and other stimu-
latory compounds are impaired in exocrine insufficient CF patients, and the insulin
response on OGTT is significantly delayed.20 The total amount of insulin secreted
over time is normal in CF patients with IGT, but is decreased in patients with CFRD.21

Patients with CFRD do not appear to have greater beta cell destruction than
patients without diabetes, suggesting that CFRD is not only related to the chronic
inflammation and fibrosis-induced islet damage.  Islet amyloid deposition is a feature
of CFRD.22 Islet amyloid accumulates in type 2 diabetic patients but not in patients
with type 1 diabetes or pancreatitis.23 It is not clear whether amyloid accumulation is
simply a by-product of the disease process or if it contributes to beta-cell dysfunc-
tion.24 It has been hypothesized that abnormal glucose tolerance is nearly universal in
CF adults (not clarified in children) secondary to structural damage to the islet, but
progression to frank diabetes may primarily occur in patients who also have the type
2 diabetes gene defect(s).25 The aetiology in CFRD is not clear a possible mechanism
is shown in Figure 1.1. 

prevalent of these is delF508. In Ireland, other prevalent mutations are: R117H,
G551X and rarer mutations, such as 3001del3. There is large variation from one dis-
ease causing mutation to another. These defects lead to an abnormal production of the
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein. The lack of the
normal chloride channel function inhibits water and ions into the cells in the various
organs and systems. This in turn leads to viscous secretions which may chronically
cause scarring and tissue destruction. Because children and adolescents with CF are
surviving longer they are developing more long-term complications, thus CFRD and
IGT are becoming more prevalent. Danish studies report 50% prevalence of glucose
intolerance and CFRD by the age of thirty years. In the United States the increased
prevalence can be seen with advancing age. (Figure 1.0)  Currently there is no Irish
data on clinical demographics and prevalence of CF and CFRD in children.

Aetiology and Pathogenesis 
In 1985, L.C. Tsui and colleagues published the discovery of the CF gene on chro-
mosome 7. The cloning of the CFTR gene was then reported in 1989. The pathogen-

Figure 1.0 Glucose intolerance categories in patients with CF at the uni-
versity of Minnesota, expressed as percentage of prevalence within age
groups (n = total number of patients within that age group.)  Patients
with CFRD include those who required long term insulin use to prevent
fasting hyperglycaemia and those who intermittently required insulin
during periods of stress. NGT = stippled areas; IGT = shaded areas;
CFRD without fasting hyperglycaemia = dotted areas and CFRD with
fasting hyperglycaemia = clear areas. (Reproduced with permission, Dr
A. Moran, University of Minnesota, USA.).18
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from normal (NGT) to prediabetes (IGT) before progressing to full blown diabetes
(CFRD). This classification is somewhat artificial, only created by the Oral Glucose
Tolerance Testing results, however, prediabetes is an important warning sign of pos-
sible clinical deteriorations and the need for early insulin therapy. IGT is well recog-
nized as a marker for CFRD with an odds ratio of 5.6 compared to NGT.28 Twenty-
one out of twenty-five patients with one diagnosis of IGT on OGTT became CFRD
during a five-year prospective period.  However 58% of the OGTT results were nor-
malized at next testing and only 14% had progressed to CFRD. Therefore IGT is a
useful marker for CFRD however it must be taken in the context of large variability
in the OGTT results.29

Clinical Features in Prediabetes (IGT)
There is much debate in the literature over the pre-diabetes (IGT) state.  Whether this
abnormal glucose tolerance state actually accentuates the decline in pulmonary func-
tion, weight loss and increases lung infections is not clarified.  Some centres report a
decline during the IGT state as long as four years before the onset of frank CFRD,30

however this was not seen in other studies.31

Clinical Features of Cystic Fibrosis Related Diabetes (CFRD)
CFRD develops insidiously. Diabetic ketoacidosis occurs rarely at time of initial
presentation, nor during the clinical course of CFRD.32 Often there are no osmotic
symptoms, however these are present in 33% of cases at diagnosis.33 The median age
at diagnosis of CFRD is 18-21 years of age. Some reports reveal a female prepon-
derance for developing CFRD younger than males34 and others find no statistical dif-
ference.35 Precipitating factors for CFRD are: treatment with corticosteroids36 food
supplementation (oral, intravenous or percutaneous gastrostomy tubes)37 and severe
lung disease.38 When a diagnosis of CFRD is made the morbidity and mortality rises
dramatically. Some reports reveal a six fold increase in mortality.39 The clinical
impact of diabetes on the child with CF is difficult to assess. No studies to date have
assessed this in a scientific manor. One chronic illness is difficult to manage but the
addition of ‘diabetes’, another life-long illness, may have devastating consequences
for both children and parents. Parents are now aware of the association between
CFRD and diminishing lung function. Many of the children diagnosed with CFRD
are aware they are deteriorating and are happier to take insulin injections rather than
more tablets. The most significant addition to their daily life is 4 blood sugars daily;
1-6 insulin injections daily; new dietary advice and an extra outpatient visits to the
hospital. This adds another list of chores to the CF child endless list of treatments. 

Treatment
Treatment of CF is complex and requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Standard
therapies in CF include: daily physiotherapy, nebulised medications, antibiotics both
oral and intravenous, enzyme supplements with each meal and regular out-patients

Clinical Aspects

Clinical Features of Cystic Fibrosis

CF is a clinical unique illness affecting
multiple organ systems (Figure 1.2).  Most
children are affected by lung, bowel and
pancreatic insufficiencies. A smaller per-
centage of CF children are affected with
disease of liver and/or the pancreas i.e.
CFRD.  

Whether a CF child is diagnosed as nor-
mal glucose tolerant (NGT), pre-diabetes
(IGT) or frank CF related diabetes
(CFRD) the clinical state will gradually
decline with advancing age. Lung func-
tion, liver involvement and finally pancre-
atic endocrine complications occur.
Subjects developing CFRD may move

Figure1.1 Many factors are important in the abnormal glucose home-
ostasis in children with CF, but the abnormal pancreatic beta cell func-
tion is most critical. Insulin secretion is blunted in all patients with CF. 26

Insulin secretion is increasingly impaired, both delayed and blunted as
the disease progresses and glucose tolerance decreases in CF patients.27

After an oral glucose load, the increase in insulin area above the baseline
decreases with decreasing glucose tolerance: 88%, 87% and 45% in
NGT, IGT and CFRD respectively.  

Figure1.2
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Minnesota, identified a statistical difference in survival rates between males and
females with CFRD.44 In a study of 1,081 CF patients, a total of 123 patients with
CFRD were identified; 58 males and 65 females. Median survival was 47 - 49.5 years
for male and female subjects without CFRD and 47years for male subjects with
CFRD.  Median survival was reduced to 30.7 years for female subjects with CFRD.
This strong association was not confounded by other genetic, therapeutic or clinical
variables.  This study shows a dramatic reduction in survival for females versus males
with CFRD that is unexplained to date.45

Diagnosis of Cystic Fibrosis
CF is primarily diagnosed on sweat testing along with clinical symptoms typical of CF.
Abnormalities in sweat electrolytes were first described by Di Sant’Agnese, which
provided the basis for sweat testing, the primary diagnostic test for CF today.12 Other
methods have been used such as immunoreactive trypsin and abnormal nasal potential
difference measurements. Diagnostic confirmation is by genetic genotyping.

Diagnosis of CFRD - Not So Simple
CFRD is usually asymptomatic.47 In a five year prospective study in Denmark only
33% of cases presented with clinical symptoms: polyuria, polydipsia, weight loss and
less than 4% presented with diabetic ketoacidosis.48 At present it is accepted that the
diagnostic criteria for type 1 and type 2 diabetes also apply to CFRD. When one does
a literature review on CFRD, one would think it a simple task to find a consensus on

Figure 1.3

visits to a specialist in CF.  Management of CFRD is twofold: Nutritional and
Medical. The limited evidence available to date supports the use of insulin in CFRD.
This fits with the primary defect in the CFRD child being insulin deficiency. In total
50% of CF patients will require insulin therapy by the age of 30 years.    

Nutrition in CFRD
Nutritional therapy is an integral part of management of both CF and diabetes.
Malnutrition in CF is associated with poor growth, pubertal delay, diminished
Pulmonary Function Tests (PFT) and early death. Whereas in diabetes dietary man-
agement is to achieve glycaemic control and prevent long term complications.  The
challenge of the CFRD team is to combine the nutritional principles of the two dis-
eases.  CF children require 120-150% recommended daily allowance of calories;
40% of total intake to be fat; 30% of total intake to be carbohydrates; no reduction in
protein intake and a high salt diet >4000mg/daily.  As nutrition is important to sus-
tain adequate body mass and lung function in CF children, blood glucose levels
should be adjusted to caloric in take and never by calorie restriction.

Insulin in CFRD
At present insulin is the only recommended therapy for CFRD.  Many different reg-
imens are possible depending on the individual patients needs.  In the United States,
the recommendations are minimal basal insulin and the most effective regimens are
those that focus on meal coverage.40

Two different groups studied CF clinical status after the diagnosis of CF relat-
ed diabetes and treatment with insulin.  Rodman et al discovered no difference in
clinical status when tested at time of diagnosis and five years later.41 Reisman and co-
workers were unable to identify any differences in clinical status between their
groups when tested at diagnosis and 5 years after diagnosis of CF related diabetes.42

Reisman’s group did show that the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1)
five years after the diagnosis of diabetes in the insulin treated group was similar to
that measured at time to diagnosis, where as FEV1 in the control patients had deteri-
orated to the level of the diabetic patients, revealing a benefit of insulin therapy
delaying further clinical deterioration.

Survival in CFRD
Survival profiles have changed over the last fifty years in Cystic Fibrosis.  In the for-
ties and fifties average survival was one year old. More recent figures in the United
States report a mean survival time of 30-34 years. In Ireland, the median survival in
2006 was thirty-two years (CFAI registry 2006). Survival time for CF patients is
much reduced if a diagnosis of CFRD is made (Figure 1.3). The Pollock report of
Ireland’s CF paediatric and adult services reveals the survival figures are way below
that of our neighbouring countries: “Ireland displays a higher death rate than
England, Wales and Northern Ireland.”43 Recent studies by the University of
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already catabolic state. Classical clinical signs and symptoms of diabetes are insen-
sitive alone as a screening test for CFRD. Like type 2 diabetes, CFRD has an insidi-
ous onset and clinical symptoms occur relatively late in its course.  Only 33% of
patients with CFRD had symptoms of polyuria or polydipsia at the time of diagnosis
in a prospective Danish study of 191 patients.53 Below ten years of age CFRD is rare
and measurement of diabetes auto-antibodies may help differentiate CFRD from
type 1 diabetes.  

Oral Glucose Tolerance Testing (OGTT) is the most sensitive method
presently available for diagnosing diabetes without FPG. Even though the FPG and
the two hour plasma glucose (2hr GTT) do not correlate perfectly with each other,
they give the same prevalence in a type 2 diabetes prone population when either is
used alone as a diagnostic tool. These glucose levels may be less closely related in
CFRD. Prof Toni Moran and colleagues at the University of Minnesota, diagnosed 74
patients by OGTT with CFRD without fasting hyperglycemia.54 Their average FPG
was 5.4±0.6 mmol/L, and their average 2hr GTT was 14.1±1.4 mmol/L.  During the
same time period, 36 patients were diagnosed with CFRD with fasting hyper-
glyceamia.  Therefore FPG levels alone would not have identified more than two-
thirds of CFRD patients. OGTT is currently the gold standard for diagnosing diabetes
worldwide; however it may not be accurate in diagnosing CFRD.  Danish research
has shown because CFRD is usually asymptomatic, 33% of CFRD can be missed,

when one relies on OGTT alone.55

Continuous glucose monitoring system (CGMS) is a new tool in the mon-
itoring and screening of children and adults with diabetes. The CGMS is a continu-
ous measure of glucose in the interstial fluid. Normally children with diabetes are
assessed based on 2-4 times daily blood glucose from a finger prick. The CGMS
gives us a continuous picture previously not available. It also reveals important trends
in hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia in the children’s home environment.

What is it and how does it work? CGMS is a mini computer the size of a pager,
which is attached to the patient via lead and a sensor (Shown in Figure 1.5). A plat-
inum electrode is inserted under the skin (abdomen or buttock) and this continuous-
ly measures the glucose in the interstitium. The electrode is coated in glucose oxidase
and as the concentration of glucose increases in the interstitial fluid it causes a cat-
alytic reaction with glucose oxidase and generates a voltage. An average reading is
generated every five minutes; 288 reading are recorded per 24 hour period and the
CGMS will usually be worn for 48-72 hours.

To date, CGMS is not a diagnostic tool but an adjunct to the OGTT and an
important monitor of glucose profiles as patients’ progress from NGT to IGT to
CFRD.  CGMS has improved in reliability, accuracy for assessment and diagnosis of
diabetes. Recently it has been shown to be reliable and accurate in four adult patients
with CF.56 There is limited data available on the use of CGMS in CF adults; howev-
er there is no data on the use of CGMS in children with CF. Important studies are

the diagnostic criteria. However, this is not the case. Despite the lack of equivalent
studies in CF the same glycaemic thresholds have been adopted as the standard for
diagnosis of CFRD. It is well established that CF patients with normal fasting and
2hour values have higher 30, 60 and 90min values than non-CF patients with similar
fasting and 2hour values.49 Despite this the oral glucose tolerance testing (OGTT)
remains the most frequently used diagnostic test for CFRD (See Figure 1.4).

Screening for CF-Related Disorders
There is much controversy over the various screening tests for CFRD; these various
screening tools will now be discussed.

Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) should not be used as a screening test for CFRD.50

This test is commonly used to monitor patients with established diabetes (including
CFRD), since, when it is elevated, it indicates poor glycaemic control.  HbA1c has
been shown by several investigators to be unreliable in the diagnosis of new CFRD
because it is usually normal.51 HbA1c displays poor sensitivity for diagnosis but may
be used in monitoring CFRD. The red blood cell bone marrow turnover is much
shorter in CF patients. This results in lower HbA1c levels with the same degree of
hyperglycaemia versus non-CF patients. Random blood glucose levels are affected
by time of day, last meal, and gastric emptying time. When persistently elevated
blood glucose (>11.1mmol/L) in the presence of symptoms, the diagnosis of diabetes
can be made.  Normal random glucose levels do not exclude a diagnosis of CFRD.
Random blood glucose levels alone are insensitive for diagnosing CFRD. Fasting
blood glucose (FBG) levels should also be measured in this situation, however FBG
is not reliable and reveals lots of false positives.52 Glycosuria is a poor test in an

Figure 1.4
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Conclusion
CFRD is now a common complication as our CF children surviving longer.57 The
morbidity and mortality of CF increases by six fold once diagnosed with CFRD.58 For
this reason it is essential to screen and diagnose CFRD early and commence insulin
therapy as soon as possible. Benefits of insulin in CFRD are well described.
Although, Ireland has the highest incidence of CF in the world (1 in 1461), little is
known about these patients endocrine and diabetes abnormalities.  Screening effec-
tively and efficiently for CFRD is essential. These screening tests, including the
OGTT were designed to examine the response to a glucose load primarily at 120 min-
utes in healthy adult individuals. It is difficult to determine can these diagnostic cri-
teria also apply to CF children and adults. Current screening tools are mostly inade-
quate for CF children. New modalities are now available such as the CGMS system.
No data is available on CGMS in CF children. Larger prospective studies are war-
ranted to ascertain can the CGMS be an important adjunct to diagnosis and monitor-
ing in all CF patients. There are many complexities in the areas of diagnosis, moni-
toring and treatment of CFRD that need clarification through further research and
development. It is clear how to manage a symptomatic CF patient, with fasting hyper-
glycemia, positive on oral glucose tolerance testing - commence insulin. What is
unclear is how to manage the fifteen year old CF female, with IGT or CFRD, weight
loss and pulmonary function at rock bottom.  Do the benefits of insulin therapy out-
weigh the burden of management of a second chronic disease? When should insulin
therapy be initiated? Further studies are needed to clarify these outstanding questions.
It is important to determine whether early insulin therapy in IGT and CFRD will pre-
vent respiratory decline, improve quality of life, growth, normoglycaemia and pro-
long survival in children with Cystic Fibrosis.

Figure 1.9 CFRD CGMS Result

awaited to assess the OGTT limitations and assess the validity of CGMS in CF
patients. The following three figures show the results of CGMS traces on three chil-
dren in the three glucose tolerance categories: normal CF, pre-diabetes (IGT) CF and
CFRD. 

Figure 1.5

Figure 1.7 Normal CF CGMS result

Figure 1.8 IGT CF CGMS Result

Figure 1.6
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sponding Latin verb frangere means ‘to break’; to create irreg-
ular fragments. It is therefore sensible -and how appropriate for
our needs! - that, in addition to ‘fragmented’ (as in fraction or
refraction), fractus should also mean ‘irregular’, both meanings
being preserved in fragment.1

Artists were instantly attracted to fractals. Artistic interest burst out result-
ing in a new form of digital art, which rapidly became popular both inside and out-
side the artistic and scientific communities. Musical interest followed almost simul-
taneously, focused mainly on the area of algorithmic composition. Consequently
challenging questions arose: Is Fractal Art the next big thing? Is Fractal Art the ful-
filment of art’s mission? Are we getting closer to Heaven?

The following sections of the paper will discuss some initial concepts in a
mathematical and philosophical approach. Section 1 will introduce the general math-
ematical notions of Chaos Theory and Fractal Geometry. Section 2 will introduce
Fractal Art, its areas and sub-areas and their mathematical origins. Section 3 will out-
line a brief background on the pre-existing use of fractal structures in artworks.
Section 4 will discuss the view that the geometry of nature is neither Euclidean nor
projective but mainly fractal, chaotic and how this implies that Fractal Art is (prom-
ised to be) the art of nature.

What Is A Fractal Anyway?
Fractal Geometry (and some Topology)
The topological dimension of a set is defined as the number of independent parame-
ters needed to describe a point in the set. For example, a point in the plane is
described by two independent parameters (also known as the Cartesian coordinates
of the point), so in this sense, the plane is two-dimensional. By definition topological
dimension is always a natural number. However, topological dimension behaves in
quite unexpected ways on certain highly irregular sets such as fractals. Hausdorff
dimension gives another way to define dimension for such sets.

Let F be a fractal and N(r) the minimum number of balls of radius less than
or equal to r required to cover F completely. Clearly, as r gets smaller N(r) gets larg-
er. Very roughly, N(r) is found to be proportional to 1/rd as r à 0, where d is a real
number. Then d is the Hausdorff dimension of F. Hausdorff dimension measures the
space-filling ability; moreover it refines the concept of topological dimension by
relating it to other properties of the space such as volume as shown in the figure
below.

Though unexpected, Hausdorff dimension is a real number, more often a
fraction. Fractals and highly irregular sets do not have an integer dimension but a
fractional dimension. There are various closely related notions of possibly fractional
dimensions. They are usually referred to as fractal dimensions. Note that ‘fractal’ is
a neologism and as such is not semantically related to ‘fractional’. Mandelbrot for-

When I judge art, I take my painting and put it next to a God-made object like a
tree or flower. If it clashes, it is not art.

- Paul Cézanne

Understanding nature has always been a reference point for both art and science.
Aesthetics have put nature at the forefront of artistic achievement. Artworks are
expected to represent nature, to work like it. Science has likewise been trying to
explain the very laws that determine nature. Technology has provided both sides with
the appropriate tools towards their common goal. Fractal Art stands right at the heart
of the art-science-technology triangle. This paper examines the new perspectives
brought to art by Fractal Geometry and Chaos Theory and how the study of the frac-
tal character of nature offers promising possibilities towards art’s mission.

Mathematics has always been affecting art. Mathematical concepts like the
golden ratio, the platonic solids and the projective geometry have been widely used
by painters and sculptors while the Pythagorean arithmetic perception of harmony
dominates western music to this very day. Infinity and probability theory inspired
artists like M. C. Escher and composers like Iannis Xenakis forming trends in con-
temporary art and music. The evolution of technology created new areas of intersec-
tion between mathematics and art or music: digital art, computer music and new
media.

The founding of Chaos Theory introduced mathematics to a fascinating and
intriguing new reality: nature itself. Until then, scientists were only capable of
observing the nonlinear dynamical character of the natural structures and processes.
Now they had mathematical tools, which described, explained and proved the chaot-
ic properties of nature, like weather systems and the butterfly effect. Computers
became an integral part of this scientific revolution, being capable of calculating non-
linear dynamical systems and visualizing the results over time; scientists were able to
watch the chaotic evolution of a naturally-occurring phenomenon on a computer’s
screen. Eccentric shapes, irregular geometrical objects and extraordinary figures
emerged, revealing a world where the unreal (graphic representations of algorithmic
processes) implied the real (nature). Benoit Mandelbrot was the first mathematician
to shape this new area into an individual self-standing theory, which instantly became
the most popular of all. He introduced the neologism fractal to unite all these strange
objects under one term:

I coined fractal from the Latin adjective fractus. The corre-

FRACTAL ART: CLOSER TO HEAVEN? MODERN MATHEMATICS, THE ART OF

NATURE AND THE NATURE OF ART

CHARALAMPOS SAITIS
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point in a space.
2. Iterated function systems (IFS): a fixed geometric 

replacement rule exists.
3. Random fractals: these are generated by stochastic rather than 

deterministic processes.

Fractals can also be classified according to their self-similarity. Three types of self-
similarity are identified in fractals, listed below in a direct correspondence to the gen-
eration techniques presented above:

1. Quasi-self-similarity: the fractal appears approximately (but 
not exactly) identical at different scales. Quasi-self-similar 
fractals contain small copies of the entire fractal in distorted 
and degenerate forms. This is a loose form of self-similarity.

2. Exact self-similarity: the fractal appears identical at different  
scales. This is the strongest type of self-similarity.

3. Statistical self-similarity: the fractal has numerical or 
statistical measures which are preserved across scales. This is 
the weakest type of self-similarity.

Chaos Theory
Chaos Theory describes the behaviour of systems of nonlinear dynamical equations
when iterated. Iteration refers to the process, whereby an initial value is input to a
system of equations and the output is fed back into the system as a new input value.
The same process is repeated in infinitely many steps. Each step provides a value,
which represents a point in n-dimensional space (n being determined by the number
of variables in the equations). The orbit of the system is defined as the set of these
points over time. An attractor of the system is a set to which the orbit of the system
converges. There are three categories of behaviour into which the system can fall
upon iteration: constant, where all points in the orbit tend towards a stable value;
oscillatory, where all points in the orbit belong to a repeating set; and chaotic,
where no point in the orbit is visited twice in a finite time period. The last category
of behaviour is the most interesting.4 The system wanders around a range of points,
often returning to close, but never identical points and its attractor, being seen from
a geometrical point of view, is a complicated set with fractal characteristics called a
strange attractor or a fractal attractor. Strange attractors are actually fractals,
belonging to the most interesting and beautiful ones. The most essential feature of a
strange attractor is its sensitivity to the initial conditions,5 i.e. minor differences in
the initial input values of the system can produce drastic, unexpected results after a
certain number of iterations. In other words: Chaos!

Scaling self-similarity is the most critical property of a fractal; it is the
‘strange attractor’ of the dynamical system defined by Mathematics, Art and Nature.

mally defined a fractal to be a set with Hausdorff dimension strictly greater than its
topological dimension. However it proved to be unsatisfactory in that it excluded a
number of sets that clearly ought to be regarded as fractals. As Kenneth Falconer
notes:

the definition of a ‘fractal’ should be regarded in the same way as
the biologist regards the definition of ‘life’…. just a list of proper-
ties characteristic of a living thing…. [M]ost living things have
most of the characteristics on the list, though there are living
objects that are exceptions to each of them. In the same way, it
seems best to regard a fractal as a set that has (a list of) properties,
rather than to look for a precise definition, which will almost cer-
tainly exclude some interesting cases.3

Therefore, a fractal F is (defined as) a geometrical object that generally has the fol-
lowing features: 

1. F has a fine structure, i.e. detail on arbitrarily small scales.
2. F is too irregular to be described in traditional geometrical 

language, both locally and globally.
3. F has some form of self-similarity, at least approximately or 

stochastically.
4. F has a ‘fractal dimension’ (defined in some way) that is greater 

than its topological dimension.
5. F has a simple and recursive definition in most cases of interest.   

Fractals are generally generated following three techniques:
1. Escape-time fractals: defined by a recurrence relation at each 

Figure 2.0 Covering a curve, a surface, and a solid cube with cubes of
diameter r 2
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determine compositional processes. Most common is to apply the results to MIDI
parameters, though application to wav is not unheard of. There are several types of
fractal music according to the methods and software used. Programmes like
MusiNum and Gingerbread generate music using solely fractal mathematics, and
transformations to fit a chosen musical scale. However, the majority of the software
uses fractal as well as a great many other algorithmic techniques combined. In other
cases, composers use fractal music as a starting point for further development using
conventional instruments, samples, other sounds.

Another way of composing fractal music is using iterated systems of non-
linear dynamical equations as note generating algorithms. The result is directly relat-
ed to the behaviour of the system. Obviously, constant behaviour will produce no
interesting musical results. Oscillatory behaviour has the possibility of producing
interesting repetitions, if the period (the number of distinct points in the repeating set)
is large enough, but in practice the set is usually rather small, resulting in melodies
that circle between only a few pitches. It is the chaotic behaviour that holds the most
musical interest. When the strange attractor is interpreted musically the result is very
similar to variations on a theme. The material produced has a high degree of correla-
tion with its past, but is always producing something new at the same time.
Chaosmuse is a programme in pure ANSI C. It allows the composer to specify what
equation systems, parameters, and musical parameters to use through a text-based,
interactive interface. The generated music is output as several standard file formats,
including MIDI Types 1 and 0, Adagio, CSound score file format, and mtr2, a simple
format for input into MAX/MSP.

Just as the creation of a fractal structure involves the process of iteration, so the
production of artistic works involves iteration.  The creative process is a system

wherein the output eventually becomes part of the input. In this way, the process of
making art becomes self-similar, self-referential and an iteration of itself.

- Edward Berko

Fractals Have Always Been There!
Well before the mathematical establishment of fractals and chaos, fractal patterns,
self-similarity, chaotic structures and infinity have been used by painters, sculptors
and composers as both motivation and quantitative tools.

Jackson Pollock created some abstract paintings in the late 1940s, where he
used two revolutionary methods both implying chaotic patterns. In the first he used
his whole body to introduce a wide range of length scales into his painting motion.
In the second he applied paint by letting it drip on the canvas. Furthermore, electron-
ic de-construction of Pollock’s paintings into their constituent coloured layers
showed that each of the individual layers consist of a uniform, fractal pattern.7 Escher
created his famous tessellation drawings inspired by the notions of infinite repetition
and scaling self-similarity, often producing optic illusions. Salvador Dali’s Le Visage

Historically, mathematical ‘strange’ structures existed before fractals. They were
characterized as ‘pathological’ since they did not fit the patterns of Euclid. However: 

the mathematicians who created (them) regarded them as
important in showing that the world of pure mathematics con-
tains a richness of possibilities going far beyond the simple
structures that they saw in Nature. […] Now, as Mandelbrot
points out, […] Nature has played a joke on mathematicians.
The 19th-century mathematicians may have been lacking in
imagination, but Nature was not. The same pathological struc-
tures that the mathematicians invented to break loose from 19th-
century naturalism turn out to be inherent in familiar objects all
around us.6

Welcome to Fractaland!
Fractal Art is created by calculating fractal mathematical functions (algorithms) and
converting the results into digital still or animated images and music. Fractal images
are graphs of the results while fractal music maps the calculation results to music
pitches or other sounds. Although the initiative of the artist/programmer is what
defines the resulted artwork Fractal Art has been strongly criticised as to whether or
not it should be considered a form of art due to its computational origins. 

Fractal images are digital images that either consist of a single fractal or are
composed of several fractal and non-fractal objects. Software tools have become
widely available, whereby the artist is able to algorithmically generate a fractal, to
apply colour patterns and to compose digital images. The algorithms used fall under
the three generating techniques presented in the previous section, thus allowing the
artist to decide on the type of self-similarity and the level of complexity. The most
popular fractal generating programme is Ultra Fractal. Its innovating feature is the
built-in layering capability; in addition it was the first programme to place total con-
trol of the image in the hands of the user. It should be noted here that colouring a frac-
tal image is an essential part of the process. Geometrically, a fractal object consists
of ‘neighbourhoods’ of different importance. Computers generate a fractal by apply-
ing colours to levels of importance, the result being outstanding colourful images that
challenge imagination.

Two sub-areas of fractal images are fractal flames and fractal landscapes.
Fractal flames are mainly generated with IFS, whereas fractal landscapes by stochas-
tic algorithms. Apophysis is the most popular fractal flame editor. Kenton “Doc
Mojo” Musgrave is considered a leading authority on fractal landscapes and his most
recent computer program, MojoWorld, is one of the more convenient ways to inves-
tigate them. Furthermore, sequencing fractal images creates fractal animations.

Fractal music is an area of algorithmic composition. Fractal generating algo-
rithms are applied to pitch, dynamics, duration, time and other audio parameters to
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ly ‘objective’. However, Chaos dramatically negated this assumption by showing that
this relation is chaotic dynamical and thus ‘subjective’. Artists on the other hand have
always understood that a change in one small part of a painting or a musical compo-
sition may destroy or transform the work. Chaos united the two worlds of art and sci-
ence towards a further understanding of nature.12 Furthermore, the American Heritage
Directory defines art as:

1. Human effort to imitate, supplement, alter or counteract the work of nature.
2. The conscious production or arrangement of sounds, colours, forms, movements, 

or other elements in a manner that affects the sense of beauty, specifically the 
production of the beautiful in a graphic or plastic medium.13

Fractal Art obviously follows this definition in a more persuasive way than
other forms of art, since it originates from nature. Nature forms patterns somewhere
between order and chaos, some of them being orderly in time but disorderly in space,
others orderly in space but disorderly in time14: fractal patterns. We meet these pat-
terns everywhere in the real world we live in. Even the way humans react to natural
phenomena is in most cases unpredictable. Art has been either totally orderly
(Classicism, Cubism) or totally disorderly (Dada, Surrealism); with Fractal Art the in-
between gap is filled in.

In the field of music, fractal algorithms are expected to produce more real-
istic natural sounds and subtle melodies than conventional algorithmic approaches.
Music produced by chaotic nonlinear dynamical systems is highly acclaimed as more
aesthetically interesting than music obtained with other stochastic algorithms like
Markov Chains.15 Fractal music yields patterns that originate from natural procedures,
thus being harmonious, beautifully complex. Further process of these patterns, either
as succession of musical events or as complex frequency spectra, promises to produce
musical material, which will bring new horizons in composition. As fractal structures
are identified in nature, in the nature of sound itself, and in our perception of musi-
cal beauty, fractal music is about to be the next musical revolution.16

The observation by Mandelbrot of the existence of a “Geometry of Nature” has led
us to think in a new scientific way about the edges of clouds, the profiles of the tops

of forests on the horizons, and the intricate moving arrangement on the wings of a
bird as it flies.

- Michael F. Barnsley17

Conclusion
Continuity and infinity characterize nature itself. Therefore image and sound, as inte-
gral parts of nature, and consequently art and music, could be redefined by taking on
a completely new vision and mission. Modern Mathematics provides the necessary
tools, both scientific and artistic, through Fractal Geometry and Chaos Theory.

de la Guerre depicts a fractal progression of ever smaller death masks. 
Self-similarity abounds in canonical works of western music, present in

different forms at all time periods. Canons and fugues are the main examples. A
canon is a contrapuntal composition that employs a melody with one or more imita-
tions of itself played after a given duration (usually one measure). The initial
melody is called the leader, while the imitative the follower. The follower is either
an exact replica of the leader or a transformation, thus there are several different
types of canons. A fugue is a more complex form of contrapuntal composition
where one main theme, the subject, sounds in successive imitation in each voice.
Studies on J. S. Bach’s famous canons and fugues prove the masterly use of self-
similarity and scaling. The music of Beethoven and Mozart also consists of similar
elements. As Mandelbrot pointed out, music displays fractal characteristics because
of its inherently hierarchical nature.8

Since a long time I am interested in patterns with ‘motives’ getting smaller and
smaller till they reach the limit of infinite smallness. 

- M. C. Escher

It Is A Fractal’s World After All, Isn’t It?
With the establishment of Fractal Geometry and Chaos Theory it soon became clear
that these are useful mathematical tools for describing nature. Scientists went on
examining natural patterns and objects from a completely new angle, the results being
more than just interesting. Irregularity, chaos, abrupt changes, discontinuity, self-sim-
ilarity, scaling: all rule both the inner and outer beauty and harmony of nature and
life. Trees, branches, leaves, roots of plants, cauliflowers, snowflakes, diamonds,
coastlines, mountains, clouds, stars, the sky, galaxy clusters: fractal attractors
describe visible natural shapes. The weather, the solar system, plate tectonics, turbu-
lent fluids, population growth, economy: examples of dynamic chaotic systems. The
brain and bronchial lobes are also examples of bodily structures with elements of
self-similarity and scaling.

In 1982 Benoit Mandelbrot wrote his fundamental essay The Fractal
Geometry of Nature, where he introduced his revolutionary ideas in a mathematical,
philosophical and artistic way, being considered as a bible for both scientists and
artists. The innovative concept of Mandelbrot was to usefully represent a natural pat-
tern by a fractal set. According to him:

many facets of Nature can only be described with the help of
fractals9 […] Nature’s patterns are irregular and fragmented10

[…] self-similarity is […] the fabric of Nature.11

Chaos Theory brought out a whole new aesthetic in science. Traditionally,
science has considered the relation between the observer and the observed to be pure-
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Introduction
As the number of documents on the World Wide Web has grown exponentially,
Information Retrieval (IR) has become vital to the success of the World Wide Web as
a useful information repository. However, Web IR operates on a different type of
resource to classical IR. Documents on the World Wide Web differ from traditional
IR resources in that they exist not as single entities but in a context, defined by their
connections to other documents. These connections, or hyperlinks, allow Web users
to browse through the network (or Hypertext) of documents in search of the infor-
mation they require.  As the Web has grown, users have turned to indexes and search
engines to obtain information.  These search engines typically rank results of a search
query by IR measures such as term frequency, with search engines like Google re-
organising the results according to analysis of the link structures around the docu-
ments (the link topology). These analyses, while more effective than classical IR
result ranking techniques, ignore the content of the connected documents, and there-
fore lose vital information about the content of the documents.  This paper describes
a method in which this information can be restored to a Web-based Information
Retrieval model.

Document Context
The definition of document context depends primarily on the medium on which the
document is based. A chapter in a book exists in the context of the chapters located
before or after it, and a reader of the chapter would not be expected to fully grasp the
meaning of the content without first having read the preceding chapters.  Likewise
the content of the chapter will have a bearing on the understanding of subsequent
chapters. The same is true for individual pages, paragraphs or sentences within the
book. The definition of context in the case of a book is therefore linear.

In certain cases, especially in academic texts, the linearity of this definition is
broken by the inclusion of confer (cf.) references to other locations in a text. Then the
context of the document should include the information at the other end of the con-
fer reference. Academic papers also contain references to previous work by other
authors, which in turn will reference earlier works, resulting in a tree-like structure of
con-text for the document.  It is expected that directly referenced work is more rele-
vant than indirectly referenced works, and as a general rule, the further the reader
travels (or ‘browses’) along this tree structure from the original document, the less
relevant the in-formation found is likely to become. The context of the document is

  ‘CONTEXT’ IN WEB INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

   DANIEL KELLEHER

SATURNINO LUZ

Fractal Art is located at the very point where the nature of the Art meets the art of the
Nature. Both scientists and artists should embrace Fractal Art and explore its infinite
(but not self-similar!) possibilities. 

Mathematics is on the artistic side a creation of new rhythms, orders, designs, har-
monies, and on the knowledge side, is a systematic study of various rhythms,

orders, designs and harmonies.
- William L. Schaaff
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rately across the concept links, due to their URL structure, regardless of the actual
con-tent of the pages.

Other projects, such as Mizuuchi and Keishi3 and MAPA,4 use similar URL
directory structures, or HTML metadata marking pages as parents or children, to
weight the importance of links and to assign them semantic roles.  HTML metadata
is rarely found in Web pages, and URL directory structures are not always accurate
descriptors of content hierarchy, especially given the recent trend towards a ‘Web 2.0’
approach, in which the traditional physical directory structures of the Web are sup-
planted by ‘logical’ structures, that can be manipulated by content users, as opposed
to content providers.5

Link Topography
Other techniques do not use individual links to identify information about documents,
but instead look at the overall structure of an area of the Web.  The Google search
engine uses the PageRank system6 to rank pages according to a prestige measure.  The
prestige of a document is a function of the prestige of the documents that link to it.
It is therefore an iterative procedure that spreads ‘prestige’ across a Web graph
according to the link structure of that graph.  This technique has had huge success in
improving retrieval precision, especially when combined with a large Web database.
However, the contents of linked documents are not analysed, so the PageRank com-
ponent of the ranking system is not dependent on the search query. Prestige can there-
fore be wrongly transferred in cases where the documents conferring the prestige are
not semantically related to the search query. Another iterative procedure that analy-
ses link topology is Kleinberg’s HITS technique,7 which gives each document in a
finite document set an ‘authority’ score and a ‘hub’ score.  The authority score for a
document is defined as the normalised sum of the hub scores of the documents that
link to it, and vice-versa. The authority score of a document can be used as a guide-
line for its rank in a search result list, similarly to the PageRank system. As with the
PageRank system, this method is unrelated to the content of the documents.

Content-Based Analysis
The following papers take into account the content of linked documents when per-
forming link analysis. 

Chakrabarti et al describe initial failures in the use of contextual data in a
text-classification application, in which simple inclusion of neighbour text into the
document to be classified increases the error of the classifier.8 The paper then sug-
gests a compromise solution in which the class of a document is estimated from the
classes of its pre-classified neighbours. Chakrabarti et al also describe a development
of the HITS algorithm by including document content data.9 The iterative procedure
however must be performed for every search term, making it time-consuming. 

Aguiar introduces a complementarity measure between two documents,
defined in terms of their structural proximity and their content similarity.10 The simi-

therefore not a clearly-defined set of information, but a region, with blurred edges,
surrounding the document.

Context in a Hypertext
Web documents are similar to academic journals in that they can contain references
to other documents, and there is an assumption that referenced documents are relat-
ed, i.e. they have content which is to some degree semantically connected to the con-
tent of the referring document. However, in the Web, the chronological element is
removed - documents can reference pages that will change their content in future,
without the references being considered invalid. This therefore allows the existence
of cycles in the connections, resulting in a graph structure of nodes and edges. This
graph structure is known as Hypertext, the largest and most well-known of which is
the Web, but others exist.

Documents in classical IR are typically treated as independent resources; the
content of one document will have no bearing on the interpretation of the content of
another.  However, Web documents have more in common with the chapters of a
book in that they form a part of an overall structure that can be browsed. Unlike the
act of reading a book, however, the act of browsing is non-linear, and the context of
a web document is therefore a set of possible browsing paths through a document. It
is these sets that ought to be the resources upon which a Web Information Retrieval
system performs, in order to maximize the potential of the hypertextual nature of the
Web.

Including Contextual Data in IR Applications
This paper proposes an adaptation of an existing IR term-weighting method, TF xIDF
(Term Frequency x Inverse Document Frequency),1 to incorporate contextual infor-
mation as defined above. We implement this method in a document retrieval algo-
rithm and show that this increases its retrieval effectiveness when applied to Web col-
lections.

Related Work

Non-Content-Based Analysis
Literature in this section concerns hyperlink weighting and analysis without includ-
ing contextual information.

A Summary of Link-Weighting Techniques
Dyreson describes an algorithm that constructs a ‘concept graph’ from a Web graph
by analysing link types.2 The link types are determined by the directory structures of
their URLs. The concept graph is a hierarchical structure in which each traversal of
a link represents a movement from more general to more specific information. This
technique is content-free, in that the concepts are assumed to be transferred accu-
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where:

This definition applies a limit, n, to the size of the context of a document. This limit
can be determined experimentally and can vary from application to application or
from collection to collection. The majority of the contextual information is contained
within one hyperlink of the document, however, and this has the added advantage of
being the most efficient value of n, as the size of the set Dn is smallest when n = 1,
resulting in quicker calculation times for TF xINF.

Testing Environment
The test corpora used for this project were gathered by a limited-depth web-spider
from three starting points on the web: java.sun.com, www.oireachtas.ie and
www.number-10.gov.uk. These sites were chosen because each page contained a suf-
ficient number of manually-annotated meta keyword HTML tags that allowed us to
carry out objective tests (including precision and recall tests for the search engine
tests) instead of being restricted to subjective relevance tests. The sizes of the collec-
tions are between 500 and 1500 documents. Each corpus was split into test and train-
ing sets of equal size, under the constraint that no document in the test set is linked
to a document in the training set.

Automatic Keyphase Extraction
KEA is an automatic keyphrase extraction program that develops and applies a Nave-
Bayes probability model based on TFxIDF. A training set of documents with manu-
ally annotated keyphrases is fed to the program and the TFxIDF values of the phras-
es in the documents are calculated. A discrete probability distribution is then gener-
ated for two classes of phrase: keyphrase and non-keyphrase, and the classifier uses
these distributions to determine the maximum likelihood estimator of the class of an
unseen term, given its TF xIDF value.  In order to adapt KEA to incorporate con-tex-
tual data in Web corpora, the TF xIDF feature was simply replaced with TF xINF.
The results of the keyphrase extraction experiments are described in Kelleher &
Luz.13 (In this paper, the TFxINF feature is named SR).

Document Retrieval
The probability distributions generated by KEA can be used to generate a document
ranking function based on a query. The probability distributions:

larity measure is a vector space model (VSM) cosine measure and the structural prox-
imity is a function of their position in the web (taking into account the number of
shared ancestors, shared descendants, independent paths, etc). Documents with high
complementarity are then clustered together and treated as single self-contained enti-
ties rather than as a set of documents. If a document is not similar enough to a linked
document (d), it has no effect on its retrieval. Contextual information surrounding d
that is not sufficiently similar to d is therefore lost.

Method
Incorporating Contextual Data in TFxIDF
TFxIDF is based on the ratio of the probability of a phrase appearing in a given doc-
ument and the probability that it appears in any document, and is given by: 

where freqt,d is the number of occurrences of term t in document d, sized is the total
number of terms in document d, dft is the number of documents in the collection con-
taining term t and N is the size of the collection.  The TF xIDF feature does not take
into account the link structure of a Web collection and therefore contains no infor-
mation about the context of the document d. In order to remedy that, we limit the IDF
component of the feature to be calculated not over the entire collection N, but over
the subset of the collection that makes up the context of the document d2. This varia-
tion of TF xIDF is referred to as TFxINF in this paper (INF is Inverse Neighbour
Frequency) The set of documents considered to be in the context of a document d is
defined as:

or the set of all documents x, such that a path of hyperlinks of length n exists between
d and x. Therefore, the INF value of a term t in a document d is defined as: 
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along the recall scale (25%, 50% and 75% recall), and the average of these precision
values was taken. The list with the highest average precision was deemed to be the
most accurately ranked list.

Results

Link Types
Hyperlinks connected to a document d can be separated into two categories, ‘in-
links’, which are links from another document to d, and ‘out-links’, which are links
from d to another document.  Out-links are easily identified by consulting the HTML
source of a Web document.  However, since any document on the Web can contain a
link to any other document, the full collection of in-links to a document can only be
known by consulting every document in the Web. It was, however, discovered exper-
imentally that in-links are, on average, less useful in TF?INF-based keyphrase extrac-
tion than out-links (see figure 3.0), and often reduce its effectiveness, so they were
omitted from subsequent experiments on document retrieval, and only out-links were
used.

Document Retrieval
Figure 3.1 shows the difference between the 3-point average precision values in the
three collections.  The results are split into tests based on all keyphrases in percent-
age improvement of 3 point aver-age precision of re-ranked search results over orig-
inal ranking the test sets, and the top 40 most common keyphrases in each test set.
All collections showed an improvement when using the TF xINF method. Searches
on the top 40 most common keyphrases in the Oireachtas collection were found to
have the largest improvement.

(where kp = keyphrase) are interpreted as likelihood functions, and the ratio between
the two likelihoods gives a function on TFxINF: 

This function normalises the likelihood that a phrase is a keyphrase against the like-
lihood that it is not a keyphrase. If an assumption is made that the more likely a par-
ticular search phrase p is a keyphrase of a document, the more relevant that document
is in relation to p, then this function can be used to rank documents containing p
according to the TFxINF value of the term in each document.

Since the underlying probability distributions in KEA are discrete distribu-
tions,14 this function is also discrete. A continuous form of the function was approxi-
mated by carrying out interpolation, fitting an order-5 polynomial to the data points
using the least mean squares method. 

In our experiments, the likelihood functions were generated from the training
sets of each Web collection.   The desktop search application Swish-e was used to
carry out searches on each of the keyphrases in the meta keyword tags of the test set.
Each search gave a list of n documents, ranked according to term frequency. The set
was then re-ranked according to a combination of the initial Swish-e rank and the
rank obtained from the function above. The precision and recall values of the newly-
ranked list were then tested against the original ranking. Since both lists contain the
same documents, the precision and recall values for the entirety of both lists will be
equal. An effective document ranking scheme will maximise precision at low recall
values; that is, a small number of documents need to be returned in order to obtain a
sufficient amount of relevant documents. In the context of document-ranking, this
amounts to the most relevant documents being at the top of the list; as the searcher
passes down the list, the recall increases, but the precision decreases.  The purpose of
the experiment was to determine if the re-ranked list gave better precision values at
the upper end of the list than the original list.  In other words, did relevant documents
have a higher ranking in the re-ranked list?

In order to carry out precision and recall tests on the Web corpora, a document
was deemed to be relevant to a search query if that query existed in the meta key-
word tags of the document.  For each list, n precision and recall values were calcu-
lated, each value i being the precision and recall values of the first i documents in the
ranked list. The precision values were then sampled at three equidistant positions

Figure 3.0 Percentage improvement of TFxINF keyphrase extraction
using different link types
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this approach to the incorporation of contextual information in Web information
retrieval is promising, and may be adapted to other applications, such as document
clustering, Web visualisation or Web collection homogeneity measures.

NOTES
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Conference in Brisbane, Amsterdam: Elsevier Science Publishers, B.V., 1998).
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Figure 3.2 shows a sample Precision-Recall curve for a search on the Oireachtas col-
lection.  It can be seen that the re-ranked list has higher precision at lower recall val-
ues than the original list.

Conclusions
This paper describes a framework for the inclusion of contextual information in Web-
based information retrieval applications.  The context of a document d is defined as
the contents of documents connected by hyperlinks from d. The TFxIDF term-
weighting feature was adapted to incorporate this contextual information and its use
was demonstrated in a document retrieval application, based on a Bayesian probabil-
ity model. The technique was shown to improve the ranking of search results. This
result and earlier similar results based on automatic keyphrase extraction suggest that

Figure 3.1 Percentage improvement of 3 point average precision of
re-ranked search results over original ranking

Figure 3.2 Sample precision-recall curve for the search query ‘ireland’
in the Oireachtas collection
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